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FADE IN

INT: DINER. EARLY MORNING

A cup of smoldering black coffee sits on a table.  A guy’s hand comes into view, holding a bottle of sugar, and pro-ceeds to pour a long, continuous stream of sugar into the coffee.  The guy - RICH MAGUFFIN, late 20’s - puts down the bottle of sugar and stirs his coffee with a spoon.  He takes a sip.  His glasses fog over.  Another guy (MAX WINSTON, early 30‘s) sits across from him with a strange look on his face.

WINSTON
		Care for some coffee with your sugar, Rich? 
		What are you, a diabetic?

MAGUFFIN takes another sip of his coffee and smiles.

MAGUFFIN
		I’m never satisfied until the spoon is 
		standing straight up.

WINSTON
		You know what this reminds me of?

MAGUFFIN
		What?

WINSTON
		It reminds me of the opening scene in ‘True 
		Romance’ where Christian Slater is sitting 
		in that diner talking to that prostitute 
		about fucking Elvis.  A great scene.

MAGUFFIN
		You ever notice that in most of Quentin 
		Tarantino’s movies, they always open with 
		a diner scene? What’s so special about 
		opening a movie with people sitting in a 
		diner? It’s like us two right now.  We’re 
		sitting here in a diner talking about noth-
		ing in particular, just like the characters 
		are doing in those movies.  This could be 
		the opening scene to some movie.

WINSTON
		‘Reservoir Dogs’ opens with those guys sit
		ting in a diner debating the true meaning 
		of Madonna’s song ‘Like A Virgin’ and cul-
		minates with Steve Buscemi’s speech about 
		why he doesn’t like tipping waitresses.  
		It’s classic.

MAGUFFIN
		‘True Romance’ opens with Christian talk-
		ing about fucking Elvis; ‘Natural Born 
		Killers’ has Woody Harrelson eating a slab 
		of Key Lime pie while Juliette Lewis dances 
		to the jukebox in the background, and then 
		they kill everybody in the diner; ‘Pulp 
		Fiction’ begins with Pumpkin and Honey Bunny 			planning a robbery of the restaurant - a 
		great scene.

WINSTON
(as Honey Bunny)
		‘Any of you fucking pigs move, and I’ll 
		execute every mother-fucking last one of 
		ya!’ Pumpkin and Honey Bunny rule.

MAGUFFIN
		Quentin Tarantino is a god among directors.

WINSTON
		A piece of Key Lime pie sounds good right 
		about now.  I wonder if they got any here?

MAGUFFIN
		I don’t think so.

CREDITS.

EXT: HOLLYWOOD. MORNING

A sunny morning in Hollywood.  A light haze sweeps over the hills.  In the distance lies the HOLLYWOOD sign.

EXT: CHATEAU MARMONT. MORNING

A limousine pulls up to a bungalow at the Chateau Marmont on the Sunset Strip.  Two guys in black suits (BODYGUARDS) exit the car and approach the entrance to the bungalow.

INT: BUNGALOW. MORNING

Inside the bungalow, popular film actor WHIP FLANNERY, mid-20s, is getting ready for a long day on the set of his new movie, a big budget remake of 1955’s teen exploitation flick, “Rebel Without A Cause“.  

FLANNERY stands in his bathroom wearing only a T-shirt and a towel.  He is fresh from the shower.  He dances a jig in front of the bathroom mirror.

FLANNERY
(singing)
		‘She wore an itsy bitsy, teenie weenie, 
		yellow polka-dot bikini, that she wore 
		for the first time today.’

FLANNERY snorts a line of cocaine from a small mirror on the counter and fixes his hair to make himself look like James Dean.

FLANNERY admires himself in the mirror.

FLANNERY
		Hello, beautiful.  Aren’t we looking ra-
		vishing this morning.  Damn you look good.  
		Smell good, too.  You are a chick magnet.  

A knock at the door.

FLANNERY
		I feel good.

FLANNERY pulls on his pants, exits the bathroom, and answers the door.  He opens the door to find his two BODYGUARDS waiting outside.

BODYGUARD #1
		Mr. Flannery, your ride is waiting to take 
		you to the studio.

FLANNERY
		Top of the morning, Earl, Harve.  Care for 
		a bagel with cream cheese before we hit the 
		road? Or, perhaps a line of coke or heroin?

FLANNERY motions over to a coffee table with a glass bowl sitting in the middle heaped with cocaine.  A pile of fruit sits untouched.  A few neat lines of white powder are made up on the table’s glass top.  Nearby, a razor blade and a rolled up dollar bill.

BODYGUARD #2
		Nothing like a good breakfast to start the 
		day off right.

FLANNERY
		Did you know this is the same room where 
		John Belushi overdosed back in ‘82? I feel 
		his presence in the bedroom.  I sleep in 
		the same bed where he died.

BODYGUARD #1
		Looks like he left behind his cache of 
		drugs for you to sample all you want.  

BODYGUARD #2
		Just make sure you don’t die in the same 
		bed as Belushi.

FLANNERY is full of himself.  He is wasted on drugs.  He’s an arrogant prick.

EXT: BUNGALOW. MORNING

FLANNERY is led to the waiting limousine to drive him to the movie studio.

INT: LIMOUSINE. MORNING

Inside the back of the limousine, FLANNERY helps himself to a bottle of Cristal champagne.  His two BODYGUARDS take a seat across from him.  The limo pulls away from the curb and drives down Sunset.

FLANNERY
		Cristal champagne - nothing but the best 
		for the world’s biggest movie star.

BODYGUARD #2
		That’s exaggerating a bit, don’t you think?

FLANNERY
		No, I don’t.  I do believe that I am some 
		sort of an acting God.  My movies pack 
		theaters with young females.  Together, my 
		films have grossed nearly $4 billion world-
		wide.  My last film outgrossed that movie 
		with the sinking boat.  I make $20 million 
		a picture.  I have lines of fine young fe-
		males lined up around the block waiting to 
		meet me in person just so they can get an 				autographed publicity still and a taste 
		of my sweat.  Now tell me I’m not a God.

BODYGUARD #1
		You’re an asshole.  A selfish, arrogant 
		prick.

FLANNERY
		Thanks for the compliment.  Remind me 
		later to fire you both.

FLANNERY pops the cork on the champagne bottle.  White foam pours out.  He drinks straight from the bottle.

FLANNERY
		Like I said before, ’Nothing but the best’.  

All of a sudden, the LIMO DRIVER rolls down the electronic partition window.

LIMO DRIVER
		Mr. Flannery, nice to have you on board 
		this morning.  My daughters enjoy all 
		your movies.

FLANNERY
		Is the regular driver sick this morning, 
		or something? You should know whoever’s 
		driving the limo mustn’t converse with 
		the star on board.  I’m not paid to talk 
		with the driver.  So, if you don’t mind - 
		please, fuck off.

LIMO DRIVER
		Mind if I ask you what scene you’re film-
		ing today?

FLANNERY
		If I sign you an autograph will you leave 
		me alone? I need my beauty sleep.

LIMO DRIVER
		My daughters would really love an auto-
		graph.

FLANNERY
		Just don’t ask me to personalize it for 
		you.

LIMO DRIVER
		Would you?

FLANNERY
		How old are your daughters?

LIMO DRIVER
		Fifteen and seventeen.

FLANNERY
		Not unless they give me the world‘s great-
		est blowjob.

FLANNERY takes a sip of champagne and pulls out a publicity still of himself and signs his name.

FLANNERY
		The answer to your question, ‘What scene 
		am I filming today?’:  a knife fight scene 
		outside the Griffith Observatory.  A set, 
		not the real Observatory.  The director 
		hates shooting on location.  He prefers 
		the controlled atmosphere of a studio 
		sound stage.  It allows for less hassle 
		in post production.

FLANNERY hands the autographed photo to the LIMO DRIVER and tosses his pen into the front seat.

FLANNERY
		Happy now? You got your autographed picture.  
		Now leave me alone for the rest of the ride.  
		And tell the regular driver to haul his ass 
		out of bed and back to work by tomorrow morn-
		ing.  If not, he’s fired.

FLANNERY pushes a switch on an arm console and closes the electronic partition.  He grabs for the champagne bottle and takes a healthy swig.

FLANNERY
		The shit I have to put up with being a 
		celebrity.  When will it ever end?

FLANNERY takes another swig of champagne.  All of a sudden, he starts to feel very ill.  He drops the champagne bottle.

BODYGUARD #1
		You feeling all right, boss?

FLANNERY
		I shouldn’t have taken all those drugs back 
		at the Chateau.

BODYGUARD #1
		You shouldn’t mix drugs with alcohol.  It’s 
		a bad combination.

BODYGUARD #2
		It’s not the cocaine making you sick.  It’s 
		the champagne.  A small amount of poison goes 
		a long way.

FLANNERY
		Poison?

FLANNERY begins to lose consciousness.  One of the BODY-GUARDS pulls out a gun and pistol whips FLANNERY over the back of the head.  FLANNERY collapses to the floor of the limousine.

EXT: SUNSET STRIP. MORNING

The limousine speeds down the Sunset Strip.  It is stopped by a traffic light.  It speeds through the red light and turns a corner.  

EXT: ALLEY. MORNING

The limousine pulls into an alley where a black Sedan is waiting with its engine running.  

The Sedan’s driver’s side window rolls down automatically to reveal a ominous figure dressed entirely in black (DR. SPECTER), his face shrouded in secrecy, with a large-brimmed hat.  He motions to the two BODYGUARDS in the back of the limousine with his gloved left hand.  It should also be noted that the figure is missing a right hand.

DR. SPECTER
		You’ve done well, my loyal servants.  Put
		my trophy in the back of the Sedan, so 
		I may proceed with my plan.  As for you 
		two, go back to the room at the Chateau 
		Marmont and clean it out.  Make it spot-
		less.  After you finish that job, you two 
		may return to the studio.  I will take 
		over from here.

The BODYGUARDS transfer FLANNERY’S body into the Sedan.  The Sedan speeds away.

EXT: CLARANOVA STUDIOS. MAIN GATE. MORNING

The limousine pulls into the ClaraNova Studios’ lot through the main gate.  

EXT: NIBBLE, INC. PRODUCTIONS. MORNING

The BODYGUARDS exit the limousine and walk over to a film production office - Nibble, Inc. Productions.  

INT: NIBBLE, INC. PRODUCTIONS. MORNING

The two BODYGUARDS enter the Nibble, Inc. Productions’ off-ice building and walk down a long narrow hallway.  Lining the walls on each side of the hallway are marquees of movies produced under the Nibble, Inc. film banner - titles such as “Mockingbird Heights“, “Bad Moon Rising”, “Fear the Reaper”, “Half Moon Junction: The Escape From Camp Deadly”, “The Hitchcock Fan”, “Northern Lights”, and “Hat Trick Avenue”.  

There is also a more prominent marquee, that of a remake of the 1955 James Dean classic “Rebel Without A Cause” - Now In Production For Summer 2003.  A New Film By Gino Palladino.  Produced By Leonard Baxter.  Starring Whip Flannery, McKen-zie Banks, and Juno Calvecchio.

INT: BAXTER’S OFFICE. MORNING

The BODYGUARDS enter film producer LEONARD BAXTER’S office.  BAXTER, a heavy-set figure in his early 60’s, is in the middle of a meeting with Italian film director GINO PALL-ADINO, a menacing figure in his late 50’s who looks like he jumped straight out of a “Godfather” film.  They are talking about that day’s filming schedule.  PALLADINO looks over at the two BODYGUARDS who just walked through the door.

PALLADINO
		Gentlemen, may we help you? If not, Mr. 
		Baxter and myself are in the middle of 
		a discussion.

BAXTER
		Boys?

BODYGUARD #1
		Sorry about the intrusion, boss.  I’m 
		afraid we come with some bad news con-
		cerning Mr. Flannery.

PALLADINO
		We sent you to pick Mr. Flannery up at his 
		hotel and drive him to the studio.  Is he 
		here?

BODYGUARD #1
		No, sir.

BAXTER
		Where is he?

BODYGUARD #1
		Mr. Flannery, unfortunately, wasn’t present 
		at his bungalow at the Chateau Marmont when 
		we arrived to pick him up.

BAXTER
		Damn it! I knew casting that son of a bitch 
		in this picture was going to be a problem.  
		He makes $20 million a picture, he thinks 
		we have to work around his schedule.  We’re 
		making a movie.  We don’t keep bankers’ hours.

PALLADINO
		Did you check the bars along the Strip? He’s 			probably passed out drunk in the gutter with 
		some two-bit stripper.

BAXTER
		Too bad we can’t fire him.  We’ll be out $20 			million.  That’s the problem with pay-or-play 			deals.  The whole day of filming is a crap 
		shoot.  We’ll have to write off the whole 
		fucking thing.  Everybody but Flannery showed
		up this morning.  What are we gonna do?

PALLADINO
		Don’t worry about it.  Mr. Flannery will 
		show up.  He better, or I’m going to kill 
		him.  We’ll just have to shoot around him 
		until he shows up.  We can film on the 
		cover set using McKenzie.  The scene in 
		the family living room where Judy‘s father 
		makes a move on her.  
(to bodyguards)
		As for you two, go find Mr. Flannery, or 
		you’re both fired.  Capice?

BODYGUARD #2
		As you wish, Mr. Palladino, sir.  We’ll get 
		right on it.

The two BODYGUARDS turn and exit the office.  PALLADINO and BAXTER pick up their meeting where they left off.

INT: BATHROOM. DAY

An overweight MAN, late 30’s, enters his bathroom carrying the morning paper and takes a seat on the toilet bowl.  He flips to the sports section in the newspaper and starts humming a tune to himself.  All of a sudden, a thunderous fart belches from his ass and rattles the walls.  A tremor appears in a glass of water sitting at the edge of the bathroom sink.  The MAN strains as he prepares to drop a kid off in the pool.  PLUNK! Relief at last.

Suddenly, the floor beneath the MAN’S feet begins to rumble.  The MAN drops his newspaper and grabs on to the edge of the sink and the wall next to him to balance himself as the rumbling continues.

MAN
		What the hell?

The water pipes begin to moan and groan.  The MAN is scared shitless.  His eyes bounce around nervously.  All of a sudden, he lets out a God-awful scream.  The MAN is in pain, and it isn’t from his hemorrhoids.

The MAN flops around on the toilet.  Blood begins to pour from his mouth, eyes, and ears.  His throat begins to bulge outward.  His cries are choked off.  He falls forward onto the floor, revealing a gaping bloody crater in his ass.  Blood pours out everywhere.  And soon, we are introduced to the cause of the whole shebang.

A mutant, killer turd slimes its way out of the MAN’S mouth, revealing its demonic yellow eyes and a mouthful of razor sharp teeth.  It lets out a hideous chuckle.  Thick brown juice sprays out of its mouth and splatters the walls and floor of the bathroom.  Meet “The Turd”.

The MAN’S body stops flopping around and drops dead.  “The Turd” slithers its way out the bathroom door and disappears down the hall outside.

A loud voice bellows through a megaphone.

DIRECTOR
		Cut! That’s a print! Great scene everybody!

Members of a small film special effects crew converge upon the bathroom set and begin cleaning up the shitty mess they created.  Each of them wears a black satin crew jacket with a ‘MAXIMUM F/X’ logo embroidered on the back.

A film CLAPPER walks across the set carrying a clapboard revealing the title of the film:  ‘Attack of the Killer Turd’.  Welcome to the wonderful world of low-budget horror movie-making.

Two members of the effects crew (MAX WINSTON and RICH MAGUFFIN) start cleaning up the mechanical “Turd” prop.  They each carry remote control boxes strapped over their shoulders.  MAX WINSTON is the founder of ’Maximum F/X’.  RICH MAGUFFIN is MAX’S second in command, as well as his best friend.  MAGUFFIN is also a struggling actor and screenwriter. 

The actor playing MAN walks over to take a look at the special effect dummy of himself lying on the shit-caked floor of the bathroom set.  He turns to WINSTON and MAGUFFIN.

MAN
		No one who sees this movie will be able 
		to tell the difference between the real 
		actor and the fake dummy.  It’s a per-
		fect match.  Do you think I could have 
		the dummy when the film wraps?

MAGUFFIN
		Sure.  For $10,000, it’s all yours.

MAN
		Ten grand? Are you crazy?

WINSTON
		My friend is only kidding.  The dummy’s 
		all yours.  We have no use for it.  If 
		I look at that gaping hemorrhoid any 
		longer, I’m going to have nightmares 
		just thinking about it.

The MAN smiles and walks off the set.

A moment later, the film’s director, SKY DAVEY, a late 20’s surfer dude, approaches WINSTON and MAGUFFIN on the set.

DAVEY
		Good work, guys.  Top notch effects.  I 
		guarantee you “The Turd” will make a re-
		turn in a sequel.  I have a writer working 
		on it as we speak.

MAGUFFIN
		Let me guess - ‘Bride of the Turd’ or ‘Re-
		venge of the Turd’? In the world of low-
		budget horror filmmaking, there’s always 
		a sequel.  Just make sure you give me the 
		starring role.

DAVEY
		That’s right, Maguffin.  I forgot you’re an 
		actor on the side, as well.

WINSTON
		And a damn good one at that.

DAVEY
		Sorry, Maguffin, but I can’t hire you.  You 
		might be the greatest actor in the world, 
		but your looks are a problem.

MAGUFFIN
		Whatever.  I’ve heard it a million times.
		I’ll prove you all wrong some day.  Which 
		reminds me, I have an audition to get to 
		in a couple hours for a new Bruckheimer 
		film.

DAVEY
		Fuck Bruckheimer.  His films are nothing 
		but glossy expensive shit.  Big budget, 
		no substance.  Hell, our “Turd” looks bet-
		ter than his turd.

WINSTON
		You got that right, dude.

MAGUFFIN punches WINSTON in the shoulder.  WINSTON laughs it off.

WINSTON
		Better get going, Rich.  You’ll be late 
		for your audition.

INT: CLARANOVA STUDIOS. SOUND STAGE. DAY

A scene is waiting to be filmed on the new WHIP FLANNERY movie.  Actress McKENZIE BANKS, early 20’s, lounges on a family living room set, waiting for the next take.  She appears in the ‘Rebel Without A Cause’ remake as Natalie Wood’s character JUDY.

Director GINO PALLADINO sits in his director’s chair behind a Panavision movie camera.  A small film crew is gathered around him.  He raises a megaphone.

PALLADINO
		All right, people, listen up! This is a take.  
		Are my actors ready? McKenzie? George?

McKENZIE
		Ready as we’ll ever be.

PALLADINO
		Let’s try not to fuck this one up.  I prefer 
		as few takes as possible.
(beat)
		Cameras are rolling! Action, people!

The scene begins to play out.  McKENZIE’S character JUDY is sitting on the couch in her family’s living room looking a bit distraught.  A moment later, actor GEORGE ROWE, late 50’s, enters the living set in the role of JUDY’S FATHER.  He is just arriving home from a long day at work.  He is not in a pleasant mood as usual.  JUDY tries to ignore him.

FATHER
		What? You got nothing to say to your old man? 
		A simple ‘hello’ would be nice.  I’ve had a 
		long hard day at the office.  I’d appreciate 
		some respect from my own daughter.

JUDY refuses to meet her FATHER’S gaze.  She stares out an imaginary window.

JUDY’S FATHER takes a seat next to his daughter on the couch and puts his hand on her knee.  She appears really uncomfortable.

FATHER
		How was your day at school, sweetie pie?

He begins to rub JUDY’S left thigh.

JUDY
		I’m seventeen.  Stop treating me like a 
		child.

He starts inching his hand up JUDY’S skirt.

FATHER
		Until you’re out of this house, I am your 
		father.  I’d prefer you to treat me as such.

JUDY
		I’m your daughter.  I’d prefer you to treat 
		me as such.  Stop treating me like I’m your 				girlfriend.  Get your hands off of me.

JUDY pushes her FATHER away from her.  He recoils with a slap to her face.  Tears begin to run down JUDY’S face.

JUDY
		I hate you, you sick son of a bitch.

All of a sudden, JUDY’S FATHER jumps on top of her.  He holds her arms behind her back and proceeds to kiss her on the lips.  She struggles under his weight.  She tries flailing her legs, but he is too powerful for her.

FATHER
		I am your father, and I love you.  I expect 
		you to love me in return.  I’m the reason 
		you have a roof over your head at night.

JUDY
		Get off of me!

JUDY manages to wrestle an arm free, and she slugs her FATHER in the face.  He proceeds to rip her blouse off and starts pulling down his pants.  She slams a knee into his groin and pushes her FATHER off of her.  He falls onto the floor.  Her clothes in disarray, JUDY manages to get to her feet and run out of the living room crying.  She pulls on her torn blouse and leaves out the front door, slamming the door behind her.

PALLADINO is clearly thrilled with the performances.  He yells ‘CUT’.

PALLADINO
		Cut and print! Brilliant work! Take a short 
		break while we set up for the next scene.  
		We’re moving on to the dining room scene.

The members of the cast and some of the crew walk off the set to take a break.  Meanwhile, the film’s producer, LEONARD BAXTER, walks hurriedly across the set and approaches director GINO PALLADINO still sitting in his director‘s chair.

BAXTER
		Got some bad news, Gino.  Looks like we 
		might have to shut down the production.

PALLADINO
		Shut down? What’s the story?

BAXTER
		I just got this letter in the mail about 				Flannery’s disappearance.  It looks like 
		Flannery has been kidnapped and is being 
		held for ransom.  The kidnappers want $20 
		million.

PALLADINO
		Twenty million? That’s the same amount as
		Flannery’s salary.  We can’t afford that 
		kind of money.  What are we gonna do?

BAXTER
		Two options:  we can either recast or shut 
		down the film.

PALLADINO
		What about a private investigator?

BAXTER
		That is another possible option.  But, I 
		think for right now, we better organize 
		a press conference for later today and try 
		to figure out the best method in getting 
		Flannery back.

PALLADINO
		Personally, I’d choose to recast the part, 
		as much as I loathe that arrogant son of a 
		bitch.  But, in this case, I think you’re 
		right.  Better get on the line with the 
		studio’s public relations office.

McKENZIE BANKS listens in on BAXTER’S and PALLADINO’S conversation.  She is distressed over the unfortunate news.  She lights up a cigarette.

EXT: CASTING COUCH. DAY

A line of people stretching around the block is formed outside the entrance to the Casting Couch’s office building on the Sunset Strip.

INT: CASTING COUCH LOBBY. DAY

RICH MAGUFFIN sits on a couch in the Casting Couch’s lobby.  The room is full of other aspiring actors looking for their big break.  A soap opera plays on a TV set.  MAGUFFIN sits reviewing a scene from a few pages of a film script.

A female CASTING DIRECTOR walks out of an office and walks into the lobby area.

CASTING DIRECTOR
		Is there a Richard Maguffin out here?

MAGUFFIN glances up at the CASTING DIRECTOR and stands up.  He shakes the woman’s hand.

MAGUFFIN
		I’m Rich Maguffin.  Nice to meet you.  I’m 
		here for an audition.

INT: CASTING OFFICE. DAY

MAGUFFIN meets with a FILM PRODUCER and two CASTING DIRECTORS in an office.  MAGUFFIN’S agency photo and resume sit atop a thick pile of other actors’ photos and resumes on the female CASTING DIRECTOR‘S desk.  The FILM PRODUCER examines MAGUFFIN’S fairly lackluster acting resume.

FILM PRODUCER
		Mr. Maguffin, you do realize that this is 
		an audition for a major Hollywood film pro-				duction, not some independent film? In the 
		last five years, you’ve only appeared in 
		bit roles in six independent films.  The 
		most lines you’ve ever had in a single role 
		is three.  Also, you’ve done more behind 
		the camera as a member of a minor league 
		special effects crew on a series of low-
		budget horror films than you have as an 
		actor.  Besides that, your looks are a bit 
		of a problem.  Your line reading was truly 				exceptional, but everything else is not.  
		I’m afraid you’re just not what we’re look-
		ing for in this film.  Maybe some other 
		time.  Thanks.

MAGUFFIN gets up from his seat and approaches the CASTING DIRECTORS.  He shakes their hands.

MAGUFFIN
		Thank you.

MAGUFFIN turns and starts to leave.  He glances back and watches as the female CASTING DIRECTOR tosses his agency photo and resume in the garbage.  MAGUFFIN bites his lip angrily and exits the office.

INT: CASTING COUCH LOBBY. DAY

Ashamed, MAGUFFIN sits back down on the couch and tears up his script pages.  He looks up at the television and catches the last few moments of a news story about the kidnapping of popular actor WHIP FLANNERY.  He looks to an ACTOR beside him.

MAGUFFIN
		What’s the story about Whip Flannery?

ACTOR
		Somebody kidnapped him and is holding him 
		for $20 million ransom.  He was right in 
		the middle of filming a remake of ‘Rebel 
		Without A Cause’ for ClaraNova Studios when 
		it happened.  They shut down production on 
		the film until the matter is resolved.  
		Flannery was playing the James Dean role.

The news only makes MAGUFFIN more depressed.  He gets up and leaves.

INT: BAR. DAY

MAGUFFIN sits at a bar trying to drown his sorrow in a bottle of whiskey.

EXT: DR. SPECTER’S LAIR. EARLY EVENING

A frighteningly huge, decrepit looking mansion sits on a large plot of land isolated somewhere on the outskirts of Los Angeles.  The place looks like a cross between a haunted mansion and an insane asylum.

INT: DUNGEON. EARLY EVENING

WHIP FLANNERY is tied up in a straight jacket and gagged in a darkened room.  He screams for help.  Nobody responds to his cries.

INT: DR. SPECTER’S LABORATORY. EARLY EVENING

DR. SPECTER prepares for surgery, his true face partially hidden by a ‘Phantom of the Opera’-type ceramic mask.  Rusted antique surgical instruments are laid out on a table.  The surgical instruments look more like instruments of torture.  This doctor is clearly mad.  

DR. SPECTER takes a shot of laughing gas and fondles his well-endowed NURSE.  He laughs maniacally.  

FLANNERY is rolled in on a gurney and is strapped down securely.  He is drugged out and hallucinating.  

DR. SPECTER pulls on a surgeon’s mask and a pair of latex gloves.

FLANNERY is anesthetized by DR. SPECTER’S NURSE.  In a few moments, FLANNERY passes out.

DR. SPECTER removes a electric bone saw and starts digging into his work.  He starts sawing into FLANNERY’S cranium.  DR. SPECTER laughs hysterically at his work.  Pieces of bone fragment and blood spray everywhere.

INT: DINER. EARLY EVENING

MAX WINSTON sits in a booth, talking to a couple of his investor friends from the world of independent film-making (NORTON and GRIMLEY MINNOW), both in their late 30‘s.  All three are drinking cups of coffee.

GRIMLEY MINNOW slaps his hands against the edge of the table.

GRIMLEY
		So, Max, what about your movie, man? Do 
		you and Rich have the script done or not?

WINSTON takes a sip of his coffee.

WINSTON
		Give Rich and myself tonight to work on it.  
		We’ll have it done in a couple days.  We’ve 
		been real busy, lately.  We’re doing effects 
		for some stupid horror movie, and he’s got 
		acting auditions.

GRIMLEY
		You two better get cracking.  We want to start 
		shooting before the end of Spring.  We want 
		to make the deadline for Sundance.

WINSTON
		Like I said, give us a couple days.

NORTON
		Have you found your actress yet, Max, for the 
		lead character?

NORTON gets up from the table and puts on his jacket.

WINSTON
		I’m working on it.  Problem is, not too 
		many girls out there are willing too work 
		for nothing.  

GRIMLEY
		Catch you later, Winston.

WINSTON
		Leaving so soon? You just got here?

GRIMLEY and his brother NORTON head for the exit.  They disappear outside into the night air.  WINSTON is left behind with his cup of coffee.

WINSTON
		Just for once, I wish you guys would pick 
		up your own tab.  Son of a bitch.  Fucking 
		cheap-skates.

All of a sudden, a drunken RICH MAGUFFIN stumbles his way into the diner, carrying a heavy tote bag.  He passes the front counter and walks over to his favorite booth where MAX is presently seated.  MAGUFFIN takes a seat.

WINSTON
		Evening, Rich.  You look like shit, dude.  				Audition not go too good?

MAGUFFIN
		You were right, Max, and I should have list-
		ened.  You’re always right.  I might be a 				brilliant actor, but I’ll never be able to 
		find work in a major studio film because of 
		my looks.

WINSTON
		You just gotta keep trying, man.  There’s 				thousands of great actors in this town.  
		Not all of them have the profile of John 				Barrymore.  You’ll get your shot at the big 
		time sooner or later.  What about that script 			project we’re working on? The film is defin-
		itely getting made, and you’ve already got 
		the starring role in it.

MAGUFFIN
		It’s an independent film role.  It doesn’t 
		pay worth a shit, Max.

WINSTON
		At least it’s a job, Rich.  Just make sure 
		the script gets done within the week.  Our 				investors are getting a bit antsy about our 				procrastination.

MAGUFFIN
		It looks like I better hit the old computer, 
		then, hey, Max? Seeing as I’ve got nothing 
		better to do with my time.  I’ve got a lot 
		of pages left to go.  Bring me over some cof-
		fee and dessert later on.  I’ll be needing it.

MAGUFFIN crawls out of the booth and walks to the exit.

Meanwhile, over at a nearby table, a young girl in her early 20’s (McKENZIE BANKS), sits nervously staring at her watch and drinking a cup of hot chocolate.  Her watch reads 7:32.  She stares out the window at the street corner.

McKENZIE
		Where are you? You’re late.

A short while later, an expensive looking car pulls up to the curb outside and sits with its engine running.  A figure in a black trench coat (DEALER) steps out and stands next to a street light.  The figure lights a cigar.

EXT: DINER. EARLY EVENING

McKENZIE exits the diner and slowly approaches the figure in the trench coat.  She checks around, making sure nobody is watching her.  The DEALER lights a cigar.

McKENZIE
(to dealer)
		You got the stuff, or are you gonna keep me 
		waiting?

DEALER
		Sorry we’re late.  A police car was following us.  
		We took the long way around.

The DEALER removes a dime bag of some white powdery sub-stance and hands it to McKENZIE.  She slips him a wad of money and walks away in a hurry.  Just as she does so, a police car screeches up to the curb.  An OFFICER (#1) steps out and aims a gun at the DEALER.

OFFICER #1
		Hands up where I can see them!

The DEALER makes a run for it.  His PARTNER in the expensive car drives away in a cloud of burnt rubber.  OFFICER #1 chases after the DEALER.

The second OFFICER climbs out of the patrol car and starts chasing after McKENZIE.

EXT: RIVER WALK. EARLY EVENING

OFFICER #2 races down a flight of stairs and chases after McKENZIE along the river walk near the diner.  McKENZIE has a good head start ahead of the OFFICER.  She is a good hundred yards ahead.  She starts crossing a bridge over the river.  The OFFICER soon gives up the chase, reluctantly.

EXT: DINER. EARLY EVENING

OFFICER #1 hauls the hand-cuffed DEALER over to the police car and throws him in the backseat.

EXT: RIVER WALK. EARLY EVENING

McKENZIE runs along the river walk past the bridge.  She nears a dark section of thick trees.  She stares back to see if the OFFICER is still on her tail.  All of a sudden, she runs smack into somebody walking along the river’s edge.  The two fall to the ground.  A bag of notebooks goes flying and scatters all over the grass along the path.  McKENZIE picks herself up from the crumpled heap.  She helps the other person to his feet.  The figure is none other than RICH MAGUFFIN.

McKENZIE
		I’m sorry I ran into you.

MAGUFFIN picks up his glasses from the ground and puts them back on.  He notices a small bag of white powder on the ground and picks it up.  He puts it in his pocket.

MAGUFFIN
		It’s no problem.  Nothing is broken.

MAGUFFIN kneels down and starts picking up his notebooks from the ground.  He stuffs them back in his bag.

McKENZIE
		Need some help?

MAGUFFIN
		That would be great.  Thanks.

McKENZIE gathers up some of the far strewn notebooks and hands them to MAGUFFIN.

MAGUFFIN
		Pardon my asking, but you didn’t happen 
		to hear what sounded like a police siren, 
		did you?

McKENZIE
		I think it was just a police officer ar-
		resting some drug dealer near the diner.

MAGUFFIN
		That’s where I saw you.  I thought you 
		looked familiar.  You were the one sitting 
		by herself having a hot chocolate.

McKENZIE
		That was me.

MAGUFFIN
		Nice to meet you, whoever you are?

McKENZIE
		McKenzie Banks.

MAGUFFIN
		That’s a nice name.  Like the actress?

McKENZIE
		That is me.

MAGUFFIN
		Nice to meet you, Miss Banks.  I’m a fan 
		of your work.
(beat)
		Care to walk with me? How ‘bout I buy you a 
		drink in return for you helping me? Since 
		you’re in the neighborhood.

McKENZIE
		What’s your name, stranger?

MAGUFFIN
		Maguffin.  Rich Maguffin.

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. EARLY EVENING

MAGUFFIN leads McKENZIE down a rickety flight of stairs alongside an old house.  He leads her to his basement apartment at the back of the house.  A dog sits chained up outside.  He barks at his master’s return.

MAGUFFIN unlocks the door to his apartment and holds the door open for McKENZIE to enter.

MAGUFFIN
		After you.

McKENZIE
		You’re quite the gentleman.

INT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. EARLY EVENING

MAGUFFIN’S apartment is somewhat rundown in terms of appear-ance, however it is still quite homely.  The place is full of movie memorabilia.

McKENZIE looks around the room in amazement at MAGUFFIN’s impressive collection.  She stops at his computer work station.  A movie script sits on the table in front of a lap top.  The title of the script is ‘Stalking Robert Redford’.  Below the title are the words ‘Screenplay By Richard Maguffin and Maxwell Winston’.

MAGUFFIN enters into the apartment followed immediately behind by his golden retriever.  The dog scampers over to a bed mattress and plops down in the corner for a nap.

MAGUFFIN
(to McKenzie)
		Mi casa, su casa.  Not much to look at, 
		but I call it home.

McKENZIE
		This place is fantastic.  It’s a lot better 
		than my apartment.  My roommate’s a slob.

MAGUFFIN
		Make yourself at home.  Help yourself to the 
		fridge.  I hope you like Yoo-Hoo.  That’s all 
		I ever eat.  I’m rarely home for lunch or 
		dinner.  I’m always out with friends.

McKENZIE
		What is it you do exactly?

MAGUFFIN
		At the moment, I work as an assistant to 
		my friend Max at a small special effects 
		company called Maximum F/X.  We started 
		it up together a few years back.  Mostly 
		we design special effects for low-budget 
		horror movies and such.  Besides that, I 
		also moonlight as an aspiring actor and 				screenwriter.  My dream is to one day have 
		a movie made from one of my stupid stories.  			Things aren’t looking too good at the moment.  
		So, I just continue to act in independent 
		films and turn out scripts hoping for the 
		big call.

McKENZIE
		You wrote this script by your computer?

MAGUFFIN
		‘Stalking Robert Redford’ - the story of a 
		group of indie filmmakers which tries to 
		kidnap Robert Redford and hold him for ran-
		som unless their independent film wins the 
		top prize at the Sundance Film Festival.  
		I wrote that script, indeed.

McKENZIE
		Must have taken a long time to write?

MAGUFFIN
		Two years for the first draft.  Another three
		of editing to reach the final draft.  So far, 
		I’ve written only three scripts since 1995, 
		with a fourth currently in the works.

McKENZIE
		Five years is a long time.

MAGUFFIN
		Yeah, it is.  But, if you subtract all the 
		time spent jerking off, that time span 
		could be reduced to only a manner of months.  
		
McKENZIE
		You mind if I give this a read sometime?

MAGUFFIN
		Go right ahead.  I got plenty of copies.

McKENZIE
		What are you working on right now?

MAGUFFIN
		Actually, I’m in the process of doing a 
		rewrite on one of my earlier works.  A 
		group of friends and I are going to be 
		turning it into a independent film shot 
		entirely on digital video.

McKENZIE
		What’s the movie going to be about?

MAGUFFIN
		A group of disgruntled ex-service workers 
		who unite to strike back against their 
		former masters.  They take a convenience 
		store hostage and broadcast the event over 
		public access until their demands are met.

McKENZIE
 		What‘s it called?

MAGUFFIN
		‘Register Dogs’.

McKENZIE
		Sounds like an interesting story.  I hope 
		I can see it when it’s finished.

MAGUFFIN
		I’ll make sure to send you a copy.  In 
		the meantime, how ‘bout I buy you a couple 
		drinks at the pub.  I’d like to learn some 
		more about you.  Enough of my rambling.

INT: GREEN MILL. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE sit in a booth at a nearby bar called the Green Mill.  They sip drinks and smoke cigarettes.  They are deep into a conversation.

MAGUFFIN
		I had an opportunity to sell a script, 
		and I blew it.  I blew my first big break.

McKENZIE
		What happened?

MAGUFFIN
		Oscar night, March 2000 - I get a phone 
		call from some actress out in Hollywood 
		who’s just starting up a production comp-
		any.  Sweet Nectar Productions - sounds 
		like a porno company.  She’s looking for 
		a new independent project to start pro-
		duction on in July.  There’s a $1-5 mill-
		ion budget.  She sees a summary of one 
		of my scripts on the Internet and likes 
		it.  She wants a copy of the script, and 
		so, I send her one.  She rejects it immed-
		iately without ever reading it.

McKENZIE
		Why?

MAGUFFIN
		For starters, the script was too damn long - 
		300 pages.  And also, the format was comp-
		letely wrong.  Since then, I’ve been doing 
		a lot of editing.  I’ve trimmed a good sixty 			percent of the script’s original length.  
		I still have 20 pages to cut.  It’s not 
		going to be easy.  Plus, I’m still looking 
		for an agent.  It’s not as easy as I thought.  
		They’re a picky bunch, to say the least.  
		Anyway, with patience, I hopefully will suc-
		ceed.  How about yourself? You ever blow a 
		big opportunity?   

McKENZIE
		The story of my life - a child actor gone 
		bad.  Fortunately, things are looking up 
		for me, at the moment.  I’m doing the new 
		Whip Flannery movie, ‘Rebel Without A Cause’.  
		I’m playing Judy, the Natalie Wood role.

MAGUFFIN
		I thought Whip Flannery was kidnapped or 				something?

McKENZIE
		More like he’s drugged out of his mind some-
		where.  Whip Flannery’s a real asshole, if 
		you know what I mean? He’s a spoiled movie 
		star who’s impossible to work with.  He won’t 
		work unless all his petty demands are met.  
		Whip’s always putting the moves on me to 
		sleep with him.

MAGUFFIN
		Why don’t you say something to stop him?

McKENZIE
		As long as I want to keep working, mum’s 
		the word.  Hollywood is full of assholes.

EXT: SIDEWALK. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE walk along a sidewalk, headed for McKENZIE’S apartment building.

MAGUFFIN
		What was your family life like as a child?

McKENZIE
		Dysfunctional, to say the least.  I never 
		saw a nickel of the money I earned as an 
		actor.  My mother and stepfather squandered 
		it all on lavish homes, cars, and on drugs.  
		While I was making movies or doing a series, 
		my folks would party hard with members of 
		the film crews.  Do you know what effects 
		are imprinted in a young child when you see 
		your own parents snorting lines of cocaine 
		and heroin at a table ten feet in front of 
		you? You think doing drugs and drinking 
		alcohol are the “in” thing.  It’s only a 
		matter of time before you start emulating 
		your parents’ behavior.  The seeds of de-
		struction were implanted since the beginning.

They arrive at McKENZIE’S apartment building - a rundown complex in a seedy part of town.

McKENZIE
		We’re here.

MAGUFFIN
		What happened to your real father?

McKENZIE
		He died shortly before I was born.

MAGUFFIN
		I’m sorry.

McKENZIE
		It’s okay.  It’s just something I prefer 
		not to talk about.

INT: McKENZIE’S APARTMENT. NIGHT

McKENZIE and MAGUFFIN enter into McKENZIE’S apartment.  The place is small, a double occupancy, and sparsely furnished with bean bag chairs, movie and television ad clippings featuring McKENZIE, fashion magazines, and body paintings on the walls.

MAGUFFIN
		You still abuse drugs, stimulants, alcohol?

McKENZIE
		I’m trying to maintain sobriety.  I fall off 
		the wagon every once in a while.  I’ve been 
		sober for about three months.

MAGUFFIN takes one look at the apartment and can’t help but crack a smile.

MAGUFFIN
		Interesting apartment.  Who does your decorat-
		ing?

McKENZIE
		My roommate, Perrey Maran.  She’s a model, 
		an artist, and an actress.  She has some 
		wild tastes.

MAGUFFIN
		Are you expecting her to return anytime soon? 
		I thought maybe we could talk a while longer.

McKENZIE
		She should be here.  She didn’t have any plans 
		that I know of.

McKENZIE checks PERREY’S bedroom.  There’s nobody there.  
MAGUFFIN checks McKENZIE’S bedroom.  Nobody there.  And, McKENZIE checks the bathroom.  Slumped over on the floor is the unconscious body of McKENZIE’S roommate, PERREY MARAN.  Her face is all black and blue.  Her hands and knuckles are all bruised and bloody.  A hypodermic needle protrudes from her arm.

McKENZIE
		Oh my God! Perrey!

MAGUFFIN is horrified.

MAGUFFIN
		Did she overdose?

McKENZIE finds a bottle of insulin on the counter nearby.

McKENZIE
		No.  She’s in a diabetic coma.  She was trying 
		to inject herself with insulin.  This has hap-
		pened before.  She also suffers from epilepsy.  
		That explains the bruising.

MAGUFFIN
		I’ll call an ambulance.  We have to get her to 
		a hospital.

INT: EMERGENCY ROOM. NIGHT

PERREY remains unconscious on a emergency room examination bed.  All kinds of IV tubing pump different fluids into her body.  A nearby heart monitor shows her condition has stabilized.  A DOCTOR talks to MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE.

MAGUFFIN
(to doctor)
		Is she going to be all right, doctor?

DOCTOR
		Well, you’re lucky you found her at the 
		time you did.  We figure she had been un-
		conscious for about fifteen minutes before 
		you found her.  It’ll take a few days, 
		possibly a week, to determine if she’s 
		inquired any minor or serious brain damage.  
		Her condition could also be hindered by 
		the amount of narcotics and alcohol she’s 
		been ingesting.  From the tracks on her 
		arms, I’d say she’s been a serious drug 
		addict for quite some time.  It’s suggest-
		ed she enter a rehab or detoxification 
		center upon her release from the hospital.  
		The combined effects of her substance abuse 
		and her diabetes could prove lethal if her 
		habit continues.

EXT: EMERGENCY ROOM. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE sit outside the hospital emergency room.  Both are fairly quiet.  MAGUFFIN is upset with McKENZIE.

MAGUFFIN
		You say you’ve been sober for three months.
		Why am I finding it difficult in believing 
		you?

McKENZIE
		What do you mean?

MAGUFFIN removes a small bag of white powder and holds it out in front of McKENZIE.

MAGUFFIN
		Well, I happened to find this bag of white 
		powder on the river walk right after you 
		ran into me.  This belong to you?

McKENZIE is reluctant to respond.

MAGUFFIN
		You need help McKenzie.  You and your room-
		mate.  I don’t want to pick up a newspaper 
		and turn to the Obituary section and find 
		your name there under the headline “Former 
		Child Star Dies From Drug Overdose”.  I 
		think you’re a nice person.  I don’t want 
		to see you fuck your life up any worse than 
		you already have.

McKENZIE
		I’m sorry I lied to you.

MAGUFFIN
		It’s all right.  The truth is out.  I’m just 
		glad your roommate isn’t laying in the morgue 
		dead from an overdose.

A moment of silence.

MAGUFFIN
		It’s a nice night out.  Mind if I walk you 
		home?

EXT: SIDEWALK. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN escorts McKENZIE home.  He wraps an arm around around her shoulders and gives her a hug as they continue walking.

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN sits on the third step of the rickety wooden staircase alongside his landlord’s house smoking a cigarette and playing with his dog.

INT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN sits in front of his computer screen.  On the screen is an Internet celebrity webpage dedicated to actress McKENZIE BANKS.  MAGUFFIN prints out her black and white agency photo.  He picks up his phone and calls up his friend MAX WINSTON.  He pulls up his screenplay of ’Register Dogs’ on his computer screen.

INT: MAXIMUM F/X STUDIO. NIGHT

MAX WINSTON picks up his phone.

WINSTON
(into phone)
		Whoever this is, do you have any idea what 
		time of night it is?

INT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN talks into his telephone’s speaker.

MAGUFFIN
		Max, this is Rich.  You can relax about 
		finding an actress to fill the role in 
		the movie.  I think I might just have 
		found the one we’re looking for.  I’m 
		coming over to the studio.

MAGUFFIN hangs up his phone.  He turns back to his computer work station.  He picks up McKENZIE’S agency photo and tacks it to the bulletin board behind his computer.

INT: MAXIMUM F/X STUDIO. NIGHT

RICH MAGUFFIN arrives at the Maximum F/X studio - home to his friend, special effects his guru MAX WINSTON.  MAGUFFIN is still drunk.  He enters the studio and tries sitting down on a makeshift couch.  He lands on the floor instead.  He remains seated.  WINSTON notices his friend’s dilemma.  WINSTON is in the middle of sculpting a monster’s face out of clay on top of a plaster bust of an actor’s face.

MAGUFFIN
		Max, I am a fucking genius.

WINSTON
		This from the guy who only hours ago was 
		calling himself a complete loser.

MAGUFFIN
		Our problems are over, Max.  I have found 
		the actress to star in our movie.

WINSTON
		Just who did you find who’ll work for next 
		to nothing? Bea Arthur? She’s a little old, 
		Rich.  I’m looking for raw, young talent.  
		An actress with some serious acting chops, 
		a gorgeous face, and a nice rack of yabbos 
		the guys in the viewing audience can drool 
		over.

MAGUFFIN
		I just met “the actress” for the part - the 
		one and only McKenzie Banks.

WINSTON’S lower jaw goes limp and falls open in astonish-ment.

WINSTON
		You’re kidding me, right?

MAGUFFIN
		No, I’m not kidding you.  I just spent the 
		night out with her.  She’s an amazing girl 
		with a seriously troubled life.

WINSTON
		Troubled? How troubled?

MAGUFFIN
		Well, I found a packet of heroin on her.  
		To top that off, her roommate nearly died 
		tonight from a drug induced seizure.

WINSTON
		This is “the actress” you want to cast in 
		our movie? The movie you’re supposed to be 
		at home writing as we speak.  Instead, you 
		chose to spend the entire evening out on 
		the town with a drug-addicted young Holly-
		wood starlet.  Am I missing something here?

MAGUFFIN
		I like this girl, Max.  I want to help her 
		get clean.  Drugs are going to destroy any 
		career she may have left.

WINSTON
		And you’re going to help her get clean by 
		putting her in our movie? I don’t get it.

MAGUFFIN
		The Hollywood machine is eating her up.  We 
		have to get her away from her current envi-
		ronment and put her into a cleaner, safer 				environment far away from any Hollywood 				soundstage.

WINSTON
		Weening somebody off the sauce isn’t a flash 
		in the pan.  It’s a long difficult ride not 
		many choose to stay on.

MAGUFFIN
		You helped me clean up my act, Max.  I’ve 
		been clean and sober for five years.  Help 
		me out just once more.

WINSTON
		Tell me one thing.  You were out with McKenzie 			Banks all night long.  Did you sleep with her?

MAGUFFIN
		What the fuck kind of question is that? No, 
		I didn’t sleep with her, man.  I’m not like 
		that.  That’s something I save for the second 
		or third date.

WINSTON
		I can’t believe you, Rich.  You’re in the 
		presence of one of the most beautiful young 				females on the face of this God-forsaken mud 
		ball called Earth, and you didn’t even sleep 
		with her.  Rich, my friend, you are such a 
		loser.

MAGUFFIN
		I am such a loser.  Break Dr. Kevorkian out 
		of the slammer and tell him to end my suffer-
		ing.

WINSTON
		Relax, Rich.  You’re no more of a loser 
		than, say, that spoiled asshole movie star 
		Whip Flannery.  Did you hear what happened 
		to that guy? Whoever kidnapped that jerk 
		did this town a great service.  For $20 
		million a picture, all he does is shovel 
		success up his nose.  I hear he’s shooting 
		some stupid remake of ‘Rebel Without A Cause’.  
		It might be a piece of shit, but it’ll still 			probably rake in over $100 million at the 
		box office.  And, Flannery’ll probably get 
		another Academy Award nomination for his so-				called “brilliant” portrayal of Jim Stark.  
		What a fucking joke, man.

MAGUFFIN
		That’s the picture McKenzie Banks is current-
		ly working on.

WINSTON
		I wouldn’t mind getting into the pants of 
		Flannery’s gorgeous young co-star, McKenzie 
		Banks.  She’s F-I-N-E fine.  She can wrap 
		those silky smooth legs of hers around me 
		any day.  Who cares if she has a drug problem.

MAGUFFIN
		Keep dreaming, Romeo.  She’s a hot property 
		not to be reckoned with.

WINSTON
		Regardless, the moral of my story is, it’s 
		good that Whip Flannery’s missing.  It’ll 
		give somebody else a chance to act in a film.  

Suddenly, MAGUFFIN gets a great idea.  

MAGUFFIN
		Fuck me gently with a chainsaw.  Max, you’re 
		a fucking genius.

WINSTON
		Hell, I know that.  Tell me something I don’t 			know.

MAGUFFIN
		You hit the nail on the head, Max Winston.

WINSTON
		What are you fucking blabbering about, Rich?

MAGUFFIN
		Whip Flannery has gone missing.  That leaves 
		an acting role wide open for somebody to play.  			Why not become Whip Flannery and fill in for 
		him while he’s missing.  That way I can 
		keep an eye on my lady friend.  Make sure 
		she’s not up to any mischief.  And, there’s 
		bound to be a huge paycheck involved.  Just 
		think what we could do with a few million 
		dollars.  We could build the effects studio 
		of our dreams.  Max! Max! I need your help 
		in creating the perfect special effect.  I 
		need you to turn me into Whip Flannery.

WINSTON can’t believe what he’s hearing.

WINSTON
		Are you using some kind of new drug I’m not 				familiar with?

MAGUFFIN
		No, I’m just a little drunk.

MAGUFFIN grabs WINSTON by the arms and plants a wet kiss on him.

WINSTON
		Oh, my God! My roommate’s turning into a fag.
(beat)
		Rich, I had no idea.

MAGUFFIN starts dancing around the room like a wild man.

WINSTON
		A girl like that is only interested in guys 
		with lots of money.  She’ll never fall for 
		you.

MAGUFFIN
		As Whip Flannery, I’ll be an incredibly 
		famous and wealthy young guy.  However, 
		as Rich Maguffin, professional loser, 
		I’ll be an incredibly poor and certainly 
		not famous young guy.  I will tame the 
		lovely young beauty into falling in love 
		with me, not for my money.

INT: MAXIMUM F/X STUDIO. NIGHT

BEGIN MONTAGE

RICH MAGUFFIN sits in a dentist’s chair with a sheet draped around him.  WINSTON applies a rubber bald cap to the top of MAGUFFIN’S head to cover his hair.

Vaseline is applied to MAGUFFIN’S face.

WINSTON mixes up a batch of plaster in a bucket.

WINSTON covers MAGUFFIN’S face in plaster.

WINSTON removes a plaster molding from MAGUFFIN’S face.

The interior of the mold is painted with Vaseline.  Plaster is poured into the molding.

A plaster positive is made of MAGUFFIN’S face.

WINSTON sculpts a WHIP FLANNERY mask out of clay on top of the plaster bust of MAGUFFIN’S face.

A plaster molding is made of FLANNERY’S face from the clay sculpture.

Liquid latex is injected into the negative molding of FLANNERY’S face.

The plaster positive of MAGUFFIN’S face is inserted into the plaster negative of FLANNERY’S face.

The plaster moldings are placed into an oven.

A latex prosthetic mask of WHIP FLANNERY’S face is removed from the plaster moldings.

WINSTON airbrushes skin-tone paint onto the prosthetic appliance.

The prosthetic appliances are glued to MAGUFFIN’S face.

The edges of the makeup are painted in makeup to hide the edges.

Hair is added, as well as dentures and contact lenses.

The finished product - RICH MAGUFFIN as WHIP FLANNERY.

WINSTON
		You look beautiful, Rich.  Now, let’s see 
		if you can fool everybody into believing 
		you’re the real McCoy.

END MONTAGE

EXT: CLARANOVA STUDIOS. THEME PARK ENTRANCE. DAY

A taxi pulls up to the curb in front of the main entrance to the ClaraNova Studios theme park.  The back door opens and superstar actor WHIP FLANNERY (actually RICH MAGUFFIN in disguise) steps out wearing a gray trench coat and a pair of Rayban sunglasses.  He signs an autograph and pays the TAXI DRIVER and strolls over to a ticket booth.

A line of people stands in front of a wall of ticket booths and turnstiles.  A few moments pass until it’s MAGUFFIN’S turn at the ticket window.  He looks up at the TICKET GIRL.  She smiles back at him.

MAGUFFIN
		Good afternoon.  I’d like one ticket please.

TICKET GIRL
		Thirty dollars.

MAGUFFIN shells out thirty dollars in cash for a ticket.  The TICKET GIRL gives him a strange look.

TICKET GIRL
		Aren’t you that actor guy, Whip Flannery? I 				thought you were kidnapped?

MAGUFFIN
		It’s all a publicity stunt.  Please, don’t 
		say anything.  I’m trying to keep a low 
		profile.

TICKET GIRL
		Can I trouble you for an autograph?

MAGUFFIN
		Anything for such a beautiful fan as yourself.

MAGUFFIN takes a piece of paper from his pocket and signs FLANNERY’S name, and surprisingly, his apartment phone number.  He hands it back to the TICKET GIRL.  She smiles when she sees his phone number.

MAGUFFIN raises his hand up to his ear and pretends it’s a telephone.  He looks at the TICKET GIRL.

MAGUFFIN
		Call me sometime.

TICKET GIRL
		I will.  Thank you.  Have a nice day.

MAGUFFIN steps over to the turnstiles and walks on through.  He glances a Studio Tours sign and heads in that direction.  So far, nobody else has recognized the would-be superstar in their midst.

MAGUFFIN
		So far so good.

EXT: CLARANOVA BACKLOT TRAM TOUR. DAY

MAGUFFIN sits in the back of a tram car, taking a tour of the studio backlot.  He stares in amazement at the various exterior sets from some of his favorite movies.

The tram nears a soundstage where ‘Rebel Without A Cause’ is being filmed.  A huge billboard hangs atop the soundstage building.  The TOUR GUIDE speaks over the tram’s microphone.

TOUR GUIDE
		Ladies and Gentlemen, to our right is one 
		of the three soundstages on the backlot 
		where the new Whip Flannery movie, ‘Rebel 
		Without A Cause’, is being filmed.  Unfort-				unately, production has been temporarily 
		halted due to the sudden disappearance of 
		the film’s star.  However, some of the pro- 				duction’s cast and crew are still on the 
		lot, taking care of various odds and ends.  
		So, please, keep your eyes peeled throughout 
		the rest of the tour.

At this opportune moment to sneak onto the FLANNERY set, MAGUFFIN jumps off the end of the tram car while everybody has their heads turned.  He quickly sneaks away from the tram car and approaches an open soundstage.

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. DAY

MAGUFFIN peers inside the soundstage.  The place is a bit quiet that afternoon.  He notices a living room and dining room set at the rear of the stage.  He sees an attractive young girl sitting on the living room’s couch.  He recog-nizes her as actress McKENZIE BANKS.

MAGUFFIN
		Holy shit, Max.  It’s her.  The girl of 
		your dreams.  The girl of my dreams.

MAGUFFIN walks over to the craft service table and grabs a couple glazed donuts.  He then approaches the living room set.  The few people he passes just walk on past.

MAGUFFIN
		This is working.  Nobody suspects a thing.

MAGUFFIN stops at the edge of the set.  He is only about ten feet from McKENZIE BANKS.  He smiles nervously, mesmerized by her beauty.  She doesn’t acknowledge his presence.  She’s busy reading her script.  MAGUFFIN clears his throat.

MAGUFFIN
		Good afternoon, Miss Banks.

McKENZIE looks up at MAGUFFIN.  To her, he’s her co-star WHIP FLANNERY.  At a loss, she drops her script.  MAGUFFIN walks over and picks it up for her.  She tries picking it up herself.  They bump each other’s heads as they try to stand up.

MAGUFFIN
		So sorry, McKenzie.

McKENZIE sits back down on the couch.  She stares bewildered at MAGUFFIN.

McKENZIE
		Whip? I thought you were kidnapped?

MAGUFFIN
		If I were kidnapped, I couldn’t possibly be 
		here.

McKENZIE
		Where were you the last couple days?

MAGUFFIN
		I needed a couple days away from the set to 
		clear my head.  I’ve been working non-stop 
		for months.  I needed a break.

McKENZIE
		It’s so like you to just wander off and not 
		tell anybody where you’re going.

MAGUFFIN
		It wouldn’t be a vacation if people knew 
		where I was.

McKENZIE
		So, that whole kidnapping story was all 
		a publicity stunt?

MAGUFFIN
		Everything in Hollywood is a publicity 
		stunt nowadays.
(beat)
		Is there filming scheduled for today?

McKENZIE
		Everything’s been at a standstill for the 
		last couple days.  But, now that you’re 
		back, I’m sure the producers will be calling 			everybody back in.

MAGUFFIN
		If everybody’s gone, why are you still here?

McKENZIE
		When I’m not making movies, I work odd jobs 
		around the lot.  Unlike you, I don’t make 
		$20 million a picture.  I barely make any-
		thing.  Fucking studio politics.

MAGUFFIN
		What do you do with your money?

McKENZIE
		The same thing you do with yours - snort it 
		up your nose.

MAGUFFIN
		Sorry, but I haven’t used drugs for a long 
		time.

McKENZIE laughs.

McKENZIE
		Flannery, you’re such a liar.  I’ve been 
		with you in your bungalow at the Chateau 
		Marmont numerous times where I’ve seen 
		you shoot up heroin.  Don’t tell me you 
		don’t use drugs, because I know you do.  
		
MAGUFFIN
		I don’t remember doing any such thing.  I’m 
		here to make a movie, not to take drugs.

McKENZIE gets up from the couch and approaches MAGUFFIN.

McKENZIE
		Nice to have you back, Flannery.  See you on 
		the set for the next scene.

McKENZIE throws her script at MAGUFFIN and storms away.

McKENZIE
		Asshole.

MAGUFFIN is shocked at McKENZIE BANKS’ revelation.  He watches her leave.

As MAGUFFIN turns to leave, the film’s director GINO PALLA-DINO walks onto the set and nearly shits a solid gold brick when he sees FLANNERY.

PALLADINO
		Flannery? What the fuck are you doing here? 
		I thought you were kidnapped? I saw the ransom 			note.

INT: NIBBLE, INC. PRODUCTIONS. PALLADINO’S OFFICE. DAY

MAGUFFIN sits tied to a chair in PALLADINO’S office.  PALL-ADINO sits at his desk in front of MAGUFFIN.  PALLADINO is in the middle of an interrogation.

PALLADINO
		Well, well, Mr. Flannery, what am I to 
		do with you, being that you are not in 
		fact Whip Flannery?

MAGUFFIN
		How do you know that I am not Whip Flannery?

PALLADINO
		I have in my possession a ransom note for 				Flannery’s release.  You see, the ransom 
		note is signed ‘Dr. Specter’.  Recognize 
		the name? I think not.  As it is, Dr. 
		Specter is truly a phantom.  Specter is 
		wanted by the FBI for all sorts of crimi-
		nal activity - murder, mischief, and may-
		hem - over the last fifteen years.  He is 
		responsible for the kidnapping of seven 
		other actors besides yourself.  Nobody 
		has been able to uncover his true ident-
		ity.  Everybody who’s ever been kidnapped 
		by Dr. Specter has never been heard from 
		again.  All of a sudden, out of the clear 
		blue, you show up.  I think not.  Now, 
		spare me the trouble, and tell me just 
		who the hell you are?

MAGUFFIN
		All right, you got me.  Untie me and I’ll 
		show you.

One of the BODYGUARDS unties MAGUFFIN’S hands.  MAGUFFIN leans forward in his chair and looks into PALLADINO’S eyes.

MAGUFFIN
		Open your eyes.

MAGUFFIN places his hands behind his neck and grabs onto a fold of his prosthetic makeup.  He slowly peels away FLANNERY’S face to reveal his own.

PALLADINO
		Holy shit!

MAGUFFIN
		Nice to make your acquaintance, Mr. Palladino.  
		My name is Rich Maguffin, actor and a master 
		of special makeup effects.  I’m a huge fan of 
		your work.

PALLADINO is stunned.  He smiles.

PALLADINO
		Incredible! Your ruse is sheer brilliance.
		What was your name again?

MAGUFFIN
		Maguffin.  Rich Maguffin.

PALLADINO
		Maguffin? Interesting name.  Kind of like 
		the term Hitchcock used in his films - 
		"the maguffin" - the issue that the charact-
		ers care about, but the audience does not 				necessarily care so much about.  I like it.
		How would you like a job in this movie fill-
		ing in for Whip Flannery? I seriously doubt 
		he’ll ever show up.  If you can salvage this 
		film, and the film becomes a hit, I‘ll give 
		you a lucrative contract for gigs in several 			different entertainment mediums - billboards, 			magazines, book covers, etc.  And, the lead 
		role in my next feature.

MAGUFFIN
		Your offer sounds almost too good to be true.  			Playing somebody else is going to be a diffi-
		cult feat.  It has to be believable.

PALLADINO
		You had me believing you.  For about ten 
		seconds anyway.

PALLADINO motions to the two BODYGUARDS.

PALLADINO
		Harve? Earl? Take Mr. Maguffin here to the 
		makeup trailer and have Jonesy fix his makeup.  			And, get him a copy of the shooting script.  
		We’ve got a movie to shoot.  Let’s try to get 
		this fucker into the can.  I challenge anybody 
		on this set to spot this hidden maguffin.

MAGUFFIN has one last thing on his mind.

MAGUFFIN
		Mr. Palladino, sir.  What kind of pay can I 
		be expecting here?

PALLADINO
		Please, call me Gino.  In terms of pay, how’s 			about a million sound? I’ll have my secretary 
		type up a contract.  We’ll go from there.

MAGUFFIN
		A million sounds fair.  I like that.  I promise 			you I won’t let you down.

PALLADINO
		You better not, or the mob’ll have my ass in 
		a cement overcoat immediately following the 
		film’s premiere.

MAGUFFIN shakes PALLADINO’S hand.  The deal is almost sealed.

EXT: MAXIMUM F/X STUDIO. NIGHT

Later that night, MAGUFFIN arrives at Maximum F/X carrying a bottle of champagne in a paper bag.  He is no longer in his FLANNERY makeup.  He punches in a multiple-digit code on a keypad to the right of the main entrance door.  A green light flashes and MAGUFFIN pulls open the door and enters into the studio.

INT: MAXIMUM F/X STUDIO. NIGHT

All around the F/X studio are mechanical gizmos, small and large.  MAGUFFIN walks over to where MAX WINSTON is currently working on a prop for “The Attack of the Killer Turd” movie - a ten foot long “Turd” giving birth to “Baby Turds“.

MAGUFFIN
		Max, your work is amazing as always.  Just 
		what the hell are you making?

WINSTON
		Well, Mr. Davey finally handed over the 
		revised script pages from the film’s 
		finale.  He wanted the ending to tie 
		into the new sequel, so he wanted me to 
		create a new prop.  In the new ending, 
		‘The Killer Turd‘ gives birth to ‘Baby 
		Turds’.

MAGUFFIN
		That is the stupidest idea I’ve ever heard.

WINSTON
		I told Davey that, and he laughed at me.

MAGUFFIN
		What did you tell him after that?

WINSTON
		Count me out for a sequel.  I have better 
		monsters to create.

MAGUFFIN
		What monsters?

WINSTON
		You, for one.  To keep you looking like 
		Flannery is going to take up a lot of my 
		time, what with baking and painting new 
		prosthetic appliances every night.

MAGUFFIN
		Speaking of Whip Flannery, I’ve got some 
		great news.

WINSTON
		Please tell me they found the real Flannery 
		super-glued to Divine Brown’s crotch on the 
		Sunset Strip.  The tabloids will have a field 
		day.

MAGUFFIN pulls out the bottle of champagne and pops the cork.  A fountain of foam pours out of the bottle.

MAGUFFIN
		My friend, you are looking at a millionaire.  
		I just signed a two-picture deal with Clara-
		Nova Studios worth at least $20 million.  
		Not only am I completing Flannery’s work on 
		’Rebel Without A Cause’, but I’m also sched-
		uled to play the lead in Gino Palladino’s 
		next film, alongside McKenzie Banks.

WINSTON
		This is so like that movie ‘Tootsie’.  You’re 			Dustin Hoffman, and I’m Bill Murray.  
(beat)
		Dude, you gotta get me a job on that film.  
		Whose ass do I have to kiss? I’d do anything 
		to meet McKenzie Banks.

MAGUFFIN
		The champagne is just the top of the iceberg.  
		I have something even better.

MAGUFFIN removes an envelope from his pocket and hands it to MAX.

MAGUFFIN
		When I signed the contract, I got this.  
		And now, I’m giving it to you as a sign 
		of friendship.

MAX opens the envelope and pulls out a large check.  His eyes bulge out when he sees the sum.

WINSTON
		Pay to the order of one Richard Maguffin 
		the sum of $1 million.  Rich, you are the 
		King.

MAGUFFIN
		I thought Bruce Campbell was the King?

WINSTON
		Fuck Bruce Campbell.  He might have produced 
		and starred in the greatest horror film of 
		all time - ‘Evil Dead’ - but he never gave 
		me a check for a million clams.  I’m demoting 
		him to God status.  Until Bruce gives me an 				effects gig on ‘Evil Dead 4’, you’re the new 
		King.

MAGUFFIN
		I thought we could make a few improvements 
		around the effects studio with this money.  
		Maybe, for starters, say, an all new studio 
		space, ten times larger than this one, com-
		plete with better equipment and a larger 
		crew of staffers.  How’s that sound?

WINSTON
		That sounds great, Rich.  But, how about 
		this idea? We go down to the Sunset Strip, 
		find a strip club, and order ourselves a 
		thousand bucks worth of lap dances.  Now, 
		that’s what I fucking call a celebration.

MAGUFFIN
		I think I’ve created a monster.

EXT: STRIP CLUB. NIGHT

MAX WINSTON and RICH MAGUFFIN (disguised as WHIP FLANNERY) stand in line outside the Strip Club, a strip club on the Sunset Strip.

INT: STRIP CLUB. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and WINSTON mingle amongst a crowd of clubbers and celebrities in the VIP room of the Strip Club.  A STRIPPER dances around a small stage in the center of the room.  A private room lies off to the side behind a beaded curtain and a hulking BOUNCER.  A band plays on a separate stage by the entrance.

MAGUFFIN and WINSTON hang out at the bar.  Each of them sips a margarita.  WINSTON stares at the gorgeous STRIPPER on stage, her creamy legs wrapped around a metal pole.  As she sits down on the floor, she stretches her legs over her head in a yoga position.  WINSTON drools as the STRIPPER nearly pops out of her G-string.

WINSTON
		That girl is the cream in my coffee.

MAGUFFIN has his sights set elsewhere.  He has his eyes locked on an attractive young BLONDE GIRL sitting at a table near the stage, her tongue planted firmly in another GIRL’S mouth.  The two kiss passionately, the BLONDE GIRL’S hand touching the other GIRL’S breast.  And then, the BLONDE GIRL turns and looks directly at MAGUFFIN.  MAGUFFIN nearly faints when he realizes who the GIRL is.

MAGUFFIN
		Holy shit.

The BLONDE GIRL is none other than McKENZIE BANKS.  She waves at MAGUFFIN and smiles.  She slips her hand in her pocket and pulls out what looks like a rubber dildo.  She proceeds to use it on the other GIRL.  The STRIPPER leans over and kisses McKENZIE as she works the dildo on her friend.

MAGUFFIN turns and grabs WINSTON.

WINSTON
		What’s with you, man? I’m trying to get 
		off here.

MAGUFFIN
		Time to go, Max.

WINSTON
		Go? We just got here.  The night is still 
		young.  We haven’t even had our first lap 
		dances yet.

MAGUFFIN grabs WINSTON and they turn to leave.  As they make their way to the exit, a celebrity PHOTOGRAPHER takes their picture.  MAGUFFIN is weirded out by the whole thing.

MAGUFFIN
		What the fuck, man? Did I say you could 
		take my picture?

PHOTOGRAPHER
		Mr. Flannery, I just want to know if the 
		rumors are true, that you’re a homosexual?

MAGUFFIN
		Where did you hear that?

PHOTOGRAPHER
		The word around the campfire is the reason 
		you disappeared for two days is so you and 
		one of your male co-stars in ‘Rebel Without 
		A Cause’ could engage in a two-day love fest 
		in Las Vegas.
(beat)
		And, now, I see you leaving this club with 
		another man.  Are the rumors true?

MAGUFFIN
		Do I look like a fudge-packer to you?

The PHOTOGRAPHER snaps another photograph of MAGUFFIN and WINSTON.  And, shockingly, the PHOTOGRAPHER proceeds to kiss MAGUFFIN on the lips for all to see.

MAGUFFIN
		Fuck!

MAGUFFIN punches the guy out.

MAGUFFIN
		No paparazzi.  I want anonymity.

The PHOTOGRAPHER wipes blood from his nose as MAGUFFIN and WINSTON make their way to the exit door.

PHOTOGRAPHER
		I’ll get you, Flannery! Son of a bitch! 
		You’re looking at a lawsuit, pal!

EXT: STRIP CLUB. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN drags WINSTON outside onto the sidewalk.

WINSTON
		What’s with you, Rich?

MAGUFFIN
		That thing with the photographer was freaky.

WINSTON
		Whip Flannery is obviously into some weird 
		shit we don’t know about.  Get used to it.  
		You’re a celebrity now.

MAGUFFIN
		That’s not all that’s weirding me out.

MAGUFFIN lights up a cigarette.

MAGUFFIN
		Sorry, I saw something in there I wish I 
		hadn’t.

WINSTON
		What? Did one of that stripper’s lips pop 
		out of her G-string when she lifted her 
		legs?

MAGUFFIN
		Something worse.  I’ll tell you on the 
		way home.

WINSTON
		Want to stop by the diner for a cup of 
		coffee?

MAGUFFIN
		Sounds good.

EXT: CLARANOVA STUDIOS. FLANNERY’S TRAILER. DAY

MAGUFFIN exits his trailer on the ClaraNova Studios backlot, disguised as WHIP FLANNERY, and walks over to a soundstage.  In his hand is a copy of the film’s script.

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. DAY

MAGUFFIN lounges in a poolside chair on a swimming pool set inside the soundstage, reading through the ’Rebel Without A Cause’ script.  All around him, crew members hurry about lighting the set and taking care of miscellaneous other behind-the-scenes things.

Twenty-six year-old Italian actor JUNO CALVECCHIO walks over to the swimming pool set and takes a seat beside MAGUFFIN.  CALVECCHIO can best be described as extremely animated and energetic.  It’s probably a side effect from drinking one too many Cappuchinos.  A Starbucks coffee cup is firmly planted in each of his hands - one for him; one for FLANNERY.

CALVECCHIO
		Good morning, Mr. Flannery.  Care for a 				Cappuchino?

MAGUFFIN
		Thanks.  Wouldn’t mind if I do.

MAGUFFIN takes a coffee cup from JUNO.  This is MAGUFFIN’S first encounter with JUNO CALVECCHIO.

MAGUFFIN
		I don’t think we’ve had the pleasure of 
		meeting before.  I’m Whip Flannery.

CALVECCHIO

		Juno Calvecchio.  Nice to meet you.

MAGUFFIN and CALVECCHIO shake hands.

CALVECCHIO
		This is the first scene we’ll be shooting 				together.  You, myself, and McKenzie Banks.  
		I’m not saying this is my first day of film-
		ing on this picture.  No, I’ve had several 
		days of filming already.  Unfortunately, the 			scenes were all filmed all by my lonesome 
		self or with the black woman who plays my 				nanny.

MAGUFFIN
		Let me guess, you’re playing Plato, the 
		Sal Mineo character in the original film.

CALVECCHIO
		You know, although I’m grateful for getting 
		this part, I can’t understand why somebody 
		would want to remake a classic like ‘Rebel 
		Without A Cause’? Leave it alone, it’s a 
		perfect film.  Didn’t Hollywood learn a 
		lesson after the debacle that was Universal’s 
		1998 remake of ‘Psycho’? You can‘t remake 				something that is already a masterpiece.  
		Make a remake of some shitty film.  There‘s 
		plenty of those to go around.

MAGUFFIN
		I agree with you, wholeheartedly.  Although 
		the story has been completely modernized with 
		new changes to certain scenes and none of the 			original dialogue, it’s still a bad idea.

CALVECCHIO
		Take one of today’s scenes for example.  Today, 			we’re filming the sex scene between Jim Stark 
		and Plato inside the poolside bungalow.  It’s 
		the scene that precedes Jim’s break up scene 
		with Judy at the pool where he admits to her 
		his love for Plato.  As a result, Judy goes 				berserk and threatens to kill herself.  That 
		leads to the movie’s climax at the Griffith 				Observatory.  She’s the one who gets shot, not 			Plato.  That’s what I call a huge change from 
		the original story.  As it turns out, Jim only 
		had sex with Plato because he felt sorry for 
		him.  Jim, in fact, still loved Judy.

MAGUFFIN is freaking out from what he just heard.

MAGUFFIN
		Wait a minute! You’re saying I have to have 
		sex with you on camera in front of a hundred 			people?
(beat)
		Is this how the rumors about me being gay 
		started?

CALVECCHIO
		I’m sorry I mentioned it.  I forgot about 
		the picture of you and your gay lover on 
		the cover of this morning’s Daily Variety.  
		That has to suck having your secret exposed 
		to the world.

MAGUFFIN
		The picture made the cover of the Daily 
		Variety! My career is ruined.

CALVECCHIO
		Relax, man.  I’m just kidding.  McKenzie 
		told me the whole story about you and that 
		photographer at the strip club the other 
		night.  I nearly pissed myself laughing.

MAGUFFIN
		It’s shit like that that makes me not want 
		to be an actor in this business.
(beat)
		That’s it, man.  I’m not filming a gay sex 
		scene for this movie.  I’m quitting the 
		picture.

CALVECCHIO, all of a sudden, breaks out laughing.  MAGUFFIN is fumed.

MAGUFFIN
		What the fuck are you laughing at? This 
		is my career we’re talking about.

CALVECCHIO
		Relax, Flannery.  I’m only yanking your 
		crank again.  No pun intended.  There’s 
		no sex scene between Jim Stark and Plato.

MAGUFFIN
		You’re such an asshole, Calvecchio.  You 
		know that?

CALVECCHIO
		I know, man.  I’m a huge asshole.  Hemor-
		rhoids and all.  But, I will say this about 
		this movie - speaking as a real gay man, 
		I wish there was a sex scene with you in 
		this movie.  You are so fucking hot.

MAGUFFIN has had enough.  He throws his script in CALVEC-CHIO’S face and storms away, disgusted.

CALVECCHIO
		I got you again, Flannery.  I’m not gay.  
		I think you’re fucking butt ugly.
(beat)
		I might be kidding about this, but I swear 
		on my cat’s grave that Plato was dead set 
		on fucking Jim Stark in the original movie.  
		Sal Mineo spent the entire movie cruising 
		for a piece of James Dean’s ass.  The dia-
		logue does not lie.

The film’s director, GINO PALLADINO, storms onto the set and yells into a bullhorn.  

PALLADINO
		All right, people, listen up! Break’s over! 
		We’ve got a long day ahead! Let’s try to get 
		this day‘s scenes in the can, so we can all 
		go home!

The three actors (MAGUFFIN, McKENZIE BANKS, and JUNO CALVEC-CHIO) take their positions around the swimming pool set.  

PALLADINO takes his seat behind the camera.

PALLADINO
		Lights! Camera! Action!

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. EARLY EVENING

MAGUFFIN is taking a break from filming at the craft service table.  McKENZIE BANKS approaches him.

McKENZIE
		You sure do like hanging out by the food 
		table when you’re not working.

MAGUFFIN
		It’s free food.  Can’t go wrong there.  
		This is better than the stuff I keep in 
		my fridge at home.  I’m a Spaghettios 
		kind of man.

McKENZIE
		I just wanted to congratulate you on your 
		great work in the last few scenes.  I always 
		felt you couldn’t act for shit.  Looks like 
		I was wrong.

MAGUFFIN
		It’s almost dinner time.  Would you like 
		to go for a walk to the commissary? We’re 
		not needed on set for another hour or so.

McKENZIE
		Are you going to be the male chauvinist ass-
		hole you always are? Suppose you‘re gonna ask 
		me for a quickie in your trailer?

MAGUFFIN
		Why would I do that?

McKENZIE
		You’re always trying to get into my pants, 
		just like everybody else.  How else do you 
		think I got this acting job? Not too many 				producers are willing to cast a drug addict 
		in their movie.  Sometimes I have to resort 
		to unpleasant favors in order to survive in 
		this business.

EXT: STUDIO BACKLOT. EARLY EVENING

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE walk around the backlot deep in dis-cussion.

MAGUFFIN
		Would you mind explaining what you were 
		doing at that strip club the other night?

McKENZIE
		You mean that thing between me and that 
		other girl? She’s just a friend of mine.  
		She’s the one who’s into girls, not me.  
		I just like to play around with her.  It’s
		all just a little harmless fun.  Sorry I 
		weirded you out over it.

MAGUFFIN stops walking and digs inside his jacket.  McKENZIE stops a few yards ahead of him.

McKENZIE
		Why are you stopping?

MAGUFFIN pulls out a single red rose and hands it to McKENZ-IE.  She smiles as she accepts it.

MAGUFFIN
		For friendship.

McKENZIE
		This is so sweet of you, Whip.  Thank you.

The two resume walking.

MAGUFFIN
		I hope you don’t mind my asking, McKenzie, 
		but, what happened to your real father?

McKENZIE
		My real father was also an actor in the 
		movie business - Reginald Banks.  At the 
		height of his popularity, at age 36, he 
		was horribly disfigured in an accident 
		on the set of a movie he was making.  He 
		walked into a fireball and was burned over 
		ninety percent of his body.  While recov-
		ering in the hospital, he committed sui-
		cide by hanging himself.  He died shortly 
		before I was born.  	 
					
A studio tram car appears from around a corner just up ahead and starts heading in MAGUFFIN’S and McKENZIE’S direction.

McKENZIE
		I think our ride has arrived.  You feel like 			signing a few autographs for the fans?

MAGUFFIN
		Sounds like fun.

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE wave down the tour tram.  The tour tram slows down when the TOUR GUIDE realizes there’s two celebrities in their midst.  The TOUR GUIDE gets on his microphone.

TOUR GUIDE
		Ladies and Gentlemen.  We are in the presence 
		of two of Hollywood’s most popular actors, 				currently at the studio filming a remake of 
		‘Rebel Without A Cause’.  Please give a warm 			welcome to Whip Flannery and McKenzie Banks.

Everybody aboard the tram claps and cheers.  MAGUFFIN hops up onto the front of the front car and grabs the TOUR GUIDE’S microphone.  He pulls McKENZIE onto the tram as well.

MAGUFFIN
		Ladies and Gentlemen! Good evening! I’m 
		Whip Flannery, and this is my lovely co-
		star McKenzie.  We’d like to buy all of 
		you a round of milk and cookies at the 
		studio commissary to show you our grati-
		tude for going out to your local movie 
		theaters to watch our movies.  Anybody 
		want an autograph? We’re taking offers.

MAGUFFIN hands the microphone back to the TOUR GUIDE and takes a seat next to McKENZIE as the tram drives away.  The fans swamp them for autographs.  MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE are more than happy to meet and chat with their fans.

INT: STUDIO COMMISSARY. EARLY EVENING

At the commissary, about a hundred fans are treated to milk and cookies.  As for MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE, they treat themselves to the buffet tables.

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE sit at a table with a few of their fans and tell stories about their new film.  MAGUFFIN adds how much he enjoys working alongside McKENZIE.

MAGUFFIN
(to some fan)
		Working with McKenzie here has been one 
		of the highlights of making this movie.  
		She’s a real sweet girl, and I hope to 
		work with her again very soon.  In fact, 
		there’s something I’d like to say to her.

MAGUFFIN gets up from the table and walks over to a podium at the far end of the room.  He grabs a microphone and starts talking into it.

MAGUFFIN
		I’d like to dedicate this next song to 
		my very beautiful and talented co-star, 
		McKenzie Banks, to show her how much I 
		care about her.

MAGUFFIN starts singing a rendition of Peter Cetera’s ‘Glory of Love’.  McKENZIE is all embarrassed, her face turning bright red.  She’s loving every minute of it.  The fans even join in by clapping and cheering.

At the end of the song, MAGUFFIN is given a standing ovat-ion.  He walks over and gives McKENZIE a hug.

EXT: STUDIO BACKLOT. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE walk back to the soundstage, hand in hand.

MAGUFFIN
		I think Palladino’s gonna be mad about 
		us being late.  Every minute’s costing 
		the studio a lot of money.

McKENZIE clearly has something else on her mind besides the film.

McKENZIE
		I just want to thank you for what you did 
		back there.  That was really sweet.  You 
		obviously have no fears about making a 
		complete fool out of yourself.  I had a 
		lot of fun tonight.

MAGUFFIN
		I thought you could use a little cheering 
		up.  You’ve seemed distracted, lately.

McKENZIE
		It’s just that you don’t seem to be acting 
		like your normal self, lately.  For once, 
		you’re acting really nice.  Usually, you 
		come off like a real dick.  A person obsess-
		ed with fame.  A spoiled brat who can get 
		anything he wants.  It’s all about you.  
		Fuck everybody else.  You’ve changed, Flan-
		nery.

MAGUFFIN
		I’ve had a lot going through my mind.  It’s 
		not just about working on this film.  I 
		guess I’ve been concerned mostly about you.

McKENZIE
		What about me?

INT: HOSPITAL. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN approaches the nursing station in the hospital’s Intensive Care Unit.  One of the NURSES on duty looks up at him from her work station.

NURSE
		How can I help you?

MAGUFFIN
		I’m just wondering how my friend is doing? 
		Her name is Perrey Maran.  She was admitted 
		a few days ago.

NURSE
		Miss Maran isn’t accepting any visitors 
		excpet for her roommate.

MAGUFFIN
		Is her roommate here? McKenzie Banks?

NURSE
		I’m sorry, I can’t give out that information.  
		I can take your name.

MAGUFFIN
		That’s all right.  I’ll try reaching her 
		at home.  Thanks anyway.

Discouraged, MAGUFFIN walks away slowly.

INT: HOSPITAL LOUNGE. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN stands by a pay phone, busily trying to reach McKENZIE at home.  There is no answer.

MAGUFFIN sits alone at a small table, sipping a cup of coffee.  All of a sudden, he hears his name called by a familiar female voice.  It’s McKENZIE’S.

MAGUFFIN
		Maguffin? What are you doing here?

MAGUFFIN turns and meets McKENZIE’S gaze.  She walks over to him and takes a seat next to him at the table.

MAGUFFIN
		I just wanted to find out how your room-
		mate was doing.  Is she doing all right?

McKENZIE
		She’s doing okay.  Doctor says she should 
		be released in a day or two.  It’s a miracle 
		she’s alive.  Her seizure was triggered by 
		some heroin she inhaled that night.  If we 
		arrived five minutes later than we did, 
		Perrey would have surely died.

MAGUFFIN
		What’s she going to do when she gets out?

McKENZIE
		She’s gonna try to resume her acting career.
		And, she’s gonna try rehab.  I hope she sticks 			with it.  More than anything, I want her to 
		stay clean.

MAGUFFIN
		How about yourself? How are you doing?

McKENZIE
		Good.  I’m keeping busy with the movie.  
		Whip Flannery is back after an unannounced 				vacation.  I couldn’t help but notice a 
		sudden change in his usual behavior.  For 
		once, he’s actually fun to be around.  Must 
		have been stress from working too hard.  
		I guess all he needed was a quick break.

MAGUFFIN
		Want to get out of here for a bit?

McKENZIE
		What do you have in mind?

MAGUFFIN smiles and takes McKENZIE‘S hand.

MAGUFFIN 
		Come on, let’s get out of here.

McKENZIE greatfully accepts his offer.

EXT: BRIDGE. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE stand at the edge of the bridge along the lake walk near MAGUFFIN’S favorite diner.  The two of them feed breadcrumbs to a family of ducks floating in the water below.  A full moon casts its reflection across the wake.

MAGUFFIN
		Just curious, McKenzie - you wouldn’t happen 
		to have a boyfriend, right now, by chance, 
		would you?

McKENZIE
		No, I’m too busy, right now.  But, don’t 
		get me wrong, I am looking high and low 
		for the right guy.

MAGUFFIN
		What do you look for in a boyfriend?

McKENZIE
		I want to marry someone who isn’t famous.  				Somebody who’s nice to me.  Somebody who 
		isn’t messed up like me.

MAGUFFIN
		I know someone who fits that description 				perfectly.

MAGUFFIN smiles as he looks into McKENZIE’S eyes.

McKENZIE
		You?

MAGUFFIN
		I like you, McKenzie.  It would truly be 
		an honor for me to be your boyfriend.  I 
		think we’d get along just fine.

McKENZIE
		What would you want with somebody like me? 
		You’re not screwed up on junk.

MAGUFFIN
		I used to.  I know exactly what you’re 
		going through.  You feel you have to 
		keep using in order to remain accepted 
		by your peers in the business.  If not, 
		you feel rejection.  It eats you up in-
		side.  All you want is that next hit.

McKENZIE
		Tell me about the time when you used to 
		get high.

MAGUFFIN
		When I first arrived in Los Angeles as a 				struggling actor, I was way fucked up on 
		drugs.  Mind you, I was still a rebellious 				teenager at the time.  After too many re-
		jections from casting directors because 
		of my drug use, I entered a rehab facility.  
		I stayed for eight months.  One of my drug 				counselors, a British import named Max 					Winston, literally kicked my ass to make 
		sure I stayed clean.  I’ve been clean for 
		five years, and I owe it all to him.  Max 
		is still my best friend to this day.  To-
		gether, we started up a small special ef-
		fects company out of his apartment.  His 
		career is just starting to take off.  I’ll 
		have to introduce you to my friend Max.  
		You’d like him.

INT: MAXIMUM F/X STUDIO. NIGHT

MAX WINSTON is busy at work at his workstation, mixing up a large batch of dark brown goo in a bucket.  He dumps in a couple tubs of Cool Whip and folds it in with some powdered hot chocolate mix.  Behind him is a small buffet table, complete with hors de oeuvres and a large bowl of strawberry punch.  There is also a blender filled with lime-flavored margarita mix.

Just then, the main entrance door slides open, and in walks MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE.  WINSTON, all of a sudden, becomes a little hot under the collar in the presence of his favorite young actress.

MAGUFFIN
		Winston? What, are you throwing a party 
		without inviting us?

WINSTON
		Just putting together a little celebratory 
		feast for the crew for a good day’s work.  
		The picture just wrapped tonight.  The last 				special effects are in the can.  Care for 
		a glass of punch, my friend?

MAGUFFIN
		Sounds good.

WINSTON puts down his bucket of brown sludge and walks over to the punch bowl where he proceeds to pour two glasses of punch for MAGUFFIN and his beautiful young paramour.

WINSTON
		Bottoms up, mate.  I’d join you myself, 
		but I’ve already had way too much sugar 
		tonight at the wrap party.  I’m feeling 
		a little bit jittery.

MAGUFFIN takes the two glasses of punch from MAX and hands one to McKENZIE.

MAGUFFIN
(to McKenzie)
		Allow me to test it first, my dear, just 
		to make sure Max didn’t spike the punch 
		with any strong liquor.  He’s always 
		pulling pranks on me.
(pauses)
		Down the hatch.

MAGUFFIN gulps down his entire glass of punch.  He nearly chokes up a lung on it.  He spits most of it out.

MAGUFFIN
		Max! This punch tastes like shit!

WINSTON
		That’s because it is shit, Mr. Powers.

McKENZIE struggles not to laugh.

MAGUFFIN
		Very funny, man.

WINSTON
		I had to work in an ‘Austin Powers’ line 
		somewhere.  The turd in the punch bowl 
		gag was the best idea I could come up with.

MAGUFFIN
		I’m sorry to say, it worked.

McKENZIE
(to Winston)
		Is this some sort of special effect for some 
		low-grade horror movie? Whip was telling me 
		you work in the special effects business.

MAGUFFIN
		Max, allow me to introduce you to my young 
		friend here - McKenzie Banks.

WINSTON shakes McKENZIE’S hand then gives her a kiss on the cheek.

WINSTON
		Nice to meet you, Miss Banks.  I’m a huge 
		fan.  I’ve seen every one of your movies.
(beat)
		Welcome to Maximum F/X.  Maximum as in Max, 
		my first name.  We’re just a small business 				struggling to stay afloat in this dog-eat-
		dog business of competitors.  Mostly, we 
		work on grade Z horror pictures.  It’s a 
		fun gig, most of the time.  Doesn’t pay as 
		much as you’d think.  Sometimes, we’re not 
		paid at all.  It’s all part of the game.

McKENZIE’S eyes scan around the small studio.  She sees all kinds of strange props, mostly those from the “Killer Turd” movie.

McKENZIE
		What movie are you working on, now?

WINSTON
		A little piece of cinematic shit we’re 
		calling ‘Attack of the Killer Turd’.  
		This punch bowl gag is from the movie’s 
		big finale which we shot all day today.  
		The sequence takes place at the school 
		prom.  ‘The Turd’ is hiding out in the 
		punch bowl.  Some horny teenager gets 
		his hot date a glass of punch.  ’The 
		Turd’ pops up and eats him.  The school 
		bully, a big fat disgusting blob, grabs 
		’The Turd’ and throws him in the blender 
		and turns him into a margarita.  The fat 
		kid downs a bottle of Turbo Lax and chugs 
		down the diarrhea margarita.  He runs to 
		the can and proceeds to say his prayers 
		at the alter of the Porcelain God.  With 
		one quick dump and a flush, ’The Turd’ 
		goes bye-bye.  His creamy remains are 
		sucked down into the sewer.  Unfortunate-
		ly, he was able to give birth to some off-
		spring earlier in the movie, allowing for 
		the inevitable sequel - ‘Baby Turds’.  
		Coming soon to a video store near you!

MAGUFFIN
		Fortunately for us, Max has decided to 
		boycott any further ‘Killer Turd’ movies.  				Instead, he’s moving on to greener pastures.  
		He’s doing the effects for ‘Killer Condom 
		Strikes Back’.  In this new sequel, the 
		Killer Condom finds out a movie is being 
		made in Hollywood about his life.  Problem 
		is, somebody forgot to pay him for use of 
		his likeness in the movie.  You can guess 
		where the story goes from there.

WINSTON
		The movie’s going to be an absolute piece of 
		shit, I’m sure.  The only reason I’m doing 
		it is to get the opportunity to work beside 
		the great Lloyd Kaufman.  He’s the fucking 
		Man behind Troma Pictures.  Any effects 
		expert in town would give his left nut to 
		work beside Kaufman.  He’s a legend.

MAGUFFIN
		Max just wants to work with Lloyd Kaufman 
		because he was responsible for helping to 				resurrect the stalled career of former 
		child star Corey Feldman with a role as a 				gynecologist in ‘Toxic Avenger 4’.  Max is 
		a huge Corey Feldman fan.  If it wasn’t 
		for Lloyd Kaufman, Corey wouldn’t be making 				‘Goonies II’ with Richard Donner.

WINSTON
		If you two would excuse me, I’m going to 
		my room right now to shed a tear for Corey.

WINSTON walks over to an elevator leading up to his studio apartment.  Before he departs, he looks at McKENZIE.

WINSTON
		Miss Banks, if it’s no problem, could I 
		possibly get your phone number, so I can 
		ask you out sometime?

McKENZIE smiles.

McKENZIE
		It would be my pleasure, Max.  Nice to meet 
		you.

WINSTON
		Stay gold, darling.

WINSTON pushes a button, and the elevator springs into action.  In a flash of light and a cloud of smoke, MAX WINSTON disappears upstairs.

MAGUFFIN looks at McKENZIE, a smile on his face.

McKENZIE
		So, that was your friend Max.  Cute.

MAGUFFIN
		I told you you’d like him.

McKENZIE
		I think I like you better.

MAGUFFIN begins to blush.  He coughs.  He tries to change the subject.

MAGUFFIN
		Care for a tour of the studio? The final 
		Maximum F/X tour tram of the night is now 				boarding.

McKENZIE
		How about an intimate tour of my apartment, 
		instead?

MAGUFFIN
		Sounds tempting.  What have I done to deserve 
		this honor?

McKENZIE
		You made me laugh.

MAGUFFIN
		I think we’ll have to stop someplace and 
		pick up some protection.

McKENZIE
		I don’t think that will be necessary.

MAGUFFIN
		Will you marry me, McKenzie, my darling?

McKENZIE
		Don’t rush things.  We only just met a short 
		while ago.

INT: McKENZIE’S APARTMENT. NIGHT

McKENZIE leads MAGUFFIN into her apartment.  The place is sparsely decorated.  The shelves are covered mostly with Beanie Babies and other small stuffed animals.  The usual stove, microwave, and fridge stand near a small dining table.  Framed pictures of her late mother and the father she never knew hang on a wall.  A couple marquees of some of her earlier film work are stapled to a closet door.  Any bare wall space is covered in body paintings.  At the back of the apartment is a king-size waterbed.  Above the bed, on the ceiling, is a large mirror.

McKENZIE walks over to the waterbed and immediately starts taking her clothes off.  She crawls under the covers of her bed and motions to MAGUFFIN.  He is extremely nervous.

McKENZIE
		Don’t be scared, Maguffin.  Get naked and 
		jump into bed with me.  We can watch our-
		selves in the mirror.

MAGUFFIN looks into the refrigerator and digs around.

McKENZIE
		What are you doing?

MAGUFFIN
		I’m hungry for dessert.

MAGUFFIN pulls out a bottle of honey, a bottle of whipped cream, and a carton of ice cream.

MAGUFFIN
		You ever seen that movie ‘Bolero’ with Bo 
		Derek? While making love to the Sheik, the 
		Sheik covers her chest with honey and pro-
		ceeds to lick it off of her.  I thought 
		I’d make myself a sundae and eat it off 
		of you.  If you don’t mind, of course.

McKENZIE smiles at the idea.

And, the two of them make steamy love, their bodies covered in honey and whipped cream.  They watch the whole thing in the mirror above them.

MAGUFFIN lays in bed with McKENZIE asleep in his arms.  He looks at her in her state of peacefulness and smiles.  Wiping a strand of hair out of her eyes, he kisses her on her forehead and goes to sleep.

INT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN sits up late at night in his apartment watching a movie starring a younger McKENZIE BANKS, while checking out an Internet fan page about her.  All of a sudden, something completely out of character happens to him - he cries.

At that same moment, MAX WINSTON arrives unannounced.  He carries with him a bag of groceries.

WINSTON
		Honey, I’m home.  I’ve got dinner.

MAX notices MAGUFFIN watching a McKENZIE BANKS movie on the big-screen television.

WINSTON
		What is with you and that girl? She’s all 
		you think about, lately.  I thought I had 
		a shot with her.

MAGUFFIN
		I seem to be developing a huge crush on her.  
		I can’t help but feel sorry for her.

WINSTON
		Forget about her, Rich.  She’s not your 
		type.  She’s a movie star with problems.  
		Besides, you should be acting like a pro-
		fessional.  You shouldn’t be falling in 
		love off-screen with one of your co-stars.  
		Your relationship will fall apart after 
		the movie wraps filming.  She can only 
		break your heart.  Forget about her, Rich, 
		and come back to work at the effects stu-
		dio.  I can really use your help in this 
		time of transition.  We’re about ready to 
		move the studio to a larger space.  I could 
		use your help during the move.

A moment of silence as MAGUFFIN ponders his options.

WINSTON
		Houston, do we have a problem? Hello? Rich?

MAGUFFIN
		You’re right, Max.  I have to forget about 
		her.  You can count on me to help you in 
		the move.

WINSTON
		How much longer till filming wraps on that 
		stupid movie, anyway?

MAGUFFIN
		One more week.

WINSTON
		As long as that’s all.  I need your help 
		in a week when we start work on the ‘Killer 
		Condom’ movie.

MAGUFFIN glances at WINSTON’S grocery bag.

MAGUFFIN
		What did you dig up out of the dumpster 
		for dinner this time, dear?

WINSTON
		Chinese.

MAGUFFIN
		Good choice.  I’ll have the Cream of Sum 
		Yung Chick.  You can have the Cum Drop 
		Soup.  
		
WINSTON
		Please.  I’m all about the clam, brother.

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. EARLY EVENING

The cast and crew of ‘Rebel Without A Cause’ stand around a soundstage filled from end to end with dirt and gravel.  Antique hot rods are lined up on each side.  At the far end of the stage is a huge blue screen.  A camera crane is positioned high above, waiting to get the shot.

Two classic roadsters sit in the entryway of the soundstage.  MAGUFFIN sits behind the wheel of one.  Another actor, playing the role of a street punk, sits behind the wheel of the other.  McKENZIE BANKS stands between both cars.

GINO PALLADINO sits in his director’s chair, anxious to get things moving along.  He speaks into his megaphone.

PALLADINO
		Last shot, everybody! Try not to fuck this 
		one up! I have a meeting to get to in an 
		hour, so let’s get this shot in the can in 
		one take! Let’s roll ‘em! Action, everybody!

The two hot roads peel rubber down the gravel road inside the soundstage.  McKENZIE runs forward waving her arms wildly in the air.  The cars drive straight towards the blue screen.

MAGUFFIN checks his door to make sure it opens.  The other actor is having trouble with his.  His jacket is caught around the window roller.  

At the last possible second before impact, MAGUFFIN leaps from his car and rolls around on the ground.  As for the other actor, it’s too late for him.  His car crashes through the blue screen and crashes into a wall of hay bails outside the soundstage.  Everybody on stage runs toward the blue screen and peers over a cliff face that isn’t there.

PALLADINO claps and cheers.

PALLADINO
		Suck me, beautiful! Now, that’s what I 
		call great stunt work! That’s a wrap, 
		people! This movie is in the can! Enjoy 
		the wrap party! I’m out of here!

The cast and crew of ‘Rebel Without A Cause’ clap and cheer.  That’s a wrap, indeed.  Now, let’s party!

Everybody files out of the soundstage.  MAGUFFIN dusts himself off and runs over to meet with PALLADINO.

MAGUFFIN
		Congratulations, Mr. Palladino.  I think 
		you made a good film here.

PALLADINO
		Please, call me Gino.  And, it’s you I 
		have to thank.  If it weren’t for you, 
		this movie would never have been finished.  
		We’re under-budget and on-schedule.  Also, 
		I’ve viewed a rough cut of the film, and 
		I must tell you, Maguffin, your performance 
		as Jim Stark is magnificent.  Better than 
		the real Whip Flannery could ever have done.  			Expect to receive a Golden Globe or Oscar 				nomination for your work.  I’ll see you in 
		a few months for the premiere at the Chinese 			Theater.  Then, I expect you to show up a 
		month later to begin work on my next film. 
		Come down to the studio some time, and I’ll 
		show you the set.  You’re gonna love it.  
		As for your payday on the film, I hope you 
		enjoy the number two with seven zeros behind 
		it.  You’re in the big time now, kid.  Glad 
		to have you on board.  Now, if you’ll excuse 
		me, I have a production meeting to get to.  
		Enjoy the wrap party.

MAGUFFIN
		Thank you, sir.  Gino.
(beat)
		Oh, Mr. Palladino, sir? One more thing.  
		What happens if the real Whip Flannery 
		shows up?

PALLADINO
		I don’t think we’ll have to worry about 
		that anytime soon.

PALLADINO walks away, leaving MAGUFFIN alone on the soundstage.  The lights click off, and the soundstage becomes dark.

MAGUFFIN
(to himself)
		What really happened to Whip Flannery?

INT: DR. SPECTER’S MANSION. LABORATORY. NIGHT

And we find out what really happened to WHIP FLANNERY.  WHIP FLANNERY lays strapped to a gurney in DR. SPECTER’S laboratory, his face wrapped entirely in a cloth bandage.  

DR. SPECTER looks on as his NURSE removes the bandage from FLANNERY’S face and reveals a hideous sight.  FLANNERY now looks like the Elephant Man, literally.  He’s also been lobotomized.  FLANNERY is now a blubbering idiot with no idea who he really is.  He has been turned into a gimp.

INT: DUNGEON. NIGHT

FLANNERY is chained to a rock wall in a dark dungeon deep in the bowels of DR. SPECTER’S lair.  A steel door slams shut.  FLANNERY screams madly, his words illegible.

INT: DR. SPECTER’S DEN. NIGHT

DR. SPECTER sits at a large oak desk, in a high-backed leather lounge chair.  In front of him is a large, spacious room, lined with floor-to-ceiling red velvet curtains.  A fire burns in a huge fireplace at the opposite end of the room.  On top of SPECTER’S desk is a black ceramic mask.  DR. SPECTER picks it up with his gloved left hand and pulls it over his scarred head.  After adjusting the mask, he pulls on his large-brimmed black hat.

DR. SPECTER presses a button on the arm rest of his chair.

A heavy steel door slides open, and two of DR. SPECTER’S NURSES enter the room, hauling behind them a steel dolly with the disfigured body of WHIP FLANNERY strapped aboard.  We never see his face.

One of the NURSES presses a button on a panel on a curtained wall.  A curtained section rolls open to reveal a large floor-to-ceiling glass cylinder.  The NURSE presses another button on the wall panel, and the glass cylinder slides open.

The NURSES remove the leather straps from around FLANNERY’S torso and lift his unconscious body off the dolly.  They step inside the cylinder and plant FLANNERY inside, in a rubber body harness, in an upright position.  

IV tubes are inserted down FLANNERY’S throat, into his arms, and into his chest.

The NURSES exit the glass cylinder.  The glass door slides shut, sealing FLANNERY inside.  The cylinder is a glass coffin, only FLANNERY is still alive inside, in a state of suspended animation.

A NURSE presses a third button on the wall panel, and the glass cylinder begins to fill with a clear fluid.  In moments, the glass coffin fills to the top.  Oxygen bubbles begin to bubble up from a vent in the bottom, and IV fluids begin to pump into FLANNERY’S body.  FLANNERY is kept alive by some type of external breathing apparatus.  An oxygen tube runs down his throat.  The glass cylinder is actually some sort of bacta tank.

DR. SPECTER presses a switch on his arm console, and the red curtain closes over the cylinder, concealing it inside the wall from prying eyes.

EXT: MAXIMUM F/X STUDIO. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN arrives home and finds a large moving truck outside the Maximum F/X studio.  Members of the effects crew are busy loading equipment into the back of the truck.  MAGUFFIN enters the studio through an open garage door.

INT: MAXIMUM F/X STUDIO. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN walks over to MAX WINSTON who’s busy loading some of his personal effects into boxes.

WINSTON
(to Maguffin)
		Nice to see you finally made it to help 
		us clear some of this shit out of the 
		studio.

MAGUFFIN starts helping MAX fill up some of the boxes.

MAGUFFIN
		You were right, Max.  I should never have 
		gotten involved with that girl.  All she 
		wants to do is hang out with me.  If word 
		gets out about me impersonating Whip Flan-
		nery, my career is fucked, Max.  I mean, I 
		like McKenzie and all, but on a more pro-
		fessional level - as a co-star.  I should 
		never have slept with her that night.

WINSTON
		Look at it this way, Rich.  The film has 
		wrapped.  It’s time for you to move on, 
		both career-wise and personally.  Come to 
		work at the new effects studio, mate.  
		That’ll help you to recover.  Forget about 
		playing Whip Flannery.  He’s a loser.  For-
		get about McKenzie Banks.  She’s a shooting 
		star.  You made us some nice greenbacks, 
		Rich, doing that stupid movie.  Once is 
		enough.  Forget about your acting career.  
		We’re set for life with this new studio.

MAGUFFIN
		You’re always right, Max.  I should listen 
		to you more often.  However, in this case, 
		I wish it was that simple, but it’s not.  
		Gino Palladino, the director, wants me to 
		appear as Flannery in his next film.  It 
		comes with a $20 million paycheck, Max.

WINSTON
		My one and only friend, have you ever heard 
		the saying ‘There’s no such thing as a free 				lunch’? You don’t just get paid that kind of 
		money for doing nothing.  You didn’t sign a 				contract yet, I hope?

MAGUFFIN
		No.

WINSTON
		Then what’s there to worry about? Forget 
		about the film.  Get out before it’s too 
		late.

MAGUFFIN
		I don’t think I can walk away that easy.  				Palladino has connections with the mob,  
		I think.

WINSTON
		Well, if that’s the case, Rich, I think 
		you might have just screwed yourself.

MAGUFFIN
		Let’s say I choose to make the movie.  That’s 
		six months away.  Just what am I supposed to 
		do in the meantime?

WINSTON points over to a very large pile of boxes, all of them marked ‘Trojan’.

WINSTON
		You see all those boxes over there?

MAGUFFIN
		Yeah.  What about them?

WINSTON
		In the meantime, my friend, you can try to 
		figure out a way to dispose of all those 
		things.

MAGUFFIN
		A lifetime supply of Trojan condoms? What, 
		did the company send those over as a peace-				offering for you for working on the ‘Killer 				Condom’ movie?

WINSTON
		Something like that.

MAGUFFIN
		What’s wrong with that? Everybody needs a 
		rubber nowadays.  Even for when you’re by 				yourself.

WINSTON
		What the fuck am I supposed to do with a 
		lifetime supply of condoms? I don’t have 
		a girlfriend.  All I have is my work.  
		When am I going to find the time to jerk 
		off into a million condoms?

MAGUFFIN
		Max, this is L.A.  Now that you’re moving 
		the studio to better quarters, you’ll have 
		plenty of time to jerk off during morning 
		and afternoon traffic.

WINSTON
		I think I’m gonna have to order out for an 				inflatable date.  And, if that doesn’t work, 
		I’ll just have to make a special effect one 
		myself using a plaster body cast from some 
		hot actress I turned into a monster for some 			stupid horror movie.

MAGUFFIN
		You’re a genius, Max.  Always a thinker.

WINSTON
		Shut up and grab some fucking boxes.  There’s 
		work to do.

EXT: FACTORY. DAY

The moving van pulls inside a vacant factory through an open garage door.

INT: FACTORY. DAY

MAX WINSTON and RICH MAGUFFIN step down from the moving van wearing their black satin Maximum F/X crew jackets.  More members of the effects crew begin arriving behind them.

The factory space is a good fifteen-thousand square feet.  WINSTON is one happy camper.

WINSTON
		Behold, Rich.  Welcome to the new head-
		quarters of Maximum F/X.

MAGUFFIN
		We did it, Max.  Our dream has finally come 
		true.  Maximum F/X is going to become one 
		of this town’s giants.  Only George Lucas 
		will be able to kick our ass.

WINSTON
		Hell, some day, you and I will be working 
		for George Lucas at the Skywalker Ranch.  
		And, if that doesn’t work, there’s always 
		Banned From the Ranch.

WINSTON pulls out a champagne bottle and throws it against the wall.  It breaks into a thousand pieces.

WINSTON
		Long live Maximum F/X!

EXT: CLARANOVA STUDIOS. MAIN GATE. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN drives his piece-of-shit car up to the main gate of ClaraNova Studios.  Appearing as his normal self, not as WHIP FLANNERY, he shows his pass to a SECURITY GUARD who lets MAGUFFIN pass through.

EXT: NIBBLE, INC. PRODUCTIONS. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN parks his car outside the Nibble, Inc. office complex on the studio backlot.

INT: NIBBLE, INC. PRODUCTIONS. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN walks briskly down the hall to PALLADINO’S office.

INT: PALLADINO’S OFFICE. EARLY MORNING

GINO PALLADINO and producer LEONARD BAXTER are busy editing a scene from ‘Rebel Without A Cause’ on an Avid film composer computer system in PALLADINO’S office as MAGUFFIN enters.  PALLADINO and BAXTER look up at the uninvited guest.  BAXTER has no idea who MAGUFFIN is.

BAXTER
		This is a private office, sir.  No one with-
		out proper clearance is allowed in here.

MAGUFFIN
		Mr. Palladino, sir?

PALLADINO
		Lenny, don’t worry about our friend here.  
		He’s one of the stars in our movie.  This 
		is Mr. Maguffin.

BAXTER
		I don’t ever recall seeing him on the set, 
		or elsewhere for that matter.  Who does he 
		play in the movie?

PALLADINO
		Of course, Lenny, you’ve never met Mr. Maguf-
		fin without his makeup on.

BAXTER
		Excuse me, Gino?

PALLADINO gets up from his seat and walks around to MAGUFFIN and puts his hands on MAGUFFIN’S shoulders.

PALLADINO
		Now, Lenny, you’re familiar with the disap-
		pearance of our star, Mr. Flannery almost 
		two months ago, aren’t you?

BAXTER
		Yes, but that was all a publicity stunt.  Mr. 			Flannery returned two days later and finished 
		work on the film.

PALLADINO smiles gleefully.

PALLADINO
		On the contrary, Lenny, it was Mr. Maguffin 
		here who showed up to complete Mr. Flannery’s 
		work on the film.

BAXTER
		What? You’re saying that this young man 
		turned into Whip Flannery and appeared 
		in our film we just completed principal 				photography on a week ago?

PALLADINO
		I couldn’t have said it better myself.

BAXTER looks at MAGUFFIN at points a questionable finger at him.

BAXTER
		Is this true, Mr. Maguffin?

MAGUFFIN
		Call me Rich.

BAXTER sits back in his seat, a loss for words.

BAXTER
		Unbelievable.  I would never have figured 
		this guy for Flannery from looking at this 
		movie.  Mr. Maguffin is a dead ringer in 
		his makeup.

PALLADINO returns to his seat.

PALLADINO
		Now, Mr. Maguffin, what is it we can do for 
		you this morning? We’re very busy here as-
		sembling the rest of the movie.

MAGUFFIN
		Terribly sorry for just barging in like this, 
		but, you did say I should come down to the 
		studio some time to take a look at the sets 
		for your next movie.

PALLADINO
		Oh, right, the sets for my next blockbuster.  
		I’d be delighted to show you.  Just allow me 
		to make a phone call to arrange a ride out 
		to the set.  We can be on our way within a 
		half hour.  In the meantime, please take a 
		seat and watch some footage from the movie.  
		I think you’ll be very pleased with the re-
		sults of your acting.  Your work with McKen-
		zie and Mr. Calvecchio is phenomenal.  I 
		believe this film is actually an improvement 
		over the original.

MAGUFFIN
		To be honest, sir, I believe the only reas-
		on the original version of ‘Rebel Without A 
		Cause’ withstood the test of time over forty-
		five years is due to the mysteries surround-
		ing the untimely deaths of the three leading 			actors.

PALLADINO
		Nonsense.

MAGUFFIN 
		James Dean was killed shortly after complet-
		ing the film in a car accident in September 
		1955.  Sal Mineo was stabbed to death outside 
		his Hollywood home in 1976.  And, Natalie 
		Wood drowned on Thanksgiving night 1982 
		in Catalina.  Many people feel the movie 
		to be cursed.

PALLADINO
		An interesting theory.  However, I don’t 
		think you have to worry about our version 
		becoming cursed.  It’s all just superstit-
		ions created by the media.

MAGUFFIN
		Well, I think this film is cursed, consid-
		ering the peculiar disappearance of its 
		leading star, Whip Flannery.  Nobody really 
		knows what happened to him.

PALLADINO
		Nonsense.  There is no curse.

EXT: NIBBLE, INC. PRODUCTIONS. DAY

PALLADINO leads BAXTER and MAGUFFIN outside to a waiting limousine.  PALLADINO and BAXTER climb inside the back.  MAGUFFIN climbs inside the limo and closes the door.  The limo pulls away from the curb and disappears down the road.
		
EXT: PIER. DAY

The limousine sits parked in front of an oceanfront pier.  At the end of the pier is a Grumman Goose float plane. PALLADINO, BAXTER, and MAGUFFIN climb aboard.

MAGUFFIN
		Where exactly are the sets for this movie 
		located?

PALLADINO
		Far away from the prying eyes of the paparazzi 
		and the fans.  This film must be kept a secret.  			The studio has a lot riding on this venture.

MAGUFFIN
		What exactly is this film about, anyway?

PALLADINO
		I want to surprise you.

EXT: GOOSE. DAY

The Goose flies low over the Pacific Ocean, some one hundred miles off shore.  There is nothing but ocean as far as the eye can see.

INT: GOOSE. DAY

MAGUFFIN sits in the back of the plane, appearing extremely nervous.  PALLADINO and BAXTER sit in the front, along with a private PILOT.  MAGUFFIN looks out his window at the ocean below.

MAGUFFIN
		You’re not mad at me, are you, Mr. Palladino? 			You’re not flying me all this way just so you 
		can feed me to the fishes, are you?

PALLADINO
		Relax, my young friend.  Nothing of the sort 
		is to happen to you.  

MAGUFFIN
		How much longer till we get to where we’re 
		going?

PALLADINO
		We are there.

MAGUFFIN
		We’re in the middle of the Pacific Ocean.  
		What movie are we making here, ‘Waterworld 
		II’?

PALLADINO
		Take a look out the portside window.  See 
		for yourself.

EXT: GOOSE. DAY

Directly below the Goose is a truly glorious sight - a full-scale floating replica of the RMS Titanic.

INT: GOOSE. DAY

MAGUFFIN stares out his window in bewilderment.

MAGUFFIN
		Incredible!

PALLADINO
		Beautiful, isn’t it? Welcome to the set 
		of my next movie - ‘Titanic II’.  The 
		story is a modern-day ‘Poseidon Adventure’.  
		The budget on this film is in the ballpark 
		of $750 million.  That’s the highest ever 
		paid by a single studio on a single movie.  
		That high figure seems ludicrous to you, 
		but not to me.  This film is a vision I’ve 
		had for years, ever since Cameron made his 
		little boat picture and stole the Oscars.  
		My vision for this film is to capture the 
		real live essence of the Titanic without 
		the use of a studio soundstage.  The studio 
		has spent $500 million to construct the 
		first truly operational movie set.  This 
		is ’Titanic’.  We have built the Titanic.  
		The Titanic II to be more precise - a full-
		scale replica of the original ship, that 
		will, upon the film’s completion and re-
		lease, serve as a luxury cruise ship to 
		and from Liverpool and New York along the 
		same route as the Titanic took during its 
		ill-fated maiden voyage in 1912.  I believe 
		that this ship will bring in a fortune for 
		the studio on the foot heels of the cinema-
		tic experience.  The Titanic II will embark 
		upon its maiden voyage in April 2004, four 
		months after the film’s theatrical release.  			Hopefully, this time, and I assure you, 
		there won’t be a problem with icebergs.

EXT: GOOSE. DAY

The float plane lands about fifty feet from the Titanic II.  A dinghy arrives to pick up the three passengers to carry them to the ship.

EXT: TITANIC. DAY

The dinghy is hoisted up to the first-class deck by a pair of davits.  PALLADINO leads BAXTER and MAGUFFIN aboard for a quick tour.

EXT: PROMENADE. DAY

PALLADINO, BAXTER, and MAGUFFIN stroll down the first-class promenade, heading for the first-class ballroom.

MAGUFFIN
		This ship is amazing.  I can’t believe I’m 
		walking on this.  It looks just like the 
		ship in Cameron’s movie.

PALLADINO
		As Cameron did, we utilized the blueprints 
		from the original Titanic.  Only, in our 
		case, we built the entire ship, not just 
		a set.  And, many things about this ship 
		are different than the original Titanic.  
		The steel used is top quality, not brittle.  
		This ship has a bigger propellor, so it 
		can maneuver better.  It has an on-board 
		Doppler radar.  Spotting icebergs will be 
		no longer a problem.  I won’t bore you 
		with any further details.  Enjoy it while 
		you’re here.  Anyway, here we are.  The 				centerpiece of the ship.  The first-class 				ballroom.

PALLADINO opens a double set of glass doors and motions BAXTER and MAGUFFIN inside.

INT: BALLROOM. DAY

The glorious beauty of the glass dome is the first thing to catch MAGUFFIN’S attention.  He stares in awe.

MAGUFFIN
		Beauty.

PALLADINO leads MAGUFFIN down to the staircase with the clock at the top of the stairs.

PALLADINO
		Mr. Maguffin, I am in the position of of-
		fering you the lead role in this movie.  
		Another actor was originally in negotiat-
		ions for the part, but due to his untimely 
		death from a drug overdose at a Sunset 
		Strip night club, I’m offering you the 
		lead instead.  Mr. Flannery had originally 
		been cast in a much smaller role.  Now, 
		he’s the lead.  You’re the lead.  I want 
		you to think this offer over very care-
		fully.  A contract is in my desk drawer 
		waiting for you to sign it.  Upon signa-
		ture, $20 million will be transferred 
		into your bank account.  One hitch, how-
		ever.  This is not a pay-or-play deal.  
		We learned our lesson on the last picture.  
		You either complete the work, or forfeit 
		a substantial percentage the $20 million.  
		Please, think about this carefully.

MAGUFFIN
		You said before this film was a modern-
		day ‘Poseidon Adventure’.  Could you elab-
		orate?

PALLADINO
		Yes, I can.  While embarking on its maiden 
		voyage from Liverpool to New York, the 
		Titanic II encounters a fierce hurricane.  
		The ship capsizes.  The passengers must 
		unite to save themselves before the ship 
		sinks.  A team of terrorists have report-
		edly smuggled explosives on board.  Your 				character, Reid Ferrin, is an American 
		soldier returning home from Europe.  He 
		meets a young American widow returning 
		home from France where her French husband 
		recently died tragically.  The two fall 
		in love aboard the ship.  When the ship 
		capsizes, Reid Ferrin battles the terror-
		ists before they can detonate their bomb.  
		The terrorists are thwarted, and the sur-
		vivors use the bomb to blow a hole in the 
		hull of the ship in order to make it to 
		safety.

MAGUFFIN
		If the movie is to be filmed aboard this 
		ship, will the cast and crew be staying 
		aboard the ship for the duration of the 
		shoot?

PALLADINO
		You are correct.  The film will spend two 
		months shooting aboard this ship, followed 
		by an additional four months work back at 
		the studio.  The majority of the scenes 
		involving the capsized interiors will take 
		place back at the studio.
(beat)
		Anyway, enough of my blabbering.  Let’s 
		show you the rest of the ship.

MAGUFFIN
		Great.  I’m all for it.

INT: McKENZIE’S APARTMENT. DAY

McKENZIE BANKS lies in bed, drinking a bottle of champagne.  Her clothes and hair are disheveled.  Tears stream down her face.  She leans over to her bedside table and snorts a line of cocaine from a mirror.  A packet of coke and a razor blade sit nearby.  She rubs her nostrils and sniffs.  She starts crying again.  

McKENZIE glances over at a ‘Rebel Without A Cause’ poster on her wall and looks at the picture of WHIP FLANNERY in his James Dean pose.  She looks at her name credited above the title.  She becomes angry at herself and throws her champagne bottle against the wall.

McKENZIE
		You fucking junkie!

She wipes the tears from her eyes and looks over at the drugs on the table.  She wipes her nose and cries.

McKENZIE climbs out of bed, grabs her stash of cocaine and crawls into the bathroom.  She drags herself over to the toilet and flushes her drugs.  She closes the lid and rests her head on it.  She buries her face in her arms and continues to cry.  Her body shakes.

McKENZIE
		You fucking junkie! You fucking loser!

INT: LIMOUSINE. DAY

MAGUFFIN sits in the back of the limousine, talking with GINO PALLADINO and LEONARD BAXTER, over a bottle of champagne.  PALLADINO fills three glasses and hands them out.  MAGUFFIN takes a sip of his.

MAGUFFIN
		The movie starts shooting in six months.  
		What am I supposed to do in that time? 
		I mean, Whip Flannery is still missing.  
		I have to maintain his high-profile life-
		Style, right?

PALLADINO
		I probably shouldn’t be telling you this, 
		but I will, anyway.  Now, I’ve managed 
		every aspect of Mr. Flannery’s career for 
		the past few years, as well as several 
		other young stars, including your co-star, 
		McKenzie Banks.  That girl is almost like 
		a daughter to me.  I continue to hire her 
		when nobody else will, despite her depend-
		ency on drugs and alcohol.  I feel sorry 
		for her.  She’s lived a rough life.  Her 
		father Reggie was under contract at Clara-
		Nova from the late ‘60s until his death in 
		the early ‘80s.  A tragedy what happened 
		to him.  I feel like I owe McKenzie a favor.  
		I knew her father very well.  Her mother, 
		too.  
(lights a cigar)
		Anyway, back to Whip Flannery.  When he 
		wasn’t making a big budget studio picture, 
		he’d appear as a body double in straight-
		to-video skin pictures.  His entire career 
		began as a porn star.  That’s where he got 
		his nickname Whip.  His real name is Irwin 				Flannery.  Whip is a much better name, I 
		think.  He was called Whip because of his 
		enormous schlong.  He loved to whip it a-
		round in front of the ladies on the set.  
		Crazy shit! It’s been said he had the se-
		cond longest penis in the porno film in-
		dustry, second only to Long Dong Silver.  
		Not even Ron Jeremy could best Whip Flan-
		nery.  The best part is, Flannery still 
		appears in porno flicks between making 
		studio pictures.

MAGUFFIN
		What does this have to do with me?

PALLADINO
		Everything.  People are being made to be-
		lieve that you are Whip Flannery.  Until 
		the real Flannery shows up, you will be 
		playing him.

MAGUFFIN
		But, I never signed a contract saying that 
		I have to keep appearing as Flannery.  It 
		was only to appear as him in ‘Rebel With-
		out A Cause’.

PALLADINO
		Read the fine print, kid.  I own you.  When 
		you signed that paper, I became your manager.  
		You will do as I say.  If not, I’ll expose 
		you for the phony fuck that you are.  Or, 
		better yet, I’ll release to the press the 
		dirty laundry I have on Mr. Flannery.  I 
		don’t think you’d like that, what with Flan-
		nery being a closeted homosexual and all.  
		I’ll tell them there never was a Whip Flan-
		nery.  He’s only a character played by some 
		two-bit actor.  If this news got out, the 
		once popular career of one Richard Maguffin 
		will cease to exist.  Nobody will ever hire 
		you in this town for as long as you live.
		Do I make myself clear, Mr. Maguffin?

MAGUFFIN can’t believe what he just heard.

MAGUFFIN
		You’re just fucking with me? Right, Gino?

PALLADINO is slow to respond.  All of a sudden, he breaks out laughing.

PALLADINO
		I had you squirting muddy water in the seat 
		of your shorts there for a moment.  I had 
		you convinced.  You’re a sucker, Maguffin.

MAGUFFIN
		It’s just that, I have no problem with 
		appearing in a porno film.  It’s not my 
		face that would be up on the screen.

PALLADINO
		You want something to do for the next six 
		months.  I got just the thing.  A porn 
		director friend of mine needs an actor to 
		stand in for the lead actor as his body 
		double.  The lead actor’s jealous wife 
		chopped off his penis last week when 
		she found out he was cheating on her 
		with one of his female co-stars.  She 
		fed it to the family dog for breakfast.

MAGUFFIN
		What’s the name of the movie?

PALLADINO
		‘How Long Is The Chinaman?’

MAGUFFIN
		How long is he?

PALLADINO
(laughs)
		No, you idiot! How Long is the name of 
		your character.  The title is a play 
		of words used to confuse the audience.  
		They’ll be trying to guess the length 
		of your cock throughout the whole movie.

MAGUFFIN
		Just how big is his cock supposed to be?

PALLADINO
		How big are you?

MAGUFFIN
		I’m a bit on the short and stubby side.  
		It’s pathetic.

PALLADINO
		Really? McKenzie told me you were the best 
		she’s ever had.  She said it was a good 
		size.

MAGUFFIN
		I’m sure my friend Max can whip up some 
		outrageous special effects prosthetic 
		device.  Don’t worry about the length.  
		The actress in that movie will be very 
		pleased with the length of her male part-
		ner.  It won’t even require the use of a 
		Longitude pill or Viagra.

PALLADINO
		Besides making porn, how do you feel about 				modeling for magazine spreads, billboards, 
		romance novel covers…?

MAGUFFIN
		You mean I could be like Fabio or one of 
		those guys in those Calvin Klein underwear 
		ads?

PALLADINO
		Exactly.

MAGUFFIN
		Fuck me! Where do I sign up?

PALLADINO
		Not so fast!

MAGUFFIN
		What?

PALLADINO
		All of that and more can be yours only if 
		you sign a contract agreeing to appear as 
		the lead in ‘Titanic II’.

MAGUFFIN
		For $20 million, you had me at ‘Hello’.  
		Where do I sign?
		
INT: PALLADINO’S OFFICE. DAY

MAGUFFIN sits in PALLADINO’S office and signs a contract to appear in the film.  The two of them shake on it.  MAGUFFIN has just made a pact with the devil.

BEGIN MONTAGE:

INT: FITNESS CENTER. DAY

MAGUFFIN works out at a local fitness center.

EXT: LAKEWALK. DAY

MAGUFFIN jogs along the lakewalk near his apartment.

INT: PHOTO STUDIO. DAY

MAGUFFIN, looking extremely fit, is photographed as WHIP FLANNERY in his underwear for a Calvin Klein ad to tie in with the release of “Rebel Without A Cause“.

INT: BOARD ROOM. DAY

ADVERTISING EXECUTIVES sit around a roundtable and look at mock-ups of the Calvin Klein underwear ad - WHIP FLANNERY in Rebel Wear.

EXT: BILLBOARD. DAY

A large cluster of cars drive in every direction at a busy intersection.  Nearby is a large billboard featuring MAGUFFIN’S underwear ad.

INT: PAINT STUDIO. DAY

MAGUFFIN poses as WHIP FLANNERY with a hot blonde model for the cover painting of a romance novel.

INT: BOOKSTORE. DAY

An empty bin is filled with copies of popular romance novels.  Each cover features a painting of WHIP FLANNERY in different beefcake poses.

Copies of the romance novels fly off the shelves.

EXT: HIGHWAY. DAY

MAGUFFIN pulls out of a car lot behind the wheel of a fancy car.

EXT: MANSION. DAY

A moving van sits in front of a $4 million Hollywood Hills mansion.  MAGUFFIN’S new car sits in the driveway.  MacGUF-FIN tosses a Frisbee.  His dog runs around the yard and catches it five feet in the air.

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. DAY

MAGUFFIN places a ‘FOR RENT’ sign in the front window of his old apartment.

EXT: RODEO DRIVE. DAY

MAGUFFIN goes on a shopping spree for clothes on Rodeo Drive with three hot chicks.

EXT: SUNSET STRIP. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN hangs out with celebrities on the town.  

INT: STADIUM. NIGHT

Front row basketball seats for the LA Lakers.  

EXT: MULHOLLAND DRIVE. NIGHT

In a hot tub on the back of a 40-foot stretch limo with bikini clad babes.

EXT: PLAYBOY MANSION. DAY

Hanging out at the Playboy mansion with tons of celebrities.  

MAGUFFIN chats it up with Hugh Hefner and an entourage of playmates and Bunnies over glasses of champagne.

MAGUFFIN makes love to a gorgeous young actress underneath the waterfall.

END MONTAGE.

INT: McKENZIE’S APARTMENT. EARLY EVENING

McKENZIE sits on her bed trying to call MAGUFFIN on her cellphone.  She tries his apartment.  She gets a recorded message.

OPERATOR
		The number you have dialed has been dis-
		connected and is no longer in service.  
		Please check the number and dial again.

McKENZIE hangs up angrily.  Her roommate PERREY sits nearby.

McKENZIE
		That’s funny.

PERREY
		What? Nobody home?

McKENZIE
		Nobody lives there.  The number has been 				disconnected.

PERREY
		Maybe he forgot to pay his phone bill?

McKENZIE
		I don’t think so.

McKENZIE digs in her bag and pulls out a handful of cash and business cards.  She searches around until she finds a card from Maximum F/X.  She finds a phone number and dials it on her cellular.  A SECRETARY answers.

SECRETARY (VO)
		Maximum F/X.  How may I help you?

McKENZIE
		Is there a Rich Maguffin there?

SECRETARY (VO)
		I wish.  That asshole hasn’t shown up 
		for work in weeks.  Not since the studio 
		moved to its new headquarters.

McKENZIE
		You wouldn’t happen to know where I can 
		reach him? His home phone has been dis-
		connected.

SECRETARY (VO)
		Sorry, can’t help you there.

McKENZIE
		What about Max Winston?

SECRETARY (VO)
		Mr. Winston is down at the movie set.  Can 
		I take a message?

McKENZIE
		Just tell him McKenzie called.  I’d like 
		to talk with him as soon as possible.

SECRETARY (VO)
		You should be able to reach Max down at 
		the diner later tonight.

McKENZIE
		Thank you.

McKENZIE hangs up her phone.  She turns and looks at PERREY.

McKENZIE
		You feel like going on a dinner date?

EXT: DINER. NIGHT

McKENZIE and PERREY come walking up the stairs from the lake walk.  They approach the diner.  A DRUG DEALER walks up to them.  He knows them McKENZIE and PERREY all too well.

DEALER
		Evening ladies.  Can I offer you some of 
		my wares?

PERREY tugs on McKENZIE’S jacket.  McKENZIE gives her an evil look.

McKENZIE
		I’m trying to clean up my act.  You should 
		try doing the same.

PERREY
		Not even a little?

McKENZIE
		Perrey, you have an audition tomorrow for 
		a series.  You haven’t had a job for two 
		years.  Don’t blow this opportunity for a 
		stupid hit.  If they choose you for the 
		part, they’re gonna ask you to take a drug 
		test.  Don’t do this.

McKENZIE grabs PERREY and leads her to the main entrance of the diner.  They enter.

INT: DINER. NIGHT

MAX WINSTON sits in his usual booth, meeting with his two investor friends, GRIMLEY and NORTON MINNOW, about WINSTON’S and MAGUFFIN’S independent film deal.  WINSTON lights up a cigarette and takes a sip of his coffee.

WINSTON
		Listen, guys, I know we’re late with the 				screenplay.  The truth is, I don’t know 
		what the present state of it is.  My col-
		laborator has gone awol on me.  I haven’t 
		spoken to him in weeks.  Just give me a 
		week, and I’ll have things back on track.  
		You have ‘Register Dogs’ in your hands by 
		the weekend.

GRIMLEY and NORTON are clearly disappointed.

GRIMLEY
		Max, I’m gonna have to draw a line here.  
		Now, we’ve been friends for a few years.  
		We’ve been there to help you out.  We 
		gave you the financing to start up your 
		effects studio.  That deal has been very 				profitable for all parties involved.  As 
		for this film project, it’s a sinking ship.  
		The script is late by months.  If we can 
		get a script by the end of this week, we’re 				talking a very tight pre-production schedule.  
		I think we can forget about Sundance next 
		year.  We’ll have to aim for the Austin Film 			Festival in mid-October.  Personally, I’m 
		tired of this whole ordeal.  We’re almost 
		ready to throw in the towel.  We have better 
		fish to fry.  However, since you and Mac-
		Guffin are long-time friends, we’re giving 
		you one last shot.  You have till Sunday to 
		turn in a finished screenplay.  Otherwise, 
		we’re pulling the plug on the funding.

Nervous, WINSTON gulps down the rest of his coffee.

WINSTON
		Sorry about the delay.  You’ll have a script 
		on your desk Sunday night.  I’ll hand deliver 
		it myself.

WINSTON shakes GRIMLEY’S hand.  GRIMLEY’S brother NORTON, however, isn’t convinced.

NORTON
		Why do I not believe you, Max?

WINSTON
		Because, you work at a sporting goods store, 			Norton.  Brother Grimley is the one with the 
		money connections.  He’s an accountant for 
		the Chicago mafia.

GRIMLEY
		Sorry to disappoint you, Maxwell, but, I’m 
		no longer employeed by the mob.  I learned 
		my lesson the hard way.  It’s not fun to go 
		on the lam with a bounty hunter on your ass 
		after embezzling $7,000 of the mob‘s money 
		and losing it at the horse track.  Fortun-
		ately, that terrible ordeal is behind us.  
		I’ve gone legit as a private accountant.
		The bad guys have long since become bar-
		becue meat and fish bait.  I really must 
		tell you the story sometime.  It would 
		make for a truly great movie.

All of a sudden, McKENZIE and PERREY arrive at the booth.  GRIMLEY and NORTON just stare at the twosome.

NORTON
		Hello, ladies!

WINSTON
		Guys, I’d like to introduce you to a couple 				friends of mine - McKenzie Banks and. . .
(looks at Perrey, confused)
		. . .I’m sorry, I forget your name?

PERREY
		Perrey Maran.

PERREY shakes WINSTON’S hand.  MAX plants a kiss on her hand.

WINSTON
		So, you’re the roommate I’ve heard so 
		much about.  Very lovely.  How can I 
		service you ladies this evening? Can 
		I fit each of you with a plaster face 
		cast? I’d love to cover you both in 
		plaster.  I’ll try to land you both 
		parts in the new ‘Killer Condom’ movie.  
		You can play actresses in the ‘Killer 
		Condom’ movie-within-the-movie.  The 
		Killer Condom shows up on the set to 
		destroy the movie being made about his 
		life.  He blasts everybody on the set 
		with one of his killer loads.  You’re 
		both girls.  I’m sure you both like 
		getting sprayed with a man’s warm 
		creamy cum.

PERREY
		It’s a real tempting offer, but, I’m 
		afraid I’ll have to pass.  I’m on a 
		low-protein diet.

WINSTON
		It’s made from yogurt and oatmeal.  It’s 
		really good.  I’ve tested gallons of the 
		stuff myself.

PERREY
		Does it come in frozen yogurt? I’ll try 
		a pint.

GRIMLEY and NORTON MINNOW slip quietly out of the booth and head for the exit.  McKENZIE and PERREY take a seat across from WINSTON.

WINSTON
		So, ladies, how can I really help you 
		Out, this evening?

McKENZIE
		Do you know where I can find Rich? His 
		phone has been disconnected.

WINSTON
		What do you need him for?

McKENZIE
		The premiere of ‘Rebel Without A Cause’ 
		is coming up.  I’d like to ask him to 
		be my date for the evening.

WINSTON
		Why not ask your co-star, Whip Flannery?

McKENZIE
		Whip is nice and everything, but he tends 
		to come off as a bit boring.  When not film-
		ing, all he wants to do is hang out in his 				trailer.  It seems like he’s trying to avoid 			seeing me.

WINSTON
		Success is going to his head.  It’s all 
		about himself.  Fuck everybody else.

McKENZIE
		I’d much rather ask Rich to go with me.  I 
		prefer to maintain a low profile.

WINSTON
		I’ll tell him you’re looking for him.  I’ll 
		make sure he calls you.  In the meantime, 
		I’d very much like to buy you each dinner.  
		I’ve always dreamed about taking you out on 
		a date.  Will you join me?

EXT: SOUNDSTAGE. DAY

MAGUFFIN’S fancy sports car pulls to a screeching halt outside a studio soundstage, housing the sets for “Killer Condom Strikes Back”.  He jumps out of the car and enters the soundstage.

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. DAY

MAGUFFIN approaches his friend MAX WINSTON, busy at work inside the soundstage, filling the reservoir tip of a large latex rubber Killer Condom costume with. . .well. . .lots of creamy white cum.

MAGUFFIN
		I sure hope you didn’t spend all night 
		filling up that bucket with your bodily 
		fluid, Max.  That’s disgusting.

WINSTON
		Yes, unfortunately, Rich, I spent all of 
		last night jerking off into my pet bucket 
		just so I would have enough jism to fill 
		up the Killer Condom so he could dispense 
		his unpleasantries upon an unsuspecting 
		crowd of Hollywood actors.

MAGUFFIN dips a finger into the bucket of goo and takes a taste.

MAGUFFIN
		Yum.  Asparagus flavor.  Max, I really 
		must let you borrow a few copies of Play-
		boy magazine.  There’s always the cocas-
		ional article about how you can make your 
		sperm taste sweeter.  You gotta eat lots 
		of sweets.

WINSTON nearly chokes up a lung.

WINSTON
		I can’t believe you just tasted that.  Do 
		you know what that is?

MAGUFFIN
		Yogurt and oatmeal mix?

WINSTON
		On any other day, it would be oatmeal and 
		yogurt.  Yes.  But, not today.

MAGUFFIN
		What are you saying, Max?

WINSTON
		I had a couple ladies over at my apartment 
		last night for dessert.  We finished off 
		all the yogurt and oatmeal.

MAGUFFIN
		Get to the fucking point, Max.  What am I 
		eating here?

WINSTON
		I wasn’t lying to you when I said I spent 
		all night last night jerking off into my 
		little pet bucket.

MAGUFFIN
		No fucking way, Max?

WINSTON
		Yes, it’s true, Rich.  You’re eating my cum.

MAGUFFIN
		Oh, fuck!

MAGUFFIN all of a sudden becomes very sick.  He pukes all over himself.  Not once, but twice.  Okay, third times the charm.

WINSTON starts laughing hysterically.

MAGUFFIN
		What’s so fucking funny, man? I just 
		chugged down a man’s cum.

WINSTON
		Gotcha!

A long pause.

MAGUFFIN
		Fuck you, you asshole! Enough with the 
		fucking jokes, man!

WINSTON
		Jokes are fun, Rich.  Especially since 
		you’re such a sucker for them.

MAGUFFIN punches WINSTON in the shoulder.

MAGUFFIN
		Max?

WINSTON
		Yes, Rich?

MAGUFFIN
		You’re a dick.

WINSTON puts down his little pet bucket of yogurt and oatmeal jism and grabs MAGUFFIN in a tight choke hold.  MAGUFFIN tries to free himself.

MAGUFFIN
		What the shit, man? Let me go.

WINSTON
		Not until you tell me where the fuck 
		you’ve been for the past few weeks.  
		You haven’t shown up for work at the 
		effects studio.  Nor have you called.  
		And, what’s up with your phone, anyway? 
		Why is your phone disconnected?

MAGUFFIN
		I moved out of my apartment into some 
		much lovelier digs.  I can afford it 
		now.

WINSTON
		Show me.

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S MANSION. DAY

MAGUFFIN’S car hauls ass down a residential street and pulls to an abrupt halt in front of a mechanical gate guarding his new estate.  The gate swings open and the car continues up the driveway.

MAGUFFIN and WINSTON walk around the backyard garden and swimming pool.  All too fancy.  WINSTON stares around in awe.

WINSTON
		Rich, are you crazy? You can’t afford this 
		place.

MAGUFFIN
		The hell I can’t.  I just signed a contract 
		to star in Gino Palladino’s next film - 
		‘Titanic II’.  It comes with a $20 million 
		paycheck.

WINSTON
		How much bread did you splurge on this pad 
		and your fancy car?

MAGUFFIN
		Four million dollars.

WINSTON is nearly speechless.

WINSTON
		It’s a nice house, man.  I just hope you 
		know what you’re doing.

MAGUFFIN
		What’s that supposed to mean?

WINSTON
		Success is going to your head, Rich.  Money 
		is ruining you.  You’re turning into the 
		person you’re pretending to be.  Whip Flan-
		nery is a spoiled, arrogant prick.  You’re 
		a spoiled, arrogant prick.

MAGUFFIN
		Max, you’re just jealous because I’m more 				successful now than you are.

WINSTON
		No, Rich.  Whip Flannery is the one who’s 
		more successful.  You’re still the same 
		loser you’ve always been.  I just wish you 
		were only the loser instead of the pseudo-				celebrity you think you are.  Your friends 
		all miss you, Rich.  We wish you would come 
		back down from that cloud you’re floating 
		on.  Speaking of which, McKenzie’s been 
		trying to reach you.  Your phone has been 				disconnected.

MAGUFFIN
		McKenzie? There’s a name I haven’t heard in 
		a while.  How’s she doing?

WINSTON
		She misses you.  Not Whip Flannery.  You, 
		Rich.

MAGUFFIN
		What does she want? Is her roommate all 
		right?

WINSTON
		Miss Maran is doing just fine.  She’s a 
		lovely girl.  She’s auditioning for a 
		television series.  As for McKenzie, she 
		wants you to be her date for the movie 
		premiere.

MAGUFFIN
		I’ll have to see if I can fit her in to 
		my schedule.  I’m doing a movie around 
		the time.  I might not be able to sneak 
		away from the studio.

WINSTON
		McKenzie loves you, man.  She didn’t say 
		so, but I can tell.  She misses you.  She’s 
		a girl, Rich.  Nothing is more important 
		than the love of a beautiful girl.  Think 
		about it.

MAGUFFIN
		Fine.  I’ll make sure to give her a call.

WINSTON
		You make sure you do that.

INT: MAGUFFIN’S MANSION. DAY

MAGUFFIN and WINSTON walk through the mansion and enter into a party room, complete with a wet bar, a television lounge, a pool, and a hot tub.  MAGUFFIN walks over to the bar and starts fixing a couple drinks.  WINSTON takes a seat on a barstool.

WINSTON
		So, Rich, what’s this new movie you’re 
		working on? Not ‘Titanic’, the other one.

MAGUFFIN
		Apparently, Flannery appears in porno flicks 
		when not making a big budget studio picture.  
		As part of my movie deal with Nibble, Inc. 				Productions, I agreed to appear as a body 
		double in a series of porno movies.  Some 
		actor’s jealous wife chopped off his dick 
		and fed it to the family dog.  My cock is 
		filling in.  Speaking of which, I need your 
		help, Max.

WINSTON
		Now what the fuck do I have to do?

MAGUFFIN hands WINSTON a drink and takes a seat on the other side of the bar across from WINSTON.

MAGUFFIN
		Remember that horror movie we did a couple 
		years back - the one with the wooden puppet 
		who becomes a real boy?

WINSTON
		‘Pinnochio Jones’?

MAGUFFIN
		That’s the one.

WINSTON
		What about it?

MAGUFFIN
		I need to borrow the Pinnochio mechanical 
		penis prop.  For the porn flick, I want a 
		dick that grows every time I tell a lie.  
		I want to make sure I please my female co-
		star.

WINSTON
		It’s not the size that matters.  It’s tech-
		nique you need to worry about.

MAGUFFIN
		That’s why I need you to operate the controls 			behind the scenes.

WINSTON pauses for a moment to think about the offer.

WINSTON
		Fine, I’ll do it.  I’ll make sure you have 
		the biggest cock in the business.  When you 
		make love to your female co-star, she’ll 
		have the most powerful orgasm ever recorded 
		on the Richter-scale.  It’ll create an earth-
		quake of such epic proportion that it’ll 
		cause the entire western seaboard to slide 
		into the ocean.
(beat)
		However, there’s a few strings attached.  
		First off, I need you to finish the rewrite 
		on the ‘Register Dogs’ script.  The invest-
		ors are getting antsy.  If the script isn’t 				finished by next Sunday, the deal is off.  
		No more movie.  And, you don’t want that to 				happen.  Most important.

MAGUFFIN
		And, second?

WINSTON
		Secondly, get your ass back to the effects 
		studio.  We have a shitload of work to do 
		for ‘Killer Condom’.

MAGUFFIN
		Anything else?

WINSTON
		Talk to McKenzie.

MAGUFFIN
		Shit, that’s all? I thought you’d have some-
		thing hard for me to do.

WINSTON
		Just make sure you get me a job working on 				‘Titanic II’.

WINSTON takes a sip of his drink.

MAGUFFIN
		Okay.  I’ll go with McKenzie to the movie 				premiere.  Not as Whip Flannery.  I’ll go 
		as myself.
(beat)
		Wait! A better idea.  You go as me, I’ll go 
		as Flannery.

WINSTON
		No fucking way.

INT: MAGUFFIN’S DEN. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN sits at his computer working on a rewrite of his “Register Dogs” script.  A printer whips out a pile of pages.  A cooler of cold beer sits at his feet.  Crushed beer cans litter the floor and the computer work station.

INT: MAXIMUM F/X STUDIO. DAY

MAGUFFIN hands over a copy of the finished script to MAX WINSTON.

WINSTON hands over the “Pinnochio Jones” mechanical penis prop in return.

INT: DINER. NIGHT

WINSTON sits in his booth with GRIMLEY and NORTON MINNOW.  He hands over the “Register Dogs” script.

GRIMLEY
		It’s about fucking time.

NORTON
		Leave the next step to us.  We’ll see you 
		and Maguffin in Minnesota the first week 
		of August.  Make sure to line up a cast of 
		actors.

WINSTON
		No problem.  You can count on me.

GRIMLEY
		That’s what I’m scared of.

INT: MAXIMUM F/X STUDIO. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN sits at a table sculpting a monster face out of clay on top of a plaster bust of an actor’s face.  He picks up his cell phone and dials a number.

The phone rings.  A woman answers.  It’s PERREY MARAN.

PERREY (VO)
		Hello?

MAGUFFIN
		Is McKenzie there?

PERREY
		Yeah, she’s here.  Who’s calling?

MAGUFFIN
		Rich Maguffin.
(beat)
		Is this Perrey?

PERREY
		Alive and well.

MAGUFFIN
		Good to hear.  You had me worried there 
		for a while.  I didn’t think you’d make 
		it.

PERREY
		I never got to thank you for that night.  
		Thank you.

MAGUFFIN
		No problem.  Just tell McKenzie I’d love 
		to take her to the movie premiere next week.

INT: ADULT FILM STUDIO. DAY

MAGUFFIN, disguised as WHIP FLANNERY, exits his dressing room wearing a bathrobe.  He walks over to an adjacent studio set - a bedroom mock-up.

On set, a sex scene is being filmed using a MALE porn star (sans penis), standing up dressed as a TV REPAIRMAN, and a FEMALE porn star laying naked in bed.  The FEMALE is none other than the TICKET GIRL from ClaraNova Studios.  As the scene films, the TV REPAIRMAN begins to disrobe.  Just as he removes the last of his clothes, the film’s DIRECTOR yells…

DIRECTOR
		Cut! Bring in the body double.

The MALE picks up a bathrobe and pulls it over his naked body.  We can’t help but notice he’s missing a vital part of his male anatomy.  Instead of a penis, the guy has a surgically created vagina.  He’s the actor whose wife bobbed off his penis.  The MALE walks off the set.  He pats MAGUFFIN on the shoulder.

MALE
		Good luck, Flannery.  Stick it to her, big 
		guy.  Make me look good.

MAGUFFIN walks over to the DIRECTOR behind his camera and shakes his hand.

DIRECTOR
		Good afternoon, Whip.  Nice to have you 
		back on board for this new picture.

MAGUFFIN
		Don’t worry, Spike.  I won’t let you down.

DIRECTOR
		Just make sure it stays up when it’s sup-
		posed to be up.  Enjoy your co-star.  She’s 
		just starting out in the business.  She used 
		to work as a ticket girl over at ClaraNova 				Studios.

MAGUFFIN
		We’ve met before.

DIRECTOR
		Even better.

MAGUFFIN walks over to his actor’s chair.  MAX WINSTON walks over to him with a remote control device in his hands.

WINSTON
		You got Mr. Jones strapped on underneath 
		that robe of yours?

MAGUFFIN
		Strapped on and ready to expose itself.  
		Just make sure its big during the scene.

WINSTON
		Don’t worry.  I’m a professional.

The DIRECTOR picks up his megaphone.

DIRECTOR
		All right, listen up, people! Actors on set.  			We’ve got a scene to shoot.

MAGUFFIN gets up from his seat.  He looks over at WINSTON.

MAGUFFIN
		Wish me luck, Max.

WINSTON
		Break a boner, big guy.

MAGUFFIN
		Very funny.

MAGUFFIN walks over to the set and joins the TICKET GIRL at the bed.  She smiles at him.

TICKET GIRL
		Remember me, Whip?

MAGUFFIN
		I never forget a lovely face.  I gave you 
		my phone number.  You never called.

TICKET GIRL
		I’m saving it for a special occasion.

MAGUFFIN
		I’m flattered.

MAGUFFIN adjusts the collar of his bathrobe and adjusts his prosthetic penis.  A little hot under the robe, perhaps?

DIRECTOR
		All right, Whip! Remove your robe and 
		we’ll get underway.

MAGUFFIN swallows nervously.  He fidgets in his seat.  He slowly begins to disrobe.

MAGUFFIN
		Let’s do it, baby.

MAGUFFIN removes his bathrobe and drops it to the floor.  His back is to the camera.  The TICKET GIRL gets an eyeful of his special member.

TICKET GIRL
		What’s that? Is that all there is? It’s 
		so small? It’s pathetic.

MAGUFFIN
		Sorry.

TICKET GIRL
		Don’t I excite you?

MAGUFFIN
		Must not.  Terrible.  I’m sorry.

The TICKET GIRL turns to the DIRECTOR with an angry look on her face.

TICKET GIRL
		Spike? Where did you find this actor? He 
		can’t get it up!

DIRECTOR
		Whip? What’s wrong, buddy? Get it up, man!

The TICKET GIRL looks back at MAGUFFIN.

TICKET GIRL
		What? Are you fucking gay, or something? 
		Break out the big guy.

MAGUFFIN
		I’m sorry, baby.  You just don’t do it for 
		me.  I’m looking for something else.

MAGUFFIN looks over to his friend MAX WINSTON.

MAGUFFIN
		Max? Help me out here.

WINSTON
		As you wish, buddy.

TICKET GIRL
		Oh, my God! The rumors are true.  You 
		are gay.

MAGUFFIN
		No I’m not!

TICKET GIRL
		Then prove it! Stick it in me and let 
		me ride it.

MAGUFFIN
		Okay.  You’re asking for it.
(to Max)
		Max? Let her have it.

MAGUFFIN turns and faces the cameras.  The cameras begin to roll.  WINSTON flips a switch on his remote control.  The control box switches on.  In front of everybody’s eyes, MAGUFFIN’S penis comes alive.  

Everybody stares in horror as the prosthetic penis begins to grow in length.  Bigger.  Bigger.  Bigger.  One foot.  Two feet.  It twirls around and starts to wrap around MacGUF-FIN’S leg.

The TICKET GIRL’S face turns bright red.  She starts rubbing her breasts with her fingers.  She’s getting awfully horny.

TICKET GIRL
		Oh, God! Get over here and fuck me like I’ve 
		never been fucked before.

MAGUFFIN
		With pleasure, my dear.

MAGUFFIN confronts the TICKET GIRL and lays her down on the bed.  He climbs on top of her.  At the same time, WINSTON reduces the length of the prosthetic penis to around seven inches.  

MAGUFFIN enters the TICKET GIRL and starts making hot, passionate love to her.  She screams and moans the whole time.  Her hands grasp the bed sheets.  Her body quakes and quivers.  All of a sudden, she has an incredibly powerful orgasm.

All of the crew members stare bewildered.  At the point of climax, they all clap and cheer.  WINSTON smiles and switches off the remote control.

The DIRECTOR picks up his megaphone and speaks into it.

DIRECTOR
		Keep shooting! This is great stuff! This 
		movie’s going to be a huge hit!
(beat)
		Fuck me, I love this job!

MAX shakes his head.  He thinks the DIRECTOR is crazy.

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S MANSION. POOL. DAY

MAGUFFIN lounges around in the middle of his swimming pool on a floating island.  His dog lays beside him.  MAGUFFIN tosses a beach ball into the pool and his dog jumps in after it.  MAGUFFIN picks up his cell phone and dials a number.  In his other hand is a glass of iced tea.

The phone rings and McKENZIE BANKS picks it up.

McKENZIE (VO)
		Hello?

MAGUFFIN
		McKenzie? This is Rich Maguffin.

McKENZIE (VO)
		Rich? Where the hell have you been? I’ve 
		been trying to reach you for weeks.

MAGUFFIN
		Sorry, I’ve been busy.  Max tells me you 
		wanted to ask me something?

McKENZIE (VO)
		I’m looking for somebody to go with me to 
		the premiere of my new movie this coming 
		Wednesday night at the Chinese Theater.

MAGUFFIN
		Why me? I’m not a big name movie star.  Why 
		not ask Whip Flannery?

McKENZIE (VO)
		Because, I don’t love Whip Flannery.  He’s 
		just one of my co-stars.  He’s just a friend.  
		I want to go with you.  I love you, Rich.

MAGUFFIN
		You love me?

McKENZIE (VO)
		Yes. 

MAGUFFIN
		I’m flattered.

McKENZIE (VO)
		So, you’ll go with me?

MAGUFFIN
		I’d be honored.

McKENZIE (VO)
		It’s a date then?

MAGUFFIN
		See you next Wednesday.

MAGUFFIN hangs up his phone and smiles.

MAGUFFIN
(to himself)
		I love you, too, McKenzie.

All of a sudden, the phone starts ringing.  MAGUFFIN answers it, a bit surprised.

MAGUFFIN
(into phone)
		May I help you?

A female voices replies back.

FEMALE (VO)
		Is this Whip Flannery?

MAGUFFIN
		Yes? Who is this?

FEMALE (VO)
		This is Candy.  I was your co-star in the 
		porn film.

MAGUFFIN
		The ticket girl?

CANDY (VO)
		I see your movie, ‘Rebel Without A Cause’, 
		is having its big debut next Wednesday.  I 
		was just wondering if you have a date for 
		the premiere?

MAGUFFIN
		No.

CANDY (VO)
		Great.  I’m having this fantasy about making 
		love to you in the theater bathroom.  I want 
		to get off just like I did during the movie.  			Only, I don’t want you to be wearing a fake 
		penis.  I want to experience the real you 
		inside of me.

Gulp!

MAGUFFIN flops over on the floating island and falls into the swimming pool.  His cell phone falls out of his hand and sinks to the bottom of the pool.

MAGUFFIN screams bloody murder.

MAGUFFIN
		God, what am I doing?

INT: McKENZIE’S APARTMENT. EARLY EVENING

McKENZIE BANKS is all dressed up for the big premiere of her movie.  She dances around in front of her roommate PERREY on her bed.  PERREY laughs and smokes a cigarette.  She tosses a pillow at McKENZIE.

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S MANSION. EARLY EVENING

A limousine pulls up outside the main entrance to MAGUFFIN’S mansion.  The DRIVER honks the horn.

INT: MAGUFFIN’S MANSION. BATHROOM. EARLY EVENING

MAGUFFIN stands in front of his bathroom mirror, applying his WHIP FLANNERY prosthetics.  He is nearly finished.  He’s right in the middle of gluing his wig piece over his bald capped head.

MAGUFFIN looks over at a framed photograph of him and McKENZIE frozen in time during a happier moment.

MAGUFFIN
		Sorry, McKenzie.  I know I’m making a 
		big mistake here, but I have to do this.  
		Forgive me.

EXT: CANDY’S APARTMENT. EARLY EVENING

The limousine pulls up outside CANDY’S apartment building.  MAGUFFIN steps out of the back of the limo disguised as WHIP FLANNERY and holds the door open for his date to enter the limousine.

CANDY
		Thank you, Whip, for inviting me out.

MAGUFFIN
		No problem.  If it weren’t for your call, 
		I would have just stayed home and skipped 
		the premiere.

The two of them kiss as they lean against the limousine.

INT: McKENZIE’S APARTMENT. EARLY EVENING

McKENZIE is all dressed up for the premiere.  She waits for MAGUFFIN at her apartment.  

It’s getting late.  MAGUFFIN never shows.  McKENZIE tries calling him.  Nobody answers.

McKENZIE dials the number for Maximum F/X.  After a couple of rings, MAX WINSTON answers.

WINSTON (VO)
		Maximum F/X.  This is Max.

McKENZIE
		Max, this is McKenzie Banks.  Is Rich there? 
		We’re supposed to be going to the premiere 				tonight.  He hasn’t shown up yet.

WINSTON (VO)
		Sorry, I have no idea where he is.  Can I 
		take a message?

McKENZIE
		Tell him it’s over between him and me.  I 
		can’t keep waiting for him to show up when 
		I know he’s not going to.

WINSTON (VO)
		Sorry about tonight, McKenzie.  I don’t 
		know what’s gotten into Rich as of late.  
		He’s growing apart from his friends.
(beat)
		There’s something about him I should tell 
		you before you find out for yourself.  It’s 
		a bit complicated.

McKENZIE
		Would you like to go out with me tonight, 
		Max? I know you have a secret crush for me.

WINSTON (VO)
		I won’t let you down, McKenzie.  I’d love 
		to.  I’ll be over in fifteen minutes.  I’ll 
		have to see if I can dig out my tux.  It’s 
		been a while.

McKENZIE
		See you in fifteen, baby.  Bye.

McKENZIE hangs up her phone and sits quietly for a moment.  A smile forms on her face.

EXT: MANN’S CHINESE THEATER. NIGHT

The remake of ‘Rebel Without A Cause’ premieres at Mann’s Chinese Theater.  The place is swarmed by fans and journ-alists.

RICH MAGUFFIN arrives in his limo, with gorgeous CANDY as his date for the evening.  

MAGUFFIN is overcrowded by the paparazzi as he and his date walk down the red carpet.  Success has clearly spoiled RICH MAGUFFIN.  He acts like a spoiled child.  He has literally become the real WHIP FLANNERY - a selfish, arrogant prick.  He is completely full of himself.  He hogs the cameras.    

A short while later, MAX WINSTON and McKENZIE BANKS arrive in WINSTON’S car.  They are followed immediately behind by another limousine, carrying actor JUNO CALVECCHIO and his two dates for the premiere.  CALVECCHIO steps out of the limo in a white tuxedo and a gorgeous girl on each arm.  The paparazzi goes wild.  WINSTON’S and McKENZIE step out and are completely ignored by the press.  They walk down the red carpet and approach the theater entrance.  McKENZIE walks past WHIP FLANNERY and doesn’t even acknowledge him or his date.

A third limousine pulls up, and the film’s director GINO PALLADINO steps out with his WIFE at his side.  As they walk down the red carpet, the limousine drives away.

PALLADINO is approached by a REPORTER.

REPORTER
		Mr. Palladino, how would you describe Whip 				Flannery’s performance in this film? We’re 
		hearing some great things about him.

PALLADINO grabs MAGUFFIN and lures him over to the REPORTER and the REPORTER’S CAMERAMAN.

PALLADINO
		I have nothing but praise for this young 
		man.  He’s brilliant in this movie.  He’s 
		gonna be a big star in the future.  I’ve 
		got him for my next picture, so I know he’s 
		gonna be huge.  That’s as much as I’m going 
		to say about the new film.

REPORTER
		Can you at least tell us what kind of movie 
		it’s going to be?

PALLADINO
		It’s going to be a huge movie experience for 			everybody involved.  The budget is the high-
		est ever paid for a single movie.  ClaraNova 			Studios is footing the entire bill for the 
		movie - $750 million.  The film’s a love story 			with loads of action.  This movie is going 
		to sink James Cameron’s ‘Titanic’.  It’s a 
		sure-fire blockbuster.

REPORTER
		Mr. Flannery, do you have anything you’d 
		like to say?

MAGUFFIN
		I’m just really proud to be a part of an event 			such as this.  This is all really great.  And 
		the paycheck is nice.

As PALLADINO and MAGUFFIN disappear inside the theater, a menacing figure appears in the background, dressed entirely in black with a wide-brimmed hat - DR. SPECTER.

INT: THEATER. NIGHT

The theater is filled to capacity for the movie premiere.  A mixture of Hollywood luminaries, studio executives, and even some fans.

GINO PALLADINO walks up to the front of the theater and grabs a microphone from a mic stand.  He waves his hands to try to quiet the audience down.

PALLADINO
		Such a great turnout for the premiere.  
		This is great.  If we could calm down 
		a bit, we’ll get underway.
(beat)
		Now, Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to 
		tonight’s world premiere of ClaraNova 
		Studios’ new summer blockbuster, “Rebel 
		Without A Cause”.  I’m the film’s dir-
		ector, Gino Palladino.

The audience claps and cheers loudly.

PALLADINO
		I’d like to take this moment to welcome 
		the stars of the movie to the premiere.  
		First, and foremost, in the role of Jim 
		Stark, lead actor Whip Flannery.  

A round of applause as MAGUFFIN stands and takes a bow.  

PALLADINO
		Also, please welcome co-stars Juno Cal-
		vecchio and McKenzie Banks.  I truly 
		believe we’ll be seeing a lot of great 
		work from these three, as well as the 
		rest of the supporting players, in the 
		future.  You can see them all next year 
		sometime in my next blockbuster, the 
		title of which will remain a closely 
		guarded secret until around the time 
		of the film’s release.

More applause as JUNO and McKENZIE take a stand.

PALLADINO
		This film is, as most of you know, a re-
		make of the 1955 James Dean movie.  How-
		ever, we’ve made numerous changes to the 
		story.  Hopefully, you’ll enjoy this in 
		and of itself.  Let’s try not to make any 				comparisons between the two films.  
(beat)
		Next, I’d like to introduce a man without 
		which this film could never have been made, 
		my friend and producer, Leonard Baxter.

LEONARD BAXTER stands and takes his bow.  He sits quickly back down.

PALLADINO
		And, without further ado, roll ‘em.

PALLADINO and the rest of the audience claps as the theater turns dark and the silver screen lights up with the Clara-Nova Studios’ logo - a spiraling universe being born from a supernova.

The film begins with Jim Stark getting into a drunken brawl with some teenagers outside a Sunset Strip nite club.  The credits appear on screen.  Jim Stark stumbles down an alley and falls onto the ground.  He finds a child’s discared toy.  The police arrive and haul him away to the police station.

As the scene continues, MAGUFFIN’S date CANDY starts blowing in his ear.  MAGUFFIN appears a little embarrassed by this.

MAGUFFIN
		Can I help you with something, Candy?

CANDY leans over and whispers into MAGUFFIN’S ear.

CANDY
		Do you feel like making love?

MAGUFFIN
		Excuse me?

CANDY
		Will you join me upstairs in the project-
		ion room? I want to make love to you.

MAGUFFIN
		This really isn’t the place for that sort 
		of thing.

CANDY
		I want you inside of me, Whip Flannery.  
		Whip it.  Whip it good.

CANDY stands and starts inching her way down the aisle.  She grabs MAGUFFIN’S hand and drags him with her.  They walk up the aisle to the exit.

In the audience, near the rear of the theater, sits the irate PHOTOGRAPHER from the Sunset Strip Club.  He watches as MAGUFFIN and his date leave the theater.  He grabs his camera and follows after them.

INT: PROJECTION ROOM. NIGHT

CANDY and MAGUFFIN peek inside a projection room on the second floor.  The room is dark and not in use at the moment.  The two enter the room and lock the door behind them.

In the darkness of the room, CANDY lays MAGUFFIN down on the floor and starts removing his pants.

MAGUFFIN
		I don’t think this is such a good idea.  
		What if a projectionist walks in? They’ll 
		have a key.

CANDY
		Relax.  This won’t take that long.  Let me 
		do all the work.

MAGUFFIN lays on the floor and starts moaning and groaning as CANDY strips him down to his birthday suit.

EXT: PROJECTION ROOM. NIGHT

The PHOTOGRAPHER closes in on MAGUFFIN and CANDY.  He nears the projection room.  However, just as he is about to try opening the door, a PROJECTIONIST from a nearby projection room comes walking down the hall.  The PHOTOGRAPHER ducks inside a bathroom across the hall.

INT: BATHROOM. NIGHT

GINO PALLADINO is sitting on a toilet reading the Daily Variety inside a stall in a bathroom in the basement of the Chinese Theater.  All of a sudden, the lights go dark and a door screeches shut.  Footsteps.

PALLADINO
		Hello? Who’s there? Turn the lights on.  
		I’m in here.

A sinister voice echoes throughout the room.  The voice of DR. SPECTER.

DR. SPECTER
		I’ll only take a moment of your precious 
		time, Mr. Palladino.  You know who I am, 
		and you know very well why I’m here.

PALLADINO
		Specter? What do you want with me?

DR. SPECTER
		Just when I thought I had done away with 
		Flannery, you bring him back to life.

PALLADINO
		I didn’t bring anybody back to life.  It 
		was Maguffin’s idea.  He was only looking 
		for an acting job in a big budget studio 
		film.  He became Whip Flannery in his own 
		right.  I, nor anybody else, had anything 
		to do with it.  I hired Maguffin in order 
		to finish my film.

DR. SPECTER
		I didn’t pay you and your goons to finish 
		your film.  I paid you to get rid of Flan-
		nery for me.  The new replacement is just 
		as spoiled and arrogant as the original.  
		The movie business is being ruined by peop-
		le like him and their $20 million a picture 
		egos.  I will not stand for it any longer.  
		It must end.

PALLADINO
		What do you want from me? I’m in the middle 
		of pre-production on my next feature.  It’s 
		too late to pull out.  It’s costing the stu-
		dio a fortune.

DR. SPECTER
		Unless you want to find yourself swimming 
		with the fishes in a cement overcoat, you 
		will do as I say.  Get rid of Maguffin, or 
		I’ll do it for you.  This is your only warn-
		ing.

A door opens and DR. SPECTER exits the room.  The lights flick back on.  PALLADINO remains sitting on the toilet, a puddle of piss on the floor by his feet.  His pants are soaked.  PALLADINO is sweating buckets.

All of a sudden, the bathroom door opens, and LEONARD BAXTER enters.

BAXTER
		Gino? You in here?

PALLADINO replies with a slight quiver in his voice.

PALLADINO
		Lenny? I’ll be out in a minute.

BAXTER
		You okay? You don’t sound to good.

PALLADINO
		I’m fine.

BAXTER
		Hurry it up in there.  Pinch off your loaf 
		and get your ass back to the press room.  
		The reporters want an interview for to-
		morrow’s Daily Variety.

PALLADINO
		I’ll be there in a couple minutes.  Talk 
		to them until I get back.  Just don’t men-
		tion the next movie.  It must remain a se-
		cret.

INT: THEATER. NIGHT

MAX WINSTON and his date McKENZIE BANKS sit three rows back from the front row in the theater.  WINSTON notices MAGUFFIN still hasn’t returned.

On screen:  a knife fight scene outside the Griffith Observatory pits MAGUFFIN’S JIM STARK against a group of street PUNKS.  McKENZIE’S JUDY and JUNO’S PLATO appear in the background near STARK’S Mustang convertible.

WINSTON looks at McKENZIE.

WINSTON
		Excuse me, McKenzie, but I have to make 
		an unscheduled pit stop.  You want me to 
		get you anything at the snack bar?

McKENZIE
		No, thanks.  I’m fine.

WINSTON
		All right.  I’ll be right back.

WINSTON gets up from his aisle seat and starts walking to the back of the theater.  He glances back at the audience as he ducks out the exit door.

INT: PROJECTION ROOM. NIGHT

In the darkness of the projection room, MAGUFFIN and CANDY have kinky sex.  They are in the throws of ecstasy, engaged in a steamy round of anal sex.

CANDY screams as MAGUFFIN climaxes inside of her.  MAGUFFIN groans and pulls out.  He lays down beside CANDY and tries to catch his breath.

MAGUFFIN
		That was good.  Real good.

CANDY
		It was the best.  I told you you wouldn’t 
		need a prosthetic penis to get me off.

MAGUFFIN checks the condom he is wearing.

MAGUFFIN
		Oh, no.

CANDY
		What’s wrong?

MAGUFFIN
		My condom broke while I was inside you.

CANDY starts freaking out.

CANDY
		That means your sperm is inside of me.

MAGUFFIN
		Don’t worry, I’m not carrying any disease.  
		And, besides, it’s not like you can get 
		pregnant from anal sex.

CANDY
		Yes, but I don’t need a fucking yeast in-
		fection inside of my ass.

MAGUFFIN
		What?

CANDY
		Do you know how embarrassing it is to go 
		into a doctor’s office with a yeast infect-
		ion?

MAGUFFIN
		I can just imagine.  Back in college, I 
		had this chemistry class.  One day we 
		were taking swabs for throat cultures.  
		There was this one girl, she took a swab 
		of her throat and looked at it under a 
		microscope.  She couldn’t figure out what 
		the hell she was looking at, so she called 
		the professor over.  He took one look un-
		der the microscope and knew immediately 
		what he was looking at.  It seems the girl 
		had been engaging in oral sex with her boy-
		friend and swallowed.  The girl had devel-
		oped a nasty yeast infection in her esoph-
		agus.  It was the girl’s boyfriend’s sperm 
		the professor had seen under the microscope.  
		It was only a matter of time before the 
		whole class knew all about the girl’s sex-
		ual practices.  Mortified, the girl dropped 
		out of school completely.  She now works 
		as a stripper at some strip club in town 
		called the Blue Iguana.

CANDY
		Get it out of me.

MAGUFFIN
		How am I going to do that? Suck it out with 
		a straw?

EXT: PROJECTION ROOM. NIGHT

MAX WINSTON comes walking down the upstairs hallway.  As he nears the projection room, CANDY runs out and grabs onto him.  Her clothes are all disheveled.  Her face is all pale.

WINSTON
		What’s wrong with you?

CANDY
		Help me.  He’s in there.

WINSTON
		Who’s in there? Who needs help?

CANDY
		Whip Flannery.

WINSTON pushes past CANDY and steps inside the projection room.  CANDY fixes her wardrobe and runs off down the hallway and out of sight.

All of a sudden, the PHOTOGRAPHER sneaks out of the bathroom across the hall from the projection room and approaches the open projection room, his camera all ready to snap away.

INT: PROJECTION ROOM. NIGHT

WINSTON leans down over MAGUFFIN’S unconscious naked body.  A straw lays on the floor beside him.  WINSTON tries to wake up his friend by slapping him across the face.  Nothing.

WINSTON
		Rich, old buddy, wake up!

WINSTON checks to see if MAGUFFIN’S breathing.  Nothing.  He starts performing CPR.  And, just as he does so, the PHOTOGRAPHER walks in and starts snapping away photos.  To him, the scene appears as if WINSTON is having sex with WHIP FLANNERY.

PHOTOGRAPHER
		I have you now, Flannery! It’s payback 
		time! I’m going to expose your secret to 
		the world!

WINSTON grabs the PHOTOGRAPHER and punches him out.  He grabs the camera and rips out the roll of film, exposing the negative to destroy any harmful pictures.  The PHOTOGRAPHER flops around on the floor until his body becomes calm.

EXT: MANN‘S CHINESE THEATER. NIGHT

An ambulance arrives, and PARAMEDICS haul MAGUFFIN’S unconscious body out of the theater on a gurney and load him into the back of the ambulance.

EXT: NEWSSTAND. EARLY MORNING

A load of Daily Variety is dropped off at a newsstand.  The headline reads in big black letters:  “’A Rebel On the Rise’ - Actor Flannery Signs $20 Million Deal To Appear In Action Film“.

A tabloid newspaper also appears on the newsstand.  The headline is worse - “’Rebel’ Star Flannery Caught In Lewd Act In Theater“.  A picture of Flannery and Max Winston appears below, alongside the article.  Copies fly off the newsstand.

EXT: CEDARS-SINAI MEDICAL CENTER. DAY

An ambulance roars into the Emergency Room unloading area outside Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.

INT: ELEVATOR. DAY

MAX WINSTON stands aboard an elevator dressed in OR scrubs.  Around his neck is a stethescope.  In his hand is a clip-board.  A name tag identifies him as DR. MARK GREEN.  In the elevator with him is a group of attractive teenaged GIRLS with huge breasts.  They’re laughing about something.  WIN-STON smiles at them.

WINSTON
		What’s so funny? Does my wardrobe amuse 
		you ladies? For your info, these are OR 
		scrubs.

GIRL #3
		O-R they?

WINSTON
		Hey, I saw that movie.  ‘Rushmore’, right? 
		I loved Bill Murray in that.  Funny shit.

GIRL #2
		Bill Murray is fucking God.

WINSTON
		He’s a god, not the God.  There’s a diff-
		erence.  He’s a nut, but not only a nut.  
		Bar none the only cast member from the 
		original ‘Not Ready For Prime Time Play-
		ers’ who’s still funny.

GIRL #1
		Is it true that actor Whip Flannery was 
		brought into the Emergency Room here, last 
		night, Dr. Green?

WINSTON
		I believe so.  Small world, isn’t it?

GIRL #2
		I heard he was brought in because of a 
		“shrimping” accident?

WINSTON
		“Shrimping?

GIRL #2
		You are familiar with the rash and wonder-
		ful world of shrimping, aren’t you?

WINSTON
		If you mean pulling in a day‘s catch with 
		a shrimping net, spare me the details.  
		I’ve seen ‘Forrest Gump’.

GIRL #2
		No.  What I mean is “shrimping” in the post-
		coital sense.

WINSTON
		Please, enlighten me.

GIRL #2
		I have this friend.  He works as a busboy 
		at this sporty ass local bar and grill.  
		This morning, he was busing tables, and 
		he overheard this group of doctors at this 
		table talking about this popular film act-
		or who nearly died from “shrimping” last 
		night.  My friend, being the curious type, 
		threw out the question.  As it turns out, 
		Whip Flannery was engaged in anal sex with 
		another guy in a theater projection room.  
		When they were finished, Flannery realized 
		his condom had broken.  Horrified, Flann-
		ery pulled out a straw and proceeded to 
		suck out the gift he had left.  And, this 
		where the real “shrimping” action comes 
		into play.  Right in the middle of it, his 
		gay lover let one slip, and the straw-rid-
		den Flannery passed out, nearly dying from 
		methane poisoning.  He took a direct hit 
		of that shit, I guess.  Funky ass shit if 
		you ask me.  There’s a photo in this morn-
		ing’s paper showing Flannery with his lov-
		er at some gay night club.

WINSTON
		What exactly did his lover look like?

GIRL #3
		Actually, he looks kind of like you?

WINSTON
		Welcome to Hollywood.  Everybody thinks 
		everybody else looks like someone famous.  
		I get asked that a lot.

GIRL #3
		You’re not gay, are you, Dr. Green?

WINSTON
		Trust me, I’m all about the clam.  I love 
		pussy.

Just then, the elevator door slides open, and WINSTON steps out onto the floor.  He waves goodbye to the GIRLS on the elevator.

WINSTON
		Nice chatting with you ladies.  Forgive me 
		if I take my leave of you.  Call me some 
		time, we’ll do lunch, and whatever else 
		you’d like to do to me.

WINSTON points a finger gun at them, clicks his tongue, and winks an eye at the GIRLS as the elevator doors close.

WINSTON
		Only in L.A.  God, I love this fucking town.  			Thank God for plastic surgery.

INT: HALLWAY. DAY  

MAX WINSTON walks down a hospital hallway.  He approaches a nursing station.  A NURSE sits behind the counter.

WINSTON
(to nurse)
		Excuse me, but, I was told a patient of 
		mine has been transferred up here from 
		Intensive Care.  Could you give me the 
		room number of Mr. Irwin W. Flannery?

The NURSE looks at a room schedule.

NURSE
		Right down the hall.  Room 989-A.

WINSTON continues on down the hall.

INT: MAGUFFIN’S ROOM. DAY

MAGUFFIN lays in bed, still in his FLANNERY makeup, with IV’s hooked up to his body.  He is asleep as WINSTON steps into the room and closes the door.  WINSTON throws his clipboard against the wall behind MAGUFFIN’S head.  MAGUFFIN jumps up, nearly falling out of bed.  He looks over at WINSTON.

MAGUFFIN
		Sweet fucking Christ, Max! Don’t you know 
		how to fucking knock?

WINSTON
		Consider it payback for putting me into a 				embarrassing situation.  My picture is 
		plastered on the cover of every fucking 
		newspaper in town.  People think I’m 
		Flannery’s gay lover.  I can’t go any-
		where without hearing fucking catcalls.

MAGUFFIN
		Don’t blame me.  Blame that photographer.  
		He’s got a grudge against me.  I’m posi-
		tive he sold a fake news story to the 
		tabloids along with a picture.

WINSTON
		Whatever, Rich? Now, take off the pros-
		thetics and put on some doctor’s scrubs.  
		I’m getting you out of here without hav-
		ing to resort to the news crews’ inter-
		views and cameras.  Fucking paparazzi.  
		They’re vultures.  With my plan, we’ll 
		be able to walk right past them and out 
		the front door to the F/X van.  They have 
		no clue who Rich Maguffin is.

MAGUFFIN
		Yeah, but they know your face, Dr. Green.  
		Hello, lover.

WINSTON
		Shit.  I didn’t think about that.

MAGUFFIN
		I got an idea.  Put on a surgery mask.

WINSTON
		Good thinking.

EXT: PARKING GARAGE. DAY

WINSTON and MAGUFFIN walk through a horde of reporters and photographers assembled inside Cedars’ parking garage.  Once through, WINSTON and MAGUFFIN make a run for the Maximum F/X van.  WINSTON ditches his surgery mask as he climbs into the driver’s seat.

The van roars to life and hauls ass down a parking ramp, leaving the news crews behind in a cloud of exhaust.

INT: PALLADINO’S OFFICE. DAY

GINO PALLADINO sits in his office talking with his producer, LEONARD BAXTER.

PALLADINO
		What are we supposed to do about this Dr. 
		Specter? He has his mind set on destroying 
		our film.

BAXTER
		I’ll have a talk with the studio heads 
		about increasing security around the set.  
		Plus, we’ll have a bodyguard assigned to 
		each of the principals on the cast and 
		crew.  Don’t worry about this Specter per-
		son.  We’ll find him and put him away for 
		good.  He’s not going to ruin this film.  
		There’s too much at stake here.  This film 
		is costing the studio a fortune.  Three-
		quarters of a million dollars.  If this 
		film fails, the entire studio’s going to 
		sink.

PALLADINO
		Specter still has Flannery in his possess-
		ion, as well as six other missing celebri-
		ties.  We don’t know if they’re dead or a-
		live.  What are we going to do about them?

BAXTER
		It’s a problem for the authorities to han-
		dle.  It’s about time we bring them in.  
		We’ve waited too long.

PALLADINO
		Something better be done.  The film starts 				shooting in a month.

BAXTER
		Relax, Gino.  Nothing’s going to happen.  
		Leave everything to me.

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. EARLY MORNING

SUBTITLES APPEAR AT BOTTOM OF SCREEN:

“Titanic II” Script Reading
One Month Later

The principal cast and crew members of “Titanic II” assemble inside the soundstage for the first full script reading.  They all sit around a large conference table adorned with pots of coffee, ice water, and trays of pastries.  Copies of the script sit in front of each person.  Among the group are RICH MAGUFFIN (disguised as usual as WHIP FLANNERY), director GINO PALLADINO, producer LEONARD BAXTER, actress McKENZIE BANKS, and actor JUNO CALVECCHIO.  A flock of armed security personnel are everywhere, standing guard in case anything or anybody suspicious happens to present themselves unannounced.

PALLADINO is the first to welcome everybody aboard the large production.  He stands at the head of the table and takes a bow.

PALLADINO
		Welcome, everybody, to the maiden voyage 
		of ‘Titanic II’.

Everybody claps and cheers.

PALLADINO
		Hopefully, principal photography on this 
		film will be a smooth sail.  I hope you’re 
		all in for a long haul.  This isn’t going 
		to be an easy shooting schedule.  A lot of 
		time will be spent a hundred miles off the 
		coast aboard the actual luxury liner, Ti-
		tanic II.  No contact with the coast will 
		be made available by telephone or computer.  
		No cell phones will be allowed.  If anybody 
		tries to sneak any such devices aboard the 
		ship, they will be confiscated by security.  
		The reason for this is nobody is to know 
		about this production.  There’s too much 
		at risk to have word of mouth spoil the 
		film.  You know how Mr. Harry Knowles and 
		the rest of his Ain’t It Cool cronies love 
		to spread damaging rumors.  If anybody needs 
		to contact somebody onshore, a private cour-
		ier will be dispatched to deliver any mess-
		ages.  Such messages will be screened, of 
		course, so as not to have any information 
		about the film leaked.  Each one of you 
		will be required to sign a non-disclosure 
		waiver stating that you will keep all in-
		formation regarding the production private.  
		What happens on set is for your eyes only.  				Strictly confidential.  If any information 
		leaks out, everybody will be held responsible.  
		An investigation will be conducted, and the 				perpetrator or perpetrators will find them-
		selves a day in court.  I hope you all have 
		a good lawyer.  I won’t stand for any mon-
		key business on this set.  There was enough 
		of that on the last picture.  That said, 
		let’s all try to have some fun on this pro-
		ject.

EXT: STELLING PRODUCTIONS. DAY

Stelling Productions, this story’s answer to the real Aaron Spelling’s Spelling Entertainment.  A huge production company responsible for every other television show on the air for the last thirty years.

INT: STELLING PRODUCTIONS. CASTING OFFICE. DAY

McKENZIE’S roommate, PERREY MARAN, sits inside a Stelling casting office, waiting for the female CASTING DIRECTOR to return from her lunch break.  In the meantime, PERREY stares at numerous posters on the walls honoring some of ERIK STELLING’S most popular television series from over the years, including such juicy numbers as “Hookers With Badges”, “Girls With Balls“, “Hollywood Hills”, “T.A. Stroker”, “Guys & Dolls”, “Charlie’s Devils”, “Strip Club“, “Babewatch”, “Juggs”, “Beverly Hills, 902-Go-Fuck-A-Ho”, “Fantasy Party”, “Hexed”, and “Sex Sails”.  All the posters feature hot-looking women with big knockers and big guns.  Sex sells, baby.  Also on the wall is a giant painting of the Man himself, ERIK STELLING, sporting an “I’m rich, so fuck you” smile.

PERREY checks her watch.  The CASTING DIRECTOR is running a bit late.

A few moments later, the CASTING DIRECTOR returns with popular film director QUENTIN TARANTINO and his producer pal, LAWRENCE BENDER.  They greet PERREY with friendly handshakes.

CASTING DIRECTOR
		Sorry to keep you waiting, Perrey.  Our 
		lunch  meeting ran a bit late.  

BENDER
		The waiter was a complete dumb ass.  He 
		didn’t know what the fuck he was doing.  
		Probably a struggling actor waiting for 
		his big break.  In five years, he’ll pro-
		bably be the number one box office draw 
		in America.

TARANTINO
		We’ll have to arrange a meeting with him, 				sometime, Larry.

The CASTING DIRECTOR takes a seat behind her desk.  She pulls out a thick file folder of agency photos and product-ion memos, regarding a new television series called “Fox Force Five”.

CASTING DIRECTOR
		Now, Perrey, I believe you know why you’re 
		here?

TARANTINO
		We want you to play one of the girls in 
		our new cable series, ’Fox Force Five’, 
		based on a concept we created in ’Pulp 
		Fiction’.  We’re turning it into a real 
		series for Showtime.  Cable is the only 
		place for this show.  The only place we 
		can utter dirty words like “shit“, “ass-
		hole“, “fuck“, “pussy“, “cunt“, “cock-
		sucker“, and “mother fucker“.

BENDER
		We want you to play the Uma Thurman char-
		acter.

PERREY
		The one who always cracked a joke in every 				episode, right?

TARANTINO
		Right, exactly.  She had the joke about 
		the tomatos - Mama Tomato, Papa Tomato, 
		and Baby Tomato.  Baby Tomato was walk-
		ing too slow.  The parents told him to 
		ketchup.  Get it?

PERREY cracks a smile.

CASTING DIRECTOR
		Perrey, we think your reading for the part 
		was the best out of the hundreds of actress-
		es we tested for the part.  We’ve already 
		signed the four other Fox Force girls.  We 
		want you for number five.  In a week, or 
		so, you’ll be screen testing on camera with 
		the other four actresses to see how your 
		chemistry works.

TARANTINO
		I’m sure you’ll be great, Perrey.  It’s 				practically a done deal.

CASTING DIRECTOR
		Now, to close the deal, all we require 
		from you is a mandatory drug test for 
		insurance purposes.  We can’t hire some-
		body with a drug problem.  The insurance 
		company will refuse to cover any liability.

PERREY takes a moment to answer.  Clearly, she doesn’t like the idea of having to take a drug test.

PERREY
		A drug test? No problem.

PERREY shakes everybody’s hand a final time as she stands up from her seat to leave.

BENDER
		It’ll be great to have you on board this 
		project.  It’s going to be a great show.

TARANTINO
		Of course it’s going to be great.  I’m 
		writing it, producing it, starring in it, 
		and directing it.  I’m the best fucking
		screenwriter/producer/actor/director in 
		town.

INT: PERREY’S APARTMENT. DAY

PERREY enters into the apartment she shares with her room-mate, McKENZIE Banks.  She throws off her jacket and lays down on the living room couch.  She does not look happy.

INT: BATHROOM. NIGHT

PERREY lays in a bathtub full of water.  She pulls out a small black bag, unzips it, and removes a glass syringe, a fresh needle, a spoon and lighter, and a small dime bag of white powder.

She cooks up a shot of heroin and soaks up the brown liquid with a cotton ball.  She sticks the needle into the cotton ball and fills the syringe.

PERREY wraps a rubber tourniquet around her upper left arm.  She taps around to find a suitable vein.  Slowly, she in-jects herself with heroin.

PERREY lays back in the tub and closes her eyes as the heroin begins to calm her nerves.

EXT: OCEAN-SIDE PIER. DAY   

The principal cast and crew of “Titanic II” board the Grumman Goose at the ocean-side pier.

EXT: GRUMMAN GOOSE. DAY 

The “Titanic II” group flies out to the ship.  

INT: TITANIC II. DAY

The cast and crew settle in to their quarters aboard the ship.  Everybody is in awe of the ship’s design.  It’s unbelievable how the Titanic has been completely rebuilt.  

INT: MAGUFFIN’S QUARTERS. DAY

MAGUFFIN has managed to have his friend MAX WINSTON hired for effects work on the film.  WINSTON is jubilant as he and MAGUFFIN settle into their first-class quarters.

WINSTON
		This is great, Rich.  I have to hand it 
		to you.  I’m truly grateful to you for 
		landing me this gig.  This is a million 
		times better than doing “Attack of the 
		Killer Turd” or “Killer Condom Strikes 
		Back”.  You won’t be sorry.  With the 
		effects budget I have to work with on 
		this film, you can expect only the best.  
		I’m putting my entire crew to work on 
		this one movie alone.  In a year or so, 
		you can expect to see me, Max Winston, 
		walking up the aisle to receive my Acad-
		emy Award for Best Special Effects.

MAGUFFIN jumps onto his bed and flops over onto his back.

MAGUFFIN
		I love this job, Max.  Never in a million 
		years would I have expected to sitting here, 			aboard such a titanic film set.  This is 
		the fucking Titanic, man.

WINSTON
		Time to break out the champagne, my friend.  
		A toast is in order.

EXT: LAKE WALK. EARLY EVENING

PERREY walks along the lake walk and stands at the edge of the bridge to watch the sunset.

INT: FIRST-CLASS BALLROOM. NIGHT

The “Titanic II” cast and crew throw a party in the first- class grand ballroom to kick start the start of principal photography on the film.  They all raise their champagne glasses.  A toast.

INT: NIGHT CLUB. NIGHT

PERREY parties it up on the Sunset Strip and gets wasted on booze and drugs.

EXT: ALLEY. NIGHT

PERREY is dragged into an alley and raped by two COLLEGE GUYS.

INT: MAGUFFIN’S ROOM. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN lies awake in bed late at night, reading his script for the first day of filming, beginning the following morning.  He glances over at his roommate, MAX WINSTON, asleep in his own bed.  MAGUFFIN checks his watch - 2:00 a.m.

EXT: HALLWAY. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN walks down the hallway in his robe and slippers.  He stops at McKENZIE’S room and knocks gently on the door.

MAGUFFIN
		McKenzie? Are you still up? It’s Rich.

A moment later, the door opens.  McKENZIE BANKS stands just inside the doorway, greeting MAGUFFIN in nothing but a black bra and panties.

McKENZIE
		Rich? Would you like to come inside?

MAGUFFIN
		You’re looking very pretty tonight.

McKENZIE
		Thank you.  I’m sorry about the way I’m 
		dressed.  I was just getting ready for 
		bed.

MAGUFFIN
		Looking the way you are, in black satin 
		underwear, I wish I was your bed right 
		now.

McKENZIE cracks a smile.

McKENZIE
		You will always be invited into my bed, 
		Rich Maguffin.

MAGUFFIN
		I’m tempted, but I was thinking of doing 
		something else.

McKENZIE
		What are you thinking of?

MAGUFFIN
		McKenzie, my princess, would you care 
		to join me at the bow of the ship for 
		a ‘King of the World’ moment? Clothing 
		is, of course, optional.  I thought you 
		might like to relax a bit after spending 
		the last few hours learning your lines 
		for tomorrow’s filming.

McKENZIE
		My prince, ‘tis a very noble idea.  Allow 
		me a moment to put on something a little 
		warmer.  It’s a cold night out here on the 
		high seas.

McKENZIE leans in and gives MAGUFFIN a long romantic kiss.  She pulls away and disappears inside her room, the door closing behind her.  MAGUFFIN is at a loss for words.

MAGUFFIN
		God, she smells good.

EXT: FRONT BOW. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE walk along the main deck to the bow of the ship.  Each of them wears a silk robe.  His red.  Hers black.  MAGUFFIN leans against the bow railing and looks out at the ocean in front of him.  McKENZIE soon joins him.  It is a clear sky out.  A full moon casts its silvery reflect-ion upon the ocean’s wake.  MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE embrace in the moonlight.

McKENZIE
		There’s nothing more romantic than a night 
		sky like the one tonight.  I’ve always want-
		ed to make love under a full moon with the 
		sound of the ocean in the background.

MAGUFFIN
		Just don’t ask me to climb up on the railing 
		and scream out, ‘I’m the king of the world!’ 
		for everybody to hear.  With my dumb luck, 
		I’d probably fall into the ocean.  The fish 
		would love me for dinner.  If I’m not mis-
		taken, these waters are inhabited by many a 
		hungry shark.

McKENZIE
		Fine.  I won’t ask you to climb up on the 
		railing.  I’ll ask you to kiss me, instead.

MAGUFFIN holds McKENZIE’S body close to his and kisses her passionately, the outline of their bodies in silhouette against the backdrop of the full moon.  After a long moment, their lips part, and MAGUFFIN holds McKENZIE in a loving embrace.  Tears are running down her face.

MAGUFFIN
		McKenzie, I just wanted to say I’m terrib-
		ly sorry for not showing up for the movie 				premiere.  At the last possible second, I 
		got cold feet.  I have no excuse for not 
		picking you up that night.  I just thought 
		it would feel awkward for a complete nobody 
		like myself to show up at a glitzy, star-
		studded premiere with such a beautiful, 
		young, talented actress as yourself.  I 
		mean, look at me.  I’m nobody famous.  I’m 
		just a loser with a deep crush on you.

McKENZIE
		It’s okay, Rich.  The premiere wasn’t all 
		it was cracked up to be.  Nothing but a 
		bunch of rich snobs trying to land big 
		deals with everybody else.  Such is the 
		business of Hollywood.  At least your 
		friend Max tried to make it a fun night.  
		Too bad he got caught up in Whip Flan-
		nery’s gay sex scandal.

MAGUFFIN
		Don’t believe everything you read in the 
		tabloids.  Max explained Flannery was real-
		ly having kinky sex with some female porn 
		star and not Max himself.  Max was just in 
		the wrong place at the wrong time when the 				paparazzi showed up out of nowhere.  Max 
		was only trying to find a bathroom when he 				stumbled in upon Flannery’s unconscious 
		body on the floor of the projection room.  
		The tabloids will write any crazy shit to 
		sell more issues.  They thrive on scandal.

McKENZIE
		It was nice of Flannery to land both you 
		and Max a special effects job on this pic-
		ture as remuneration for accidentally in-
		volving Max in such an embarrassing situ-
		ation.  Normally, Gino and Baxter would 
		never hire a ragtag effects company to 
		work on one of their pictures.

MAGUFFIN
		Speaking of this movie, why is it you al-
		ways appear in every one of Palladino’s 
		movies?

McKENZIE
		It’s really more about working for Clara-
		Nova Studios than it is for Palladino and 
		Baxter.  I haven’t been involved in any 
		of Palladino’s films outside of the studio.  
		This is only the third film I’ve made with 
		them.

MAGUFFIN
		What about the studio?

McKENZIE
		I have an open contract with the studio to 
		work in films for as long as I want because 
		of my father’s death on the set of a Clara-
		Nova production.  

MAGUFFIN
		Right, you were telling me about that ear-
		lier back on the studio lot.

McKENZIE
		I did, really? I thought the only person I 
		ever told that story to was Whip Flannery 
		back when we were making ’Rebel Without A 
		Cause’.

Uh oh, MAGUFFIN’S blown his secret identity for sure, this time.

MAGUFFIN
		I’m sorry, my bad.  Flannery must have told 
		me that story back at the studio before fly-
		ing out to this ship.

McKENZIE
		Anyway, I started out working in cheesy 
		children’s television shows when I was 
		around ten.  It was around that time my 
		mother filed a wrongful death lawsuit a-
		gainst ClaraNova for negligence surround-
		ing my father’s death.  The case was set-
		tled out of court.  Part of the deal in-
		volved money.  The other part of the deal 
		was an open  contract for me to appear in 
		any ClaraNova-produced film I wanted to.  
		It was a great deal until I turned eight-
		een when I realized my parents had squan-
		dered my entire trust fund of money I 
		earned from my eight years of working for 				ClaraNova.  It was around that time when 
		my mother was diagnosed with cancer.  She 
		didn’t last too long afterward.  That was 
		eight years ago.  I’ve been on my own ev-
		er since.  And, that’s the story of how a 
		drug-addicted starlet like myself is able 
		to keep finding work despite numerous fail-
		ed drug tests.  The studio covers every-
		thing up in order to fool the insurance 
		company.

As McKENZIE and MAGUFFIN continue to stare out at the ocean, they are greeted by the sight of a humpback whale leaping out of the water and disappearing just as fast.  McKENZIE and MAGUFFIN share a laugh and hug each other. 

EXT: ALLEY. EARLY MORNING

PERREY wakes up in the alley, bloody and beaten, her clothes in disarray.  A police car is parked nearby.  Two OFFICERS approach her and question her.  One of the OFFICERS finds a small bag of white powder on the ground by her feet.  PERREY is handcuffed and loaded into the back of the police car.

EXT: COURTHOUSE. DAY

PERREY is released from jail, following a court appearance.  She carries with her a manila envelope containing her per-sonal artifacts.  She has been treated for her injuries sustained during her beating and subsequent rape in the alleyway.  Her forehead is covered with a large bandage, and her hands are wrapped in cloth tape and gauze.  She still wears her torn, bloody, and disheveled clothing.

EXT: DINER. DAY

PERREY scores some cocaine and heroin from a DEALER outside the diner.  

DEALER
(to Perrey)
		You look like shit, girl.  Who did your 
		facial?

PERREY
		I don’t know.  I was too wasted to remember.

DEALER
		If you can remember what they looked like 
		and where you were last night, I’ll make 
		sure we fuck them up for you, real good.  
		Perhaps a pair of pliers and a blow torch 
		will do the trick.

PERREY
		Whatever? Just score me some shit, all 
		right? 

PERREY hands the DEALER a wad of cash and receives a small bag of cocaine and a small bag of heroin.

DEALER
		No questions asked.  You go, girl.

PERREY turns and starts walking away.  Just as she is about to turn a corner, the DEALER yells out to her.

DEALER
		Yo, doll! How’s about joining me and some 
		of the homies at a party at one of our 
		client’s uptown cribs next weekend.  It’s 
		a fancy high-rise apartment building.  
		It’ll be a great time had by all.

PERREY ignores the DEALER and continues walking.

INT: MAXIMUM F/X STUDIO. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and WINSTON work on miniatures at the FX studio.  They work on a 30-foot model of the Titanic.

MAGUFFIN
		I got to hand it you, Max, this is a great 
		model.

WINSTON
		I can’t wait till we get to destroy this 
		thing.  Besides using this thing for cer-
		tain exterior shots, we’re gonna get to 
		blast this thing with a water cannon in 
		the tank at the studio to simulate a hun-
		dred-foot wave cresting over the ship and 				capsizing it.  It’s all part of the big 
		hurricane sequence to be filmed later on 
		the studio soundstage where you chase a 
		terrorist throughout the ship.  The se-
		quence is going to look great all cut to-
		gether.  Can’t wait to see it up on the 
		big screen.  This sequence alone will 
		bring Maximum F/X the Academy Award.

BEGIN “TITANIC II” FILMING MONTAGE:

EXT: TITANIC II. DAY

A helicopter flies over the Titanic II to film a sweeping long-shot of the ship from bow to stern.

A shot of JUNO CALVECCHIO and MAGUFFIN (as WHIP FLANNERY) standing on deck watching McKENZIE BANKS lounging around a first-class deck deep in conversation with another ACTOR playing her fiancé.  The ACTOR gets angry with her and storms away.

INT: FIRST-CLASS SUITE. NIGHT

The ACTOR tries filming a romantic scene with McKENZIE in their first-class suite.  McKENZIE is having trouble remembering her lines.  The ACTOR gets pissed and walks off the set.  McKENZIE chases after him and they get into an argument.  

McKENZIE
		Where are you going? We’re right in the 
		middle of filming this scene.

ACTOR
		Sorry, baby.  I have no time for drug ad-
		dicted starlets who can’t remember their 
		lines.  This film is costing the studio 
		a lot of money, and I don’t want to screw 
		this up.  If you’re not prepared to work, 
		don’t bother to show up.  We’ll find some-
		one else who is.

EXT: HALLWAY. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN watches this entire scene play out.  Angry at the ACTOR, he chases after him down the hallway and kicks his ass.  MAGUFFIN threatens to throw him over the side of the ship.

MAGUFFIN
		That’s my girlfriend, asshole.  You touch 
		her again, I’ll end you.

All of a sudden, a Panavision camera and CAMERAMAN roll into view, filming the scene taking place between MAGUFFIN and the ACTOR in the hallway.  The scene is part of a movie-within-the-movie.  The voice of GINO PALLADINO echoes out.  PALLADINO sits nearby behind the cameras in his director’s chair.

PALLADINO 
		That’s a cut, baby! Good job, people.

INT: STEERAGE ROOM. DAY

A team of TERRORISTS view a set of blueprints of the ship.  Explosive devices and high-tech weapons sit nearby on a table.  These fellows are planning something diabolical.

INT: LOWER DECKS. NIGHT

A steady-cam tracking shot of MAGUFFIN chasing a TERRORIST through the bowels of the ship.  An explosion sets off behind them.

MAGUFFIN and the TERRORIST run past a second camera filming the scene.  Nearby, operating the explosion effects is MAX WINSTON.  He high-fives MAGUFFIN as the shot comes to an end.

PALLADINO
		That’s a wrap on this shot, guys.  Let’s all break for dinner for an hour.  We’ll meet back on deck for another scene.  

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. DAY

A small crew is assembled inside a studio soundstage housing a large water tank.  The miniature effects model of the Titanic II sits floating in the tank, waiting to be filmed.

Maximum F/X’s WINSTON and MAGUFFIN are on set to monitor the filming of the scene.

A wave machine roars to life, creating a violent, churning current in the water tank.  The Titanic model is tossed about like mad.  

Multiple cameras film the scene from every possible angle, including one directly below the ship underwater set to film the Titanic rolling over.

All of a sudden, a huge blast of water erupts from a water cannon at the edge of the tank, creating a large wave sent on a direct collision course with the Titanic model.  The wave rolls over the model ship, engulfs it, and capsizes it as the wave rolls on past.  The scene goes off without a hitch.  It’s a one-take shot.

The effects crew breaks open bottles of Cristal champagne to celebrate getting the required effect.

INT: EDITING ROOM. NIGHT

We see the capsizing effect cut together using multiple angles as it would appear on the big screen on a large monitor in a studio editing facility.

MAGUFFIN and WINSTON shake hands after viewing the dailies.  A job well done.

END MONTAGE.

INT: PERREY’S APARTMENT. NIGHT

PERREY sits in her apartment getting wasted on drugs and alcohol.  A letter from Stelling Productions sits on the nearby coffee table.  The “Fox Force Five” role has been given to somebody else because of PERREY’S testing positive for drugs.

INT: FIRST-CLASS BALLROOM. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN (as his normal self) and McKENZIE make out passion-ately atop the grand staircase in front of the clock in the first-class ballroom.  He’s wearing his red-silk robe, while she wears only an extra-large night shirt.

McKENZIE runs down the stairs with MAGUFFIN chasing after her.  They run through the ballroom and move into the adjacent first-class smoking room.  

INT: SMOKING ROOM. NIGHT

McKENZIE takes off her night shirt to expose a white thong bikini underneath.  She stands against a wall, her arms stretched over her head.  MAGUFFIN leans into her and kisses her.  His hands slip under her bikini top and cups her breasts.  He starts to kneel down and buries his face in her cleavage, kissing every inch of her breasts.  McKENZIE is clearly in ecstasy.  

Using his tongue, MAGUFFIN licks her stomach and kneels down on the floor.  McKENZIE looks down at him.

McKENZIE
		Go ahead.  Rip it.

MAGUFFIN grabs onto McKENZIE’S thong straps and proceeds to remove her white thong, exposing her naked body.  She pushes his face into her crotch where he starts performing oral sex on her.  She moans in pleasure.  MAGUFFIN lifts her legs over his shoulders and continues to tongue her pussy.  Sweat pours down her stomach.  She screams as she climaxes.

MAGUFFIN lays McKENZIE out atop a pool table and climbs on top of her.  They continue to make out.

EXT: HIGH-RISE APARTMENT BUILDING. NIGHT

PERREY is dropped off at a high-rise apartment building by a taxi.  She pays the DRIVER and walks up to the main entrance.  A DOORMAN holds the door open for her as she enters.   

INT: ELEVATOR. NIGHT

PERREY takes the elevator up to the 20th floor.

INT: SMOKING ROOM. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE continue making love atop the pool table, her legs wrapped around his waist.  He begins taking his clothes off.

INT: HIGH-RISE APARTMENT. NIGHT

A huge party is taking place inside an upscale apartment on the 20th floor of the high-rise building.  The party is full of popular young celebrity brat-packers, and they are defin-itely partying it up like a true brat-packer.  Drugs and booze are aplenty.

PERREY walks through the party crowd.  Nobody pays any attention to her.  She is trashed.  

INT: BATHROOM. NIGHT

PERREY enters into a bathroom and cooks and shoots up a cocaine/heroin speedball.  Blood from a syringe sprays onto the ceiling prior to her injecting herself. 

INT: SMOKING ROOM. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE continue making wild love.  They are both now completely naked atop the pool table.  McKENZIE climbs on top of MAGUFFIN and proceeds to grind into him.

INT: HIGH-RISE APARTMENT. NIGHT

PERREY walks again through the party crowd, her vision blurred.  She is losing consciousness.  She walks into a closed bedroom.  

INT: BEDROOM. NIGHT

PERREY sees a bed and lays down.  She closes her eyes.

INT: SMOKING ROOM. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE continue making love, her body undulating upon his.  A bead of sweat rolls down her back.

INT: BEDROOM. NIGHT

PERREY opens her eyes while laying on the bed, and she sees a sliding door leading out to an exterior balcony.  

She walks over to the sliding door and peers out.  The view isn’t very good.  She wants a better view of the cityscape.  

EXT: BALCONY. NIGHT

PERREY slides open the door and walks out onto the 20th story balcony.  She smiles as she looks out at the city lights.  The breeze breathes into her face.  For a brief moment, she’s happy.  All her worries are swept away.  

She climbs up onto the balcony railing and tries to balance herself like a tightrope walker.  

She closes her eyes and dives off the balcony railing.  Her body falls through space.

INT: SMOKING ROOM. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE near the point of sexual climax.

EXT: HIGH-RISE. NIGHT

PERREY falls and falls.

INT: SMOKING ROOM. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE climax.

EXT: HIGH-RISE. NIGHT

PERREY’S body crashes through a glass atrium window and lands in a swimming pool.

INT: SMOKING ROOM. NIGHT

A cue ball smashes into a rack of pool balls.  MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE play a game of pool and smoke cigarettes.

INT: ATRIUM POOL. NIGHT

PERREY’S dead body floats face-down in the swimming pool.  A cloud of blood forms around her.

EXT: ATRIUM. NIGHT

Police and paramedics swarm the atrium.  PERREY’S body is hauled on a gurney, covered by a white sheet.  Her body is placed in the back of an ambulance and put inside a body bag.  The bag is zipped shut.  A life has ended.

INT: McKENZIE’S ROOM. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE lay in bed together aboard the ship.  

All of a sudden, a knock at the door.  McKENZIE and MAGUFFIN are jolted awake.  Another knock at the door.

McKENZIE scrambles to put on a robe.  She walks over to the door and opens it.

Standing in the doorway is producer LEONARD BAXTER, holding an envelope.  He hands it to McKENZIE.

BAXTER
		Sorry to awaken you, Miss Banks, but we 
		received this message for you from the 
		studio.  It’s an urgent message concern-
		ing your roommate, Perrey Maran.  I’m 
		terribly sorry.

With that, BAXTER turns and walks away.  McKENZIE closes her door and walks over to the bed.  She sits down on the edge, a bit on edge.  She opens the envelope and removes a letter.

As McKENZIE reads, she starts to cry.  The letter falls from her hands and drops to the floor.  MAGUFFIN looks over at her.

MAGUFFIN
		What’s wrong with Perrey?

McKENZIE wipes the tears from her eyes.

McKENZIE
		She’s dead.  She jumped off a balcony dur-
		ing a party last night at some high-rise 
		apartment building in Studio City.  She 
		fell twenty stories and crashed through 
		an atrium ceiling into a swimming pool.  
		Police found a syringe on her containing 
		cocaine and heroin.  She shot herself up 
		with a speedball before she jumped.  They 
		found a suicide note in our apartment.  
		She killed herself because she lost a part 
		in some new television series because of 
		a failed drug test.

McKENZIE again starts crying.  MAGUFFIN hugs her, trying to console her.

EXT: CEMETARY. DAY

MAGUFFIN, McKENZIE, and MAX WINSTON attend a small funeral for their friend PERREY MARAN.  PERREY’S ashes sit inside an urn on top of a cemetery plot.  Her PARENTS and BROTHER  stand off to the side, quietly to themselves.  They all place roses on her grave and walk away slowly.  

McKENZIE turns to MAGUFFIN.

McKENZIE
		If you could, please tell Gino I’m leaving 
		the film.  I need some time to myself.  I 
		don’t feel staying aboard the film shoot 
		is such a good idea at this time.  My per-
		formance wouldn’t be up to par.  I’d only 
		hurt the film.  It’s early in filming.  My 
		part can be recast quickly.  Do this for 
		me, Rich? Please.

MAGUFFIN
		You can count on me, McKenzie.

MAGUFFIN, WINSTON, and McKENZIE walk back to a studio limousine parked nearby.

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. NIGHT

DR. SPECTER walks inside a ClaraNova soundstage where a section of the Titanic has been constructed next to a large water tank.  SPECTER is, as usual, up to no good.

INT: PALLADINO’S OFFICE. NIGHT

PALLADINO sits in his office late at night, watching the Weather Channel.  The weather report is not good for southern California.  A hurricane is brewing in the south Pacific.

LEONARD BAXTER enters the office and takes a seat in front of PALLADINO’S desk.

BAXTER
		The dailies are looking good, Gino.  Ma-
		guffin’s acting is top notch.  He’s a 
		million times better than that DiCaprio 
		fellow.

PALLADINO isn’t listening and BAXTER is quick to realize this.

BAXTER
		What’s up, Hoss? You’re not looking so 
		good.

PALLADINO
		The weather report’s not looking too good 
		for filming.  A hurricane is brewing near 
		the Hawaiian Islands.  It’s expected to 
		hit the southern coast within a week if 
		it continues on its present course.  The 
		ship’s directly in its path.  Incredible 
		how reality imitates art.  In our movie, 
		the Titanic is sunk by a hurricane.  And, 
		now, a real hurricane threatens to sink 
		our film.  The worse case scenario right 
		now would be for the hurricane to sink 
		our Titanic.  That would spell disaster 
		for the studio.  Although the studio is 
		insured, no insurance company will want 
		to fork over three-quarters of a billion 
		dollars to pay for losing a “film set”.

BAXTER cracks open a wallnut shell with his hands and eats the walnut inside.

BAXTER
		Bring the ship into port.  We’d stand a 
		better chance of saving the ship.

PALLADINO
		Absolutely not, my friend.  That would 
		jeopardize keeping this film a secret.  
		I don’t need the fucking media hounding 
		the film set while we’re filming.  The 
		ship stays put where it is.

BAXTER
		Well, then, fly the cast and crew back to 
		the mainland to wait out the storm.  In 
		the meantime, we can continue filming us-
		ing one of the cover sets.  The set for 
		the grand ballroom’s destruction is almost 
		ready to go.  All we need to do is raise 
		it and lower it into the water tank on the 				soundstage.  The set can be ready in a 
		couple days.  That’s plenty of time to fly 				everybody back from the ship.  Once the 				hurricane’s over, it’s right back to the 
		ship to resume filming there.

PALLADINO
		I like what I’m hearing, Lenny.  This is 
		why I chose you as my producer.  You have 
		all the answers.

BAXTER
		That’s why I get paid the big bucks, Gino.
(beat)
		The only remaining problem is the recasting 
		of McKenzie’s part.  Do you have anybody in 
		mind?

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. DAY

The cast and crew of “Titanic II” are assembled on a cover set built within the largest soundstage on the ClaraNova backlot.  A full-scale sectional replica of the Titanic’s first-class ballroom, glass dome, outer hull, upper decks, and a smoke stack, is constructed upon a revolving gimble inside a large indoor water tank.  

A huge action sequence is being prepared for filming.  Mul-tiple cameras are set up inside and outside the set and inside the water tank.  A thick rubber membrane covers the tank to block out any stray lighting.  Emergency DIVERS wait submerged in the water tank in case any stunt goes awry during the filming.

INT: FIRST-CLASS PROMENADE. DAY

MAGUFFIN walks around the set disguised as WHIP FLANNERY.  He is dressed in tan khaki pants and a Hawaiian shirt.  In his hands is a prop machine gun.  As he stands against a railing reading his shooting script, he is approached from behind by his former co-star, McKENZIE BANKS.

McKENZIE
		Working hard, Mr. Flannery, or hardly work-
		ing?

MAGUFFIN turns and greets his love interest with a hug.

MAGUFFIN
		McKenzie? You’re back.  I thought you quit 
		the film?

McKENZIE
		I’m only visiting.  I needed a break from 
		being questioned by the police about my 
		roommate’s suicide.  They want to do a 
		search of my apartment to look for any 
		drugs she may have left behind.  At least, 
		that’s what I think they’re after.  Need-
		less to say, I did a little cleaning.
(beat)
		I thought I’d drop on by to watch the film-
		ing.  I didn’t want to miss the first big 
		action scene.  This scene is the major turn-
		ing point in the movie.  It’s when the ship 
		is hit by a huge wave and capsizes.

MAGUFFIN
		So, that’s what the gimble’s for.

McKENZIE
		Just make sure you hold on tight when the 
		set begins to roll over.  Otherwise, you’ll 
		be going for a ride without a safety net.

MAGUFFIN
		Sorry about your roommate.  It’s truly a 
		tragedy.  She was so young with so many 
		years left to create.

McKENZIE
		At least she’s finally at peace.  The lure 
		of drugs was too strong for her to let go.  
		They ruined her life.

MAGUFFIN
		The Dark Side has claimed another unfort-
		unate soul.

McKENZIE
		Perrey was my best friend.  I know I’ll 
		miss her forever.

MAGUFFIN
		Friends may come and go, but memories last 				forever.

INT: WATER TANK. DAY

Two DIVERS slip into the water tank unnoticed.  Strapped to their waists are two large hunting knives.

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. CATWALK. DAY

A shadowy FIGURE moves along a catwalk high above the floor of the soundstage.  The FIGURE laughs devilishly.

INT: FIRST-CLASS BALLROOM. DAY

The cast and crew are all ready for the first take of the big action scene.  Major cast members and background extras take their positions on the first-class ballroom set.  Actor JUNO CALVECCHIO stands near the great clock talking with McKENZIE BANKS, who’s serving as an extra in the sequence, and McKENZIE‘S gorgeous replacement in the movie, E.L. HARRIS.

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. DAY

GINO PALLADINO sits just outside the water tank in his director’s chair in front of a wall of television monitors, on which PALLADINO can view every angle of the scene being filmed.  Producer LEONARD BAXTER walks over and takes a seat next to him.  The rest of the crew stand around the sound-stage, waiting for the fun to begin, including MAX WINSTON,  who works the controls of some special effects devices built into the set.

PALLADINO removes a walkie-talkie to start the show in motion.

PALLADINO
(into walkie-talkie)
		Is everything set, Flannery? Over?

INT: FIRST-CLASS PROMENADE. DAY

MAGUFFIN listens to PALLADINO over his walkie-talkie.

MAGUFFIN
(into walkie-talkie)
		That’s a big ten-four, Chief.  We’re all 
		set to begin.  Just say the word, and the 
		bullets will start flying.

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. DAY

PALLADINO shakes LEONARD BAXTER’S hand.

BAXTER
		Let the fun begin, Gino.

PALLADINO
(into walkie-talkie)
		Attention everybody.  We’re set to start 
		filming.  I need the water sprinklers and 
		the wind machines running.  Cameras are 
		rolling.

The soundstage springs to life.  Water starts pouring out of strategically placed sprinkler systems set up just below the soundstage ceiling.  Also, huge fans begin inflicting damage upon the set by spraying a torrential stream of rain in its direction to simulate a hurricane.  Artificial thunder and lightning begin flashing.

PALLADINO
(into walkie-talkie)
		Action!

INT: FIRST-CLASS PROMENADE. DAY

Machine gun fire rings out on the first-class promenade as MAGUFFIN races down the hallway in hot pursuit of an Irish  TERRORIST played by some unknown actor.  They are blasted by gale-force winds and impaling rain.  The set rocks from side to side upon the rotating gimble.  The edge of the ship dips underwater briefly, sending a huge wave of water from the water tank cascading over the set.  MAGUFFIN and the TERROR-IST are swept down the promenade and are sent crashing through a glass door into the first-class ballroom.

INT: FIRST-CLASS BALLROOM. DAY

Water pours into the first-class ballroom.  The TERRORIST falls headfirst down the ballroom stairs, knocking over JUNO CALVECCHIO, McKENZIE BANKS, and E.L. HARRIS.  MAGUFFIN leaps over the railing and lands on the floor below.  He just misses tackling the TERRORIST.

MAGUFFIN and the TERRORIST jump from table to table firing their machine guns at each other.  Bullets strafe the tabletops, the floor, the walls, and the ceiling.  Several extras fall over with fake blood pouring out from artificial squib wounds.  

The crowd scatters.  MAGUFFIN starts climbing a red curtain to the top deck.  The TERRORIST is only a few yards ahead of him.  

McKENZIE watches from the staircase by the clock.  JUNO   CALVECCHIO is hit by a stray bullet.  McKENZIE grabs onto him before he falls to the floor below.  

All of a sudden, a violent shaking.  Extremely violent.  The tables and everything unbolted start falling sideways.  The ship begins to capsize.  Water pours in everywhere.  Cast members and extras fall against the walls and fall towards the ceiling as the set rotates to an upside down position.  Down is now up.

MAGUFFIN loses his grip on the curtain and falls, taking the TERRORIST along with him.  They fall through space and crash through the giant glass dome and into the water tank/ocean.  

The red drape curtain dangles into the water.  The room starts filling with churning water.  People fall towards the ceiling, many through the broken dome to their deaths.  

MAGUFFIN tries to climb back up into the ballroom using the curtain, but the curtain gives way.  He disappears under-water. 

INT: WATER TANK. DAY

MAGUFFIN and the TERRORIST struggle in a death grip under-water in near complete darkness.  MAGUFFIN grabs a knife from the TERRORIST’S boot and kills him.  

MAGUFFIN is almost out of breath.  He tries to swim back to the broken glass dome, but the swirling waves suck him down to the bottom of the tank.

MAGUFFIN bumps into an emergency DIVER.  He finds the DIVERS have all had their throats slashed and their oxygen tanks taken away.  They are dead for real.  MAGUFFIN screams.  He is really in trouble now.  He is out of air.

MAGUFFIN makes a quick decision.  He makes his way to safety by swimming up one of the fake smokestacks where he finds an air pocket.  He gasps for breath as he surfaces.  He is really pissed.  He punches the side of the smokestack.

MAGUFFIN
		What the fuck’s going on here?

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. DAY

PALLADINO can’t believe what he’s watching on his monitors.  He looks gravely at BAXTER.

PALLADINO
		What’s happening, Lenny? Who killed the 
		divers? Where’s Maguffin?

BAXTER
		I think we’re in trouble.  Shut everything 
		down.  Get Maguffin out of there.  We’re 
		closing down the set until further notice.

Almost immediately, the water sprinklers and the fans groan to a halt.  Crew members rush towards the set and climb up a metal staircase to the top of the water tank.  MAX WINSTON tries cutting his way through the tarp covering the tank to try to reach his friend MAGUFFIN.  The mechanical gimble begins to slowly re-right the huge Titanic set.

INT: WATER TANK. DAY

MAGUFFIN takes a deep breath and swims back down the submerged smokestack.  With the wave machine shut down, he is able to swim up towards the top of the water tank.  He tries to push his way through the heavy black tarp blocking his escape.  It’s no use.  The crew members above won’t be able to free him in time.

To make it back to the surface, MAGUFFIN swims hurriedly down the promenade deck and back into the first-class ballroom.

INT: FIRST-CLASS BALLROOM. DAY

MAGUFFIN pushes his way through a set of glass doors, still underwater, and swims into the ballroom.  He makes his way down the grand staircase and swims up to the surface of the water.  He barely survives the ordeal.  He is out of breath.  

More shocking, MAGUFFIN’S FLANNERY prosthetics are starting to peel off.  Everybody on set stares in horror as MAGUFFIN’S true identity is revealed.

MAGUFFIN turns and looks over at McKENZIE BANKS standing alongside a wounded JUNO CALVECCHIO.  She can’t believe what she’s seeing.  She has discovered his secret.  MAGUFFIN isn’t WHIP FLANNERY.  

MAGUFFIN
(breathing heavily)
		Show’s over.

MAGUFFIN pulls off a loose flap of his makeup.  Angrily, McKENZIE storms away and leaves the set.

The set returns to its regular upright position.
 
CALVECCHIO
(to Maguffin)
		Where’s the real Whip Flannery? Who are 
		you?

MAGUFFIN
		Flannery was kidnapped six months ago by 
		somebody named Dr. Specter.  I don’t know 
		where he is, or if he’s even still alive.  
		He’s being held for a $20 million ransom.  
		My name’s Maguffin.  Rich Maguffin.  I’m 
		an actor.  I also work for a special ef-
		fects company.  I’m filling in for Flan-
		nery until he’s released.  I never thought 
		it would be this long.

CALVECCHIO
		Looks like your secret’s out.  The press 
		is gonna have a field day with this story.  
		It’s not going to look good for you, Mag-
		uffin.

MAGUFFIN
		My secret’s no longer a secret.  I won’t 
		be able to fool anybody any longer.  It’s 
		over.  It’s over for me.  I’m quitting 
		the movie.

MAGUFFIN walks off the set, not saying another word to anybody.

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. DAY

MAGUFFIN rushes down the metal staircase to the soundstage floor.  He chases after McKENZIE who’s just exiting the soundstage.

MAGUFFIN
(yelling)
		McKenzie! McKenzie! I’m sorry!

INT: SOUNDSTAGE. CATWALK. DAY

DR. SPECTER hangs out in the rafters watching the scene take place below.  He laughs menacingly and disappears into the shadows.

EXT: VIPER ROOM. NIGHT

The Viper Room - the notorious night club on the Sunset Strip, favored by many a celebrity.

INT: VIPER ROOM. NIGHT

A rock band plays a set on a small stage across from the bar to a packed house of partygoers.

McKENZIE BANKS sits in a private booth with a couple of her club friends - RAMON and STARR.  RAMON and STARR engage in a round of body shots, while McKENZIE downs one shot of vodka after another.

INT: BATHROOM. NIGHT

McKENZIE kneels over a toilet bowl and vomits repeatedly.

She tries to clean herself up at the sink.  She is a drunken mess.

INT: VIPER ROOM. NIGHT

McKENZIE stumbles back to her booth.  Before she can sit down, she collapses to the floor.  RAMON and STARR are the first to respond.  RAMON checks McKENZIE’S pulse.  It’s weak.  RAMON then checks to see if she’s breathing.  He looks up at STARR, a serious look on his face. 

RAMON
(to Starr)
		Call an ambulance.  She’s having trouble 				breathing.

EXT: VIPER ROOM. NIGHT

A team of PARAMEDICS haul McKENZIE’S lifeless body out of the club on a stretcher.  She’s as pale as a ghost.  A PARAMEDIC questions RAMON and STARR.

PARAMEDIC
		Did you see her take any type of drugs?

RAMON
		No, she was just drinking heavily.

PARAMEDIC
		Did you notice anybody slip anything into 
		one of her drinks?

STARR
		It’s possible.  I wasn’t paying any attent-
		ion.

PARAMEDIC
		She’ll be lucky if she makes it to the hos-
		pital alive.  Looks like a good case of al-
		cohol poisoning.

A PARAMEDIC works on McKENZIE with an ambu bag in the back of an ambulance to try to keep oxygen flowing into her body.  She’s hooked up to a heart monitor as the ambulance doors are closed.

A moment later, the ambulance drives away with its lights flashing.

INT: EMERGENCY ROOM. NIGHT

A PARAMEDIC removes McKENZIE’S shirt as an Emergency Room DOCTOR warms up a defibulator and tries to shock McKENZIE back to life.  Her heart rate displays a flatline on a nearby heart monitor.  McKENZIE’S skin is starting to turn pale blue.  

The DOCTOR tries the defibulators again.  This time a blip appears on the heart monitor.

DOCTOR
		I think we got something.  Give her some 
		more oxygen.  And, bring in a stomach pump.

INT: INTENSIVE CARE UNIT. NIGHT

McKENZIE lays in bed in the Intensive Care Unit of Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.  She sleeps peacefully.  Her pulse is back to normal.  

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S TRAILER. DAY

MAGUFFIN’S sports car is parked outside his trailer on the ClaraNova Studios backlot.  MAGUFFIN exits the trailer carrying a box of his personal belongings and loads it into the back of his car.  As he does so, he is approached by his “Titanic II” co-star, JUNO CALVECCHIO.

CALVECCHIO
(to Maguffin)
		So, you’re just up and quitting the film?

MAGUFFIN
		That’s the rumor.  Safety obviously isn’t 
		an important issue on this film set.  I 
		think I’ll go work on a film of a much 
		smaller scale with a minimum of stunts 
		and special effects.  A film where an 
		actor doesn’t have to perform the danger-
		ous stunts.  Maybe I’ll go back to work 
		behind the scenes on an effects crew.  
		Just to be on the safe side.

CALVECCHIO
		Hey, listen.  I’m sorry about McKenzie, 
		man.

MAGUFFIN
		What do you mean, Juno? What about McKen-
		zie?

CALVECCHIO
		You didn’t hear? She’s in the hospital re-
		covering from alcohol poisoning.  Seems 
		somebody slipped some GHB into her drink 
		at some night club.  She was flatlining 
		when the paramedics brought her into the 
		Emergency Room.  She almost died.

MAGUFFIN
		Which hospital?

CALVECCCHIO
		Cedars.

MAGUFFIN
		The hospital to the stars.
(beat)
		How long’s she gonna be in the hospital?

CALVECCHIO
		Nobody knows for sure.  She’s in a coma.  
		There’s a possibility she might never 
		awaken.

MAGUFFIN
		This is all my fault.  I told McKenzie 
		I’d help her clean up her act.  Get her 
		off drugs.  Some help I was.  I let suc-
		cess go to my head.  This whole Whip 
		Flannery thing has gotten out of control.

CALVECCHIO
		You had me fooled, Maguffin.  It was a 
		great makeup job.

MAGUFFIN
		It was fun playing Flannery for a short 
		time, until the offers for roles and the 
		money started rolling in like mad.  I be-
		came addicted to playing the role.  Play-
		ing Whip Flannery took over my real ident-
		ity, until Rich Maguffin ceased to exist.  
		My friends have all deserted me, and I’ve 
		nearly lost the woman I love.  I never got 
		the chance to tell her how much I love her.

CALVECCHIO
		Go to her, Rich.  Tell McKenzie how you 
		really feel about her.

MAGUFFIN
		I love that girl, Juno.  I’d die for her.

CALVECCHIO
		If you want to win her heart once and for 
		all, bring her a bouquet of flowers.  She 
		Has a fondness for roses.  They’re as good 
		as proposing to her.
   
INT: HOSPITAL ROOM. EARLY EVENING

MAGUFFIN enters McKENZIE’S hospital room and walks over and takes a seat beside her bed.  McKENZIE is still in a coma as he arrives.

MAGUFFIN
		McKenzie? It’s me, Rich.

MAGUFFIN holds her left hand in his and gives it a slight squeeze.

MAGUFFIN
		I don’t know if you can hear me or not, 
		but I just wanted to say I love you, Mc-
		Kenzie.  I’ve loved you ever since I first 
		laid my eyes on you.

MAGUFFIN places a bouquet of red roses on McKENZIE’S bed-stand.

MAGUFFIN
		I brought you some flowers.  A mutual 
		friend told me you like roses.  I hope 
		you like them.  I’ll make sure the nurse 
		puts them in a vase of water before they 
		start to wilt.

MAGUFFIN stares at McKENZIE’S pale face.  He looks at her closed eyes and wonders what she’s dreaming.  He looks at her gorgeous mouth that could melt an iceberg.  His eyes begin to tear up.

MAGUFFIN
		I’m sorry I didn’t tell you about Whip 
		Flannery.  I should have told you.  It 
		was a stupid thing not to.  I don’t know 
		why I did that?
(beat)
		McKenzie? If you can hear me, I want to 
		ask you if you’d star in a movie I wrote.  
		The lead character.  Get away from this 
		awful place.  There’s too many temptations.  
		Come with us to Minnesota for the film, 
		where it’s a safe environment.
(beat)
		I miss you, McKenzie.  I want you to wake 
		up.  Open your eyes.  I love you.

MAGUFFIN stands over McKENZIE and kisses her on the lips.  Her body is emotionless and still.  MAGUFFIN starts to cry.

MAGUFFIN
		I love you, McKenzie.  Come back.  Come 
		back to me.

INT: DR. SPECTER’S MANSION. DEN. NIGHT

DR. SPECTER kneels down on his knees in front of an empty glass cylindrical aquarium in the middle of his den, polishing a brass name plate.  The name on the plate reads JULIA ROBERTS.

DR. SPECTER
(to himself)
		It’s only a matter of time before I have 
		you in my clutches, Miss Roberts.  You are 
		my most coveted trophy.  This tank is the 
		perfect tomb for the world’s most spoiled 				celebrity.  You will be mine.

All of a sudden, DR. SPECTER’S two henchmen, bodyguards EARL and HARVE enter into SPECTER’S private chamber.  DR. SPECTER stands as they enter into the room.

EARL
		You called for us, Dr. Specter?

DR. SPECTER stands and walks over to his large desk.  He takes a seat in his leather captain’s chair.  He pulls on his ceramic face mask from the desk in front of him.  EARL and HARVE are unthreatened by SPECTER’S disfigured face.

DR. SPECTER
		Gentlemen, I requested your services this 
		evening to take care of an obstacle threat-
		ening my plans.  The problem has to deal 
		with the filming of Palladino’s new movie.  
		I thought my other two henchmen could take 
		care of the matter, but obviously they 
		failed in their duties.  I’m having them 
		over for dinner this evening.  Their heads 
		will be served up on a silver platter for 
		my dogs delight.  All the information you 
		need to complete the job is within this 
		folder.
(hands Earl a thin manila folder)
		Don’t fail me this time, or I’ll have the 
		cook turn you into dessert.  A pie, perhaps.
		Minced meat, my favorite.

EARL and HARVE salute their boss.

EARL
		Dr. Specter, sir, we won’t let you down.

HARVE
		You can count on us.

DR. SPECTER picks up his pet cat and starts stroking its fur.

DR. SPECTER
		I can smell the oven heating up already.  
		My friend here is starting to get hungry.
(beat)
		Good evening, Gentlemen.  Do not return 
		until the job is done.

EARL and HARVE turn and exit the room.  DR. SPECTER places his cat upon his desk and removes his ceramic mask to reveal his horribly burnt face for us to see for the first time.  An angry scowl forms on his face.

DR. SPECTER
		Good help is always hard to find.

DR. SPECTER presses a button on his armrest.  He calls his NURSE.

DR. SPECTER
		My dear nurse, call me when dinner is ready.  
		I have a craving for a taste of human flesh.
		
EXT: CLARANOVA STUDIOS. GATE. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN’S sports car pulls up to the employees’ entrance.  He shows the GUARD his ID, and the GUARD ushers him on through the gate.

EXT: NIBBLE, INC. PRODUCTIONS. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN drives up to the curb outside Nibble, Inc.’s pro-duction offices.

As MAGUFFIN enters the office building, a black limousine pulls up behind his car.

INT: NIBBLE, INC. PRODUCTIONS. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN walks down the hallway to PALLADINO’S office.  He lets himself in.  The door slams shut behind him.

INT: PALLADINO’S OFFICE. EARLY MORNING

GINO PALLADINO and LEONARD BAXTER look up at MAGUFFIN as he enters.

BAXTER
		What can we do for you, Mr. Maguffin? We’re 
		busy making a movie.

MAGUFFIN leans over PALLADINO’S desk and gets right down to business.

MAGUFFIN
		I want out from the movie.  I want you to 
		release me from my contract.  I’m through 
		playing Whip Flannery.  I’m through being 
		your whipping boy.  That accident on the 
		set was no accident.  Those divers were 
		murdered before filming even began.  Their 
		throats were slashed.  Somebody’s trying 
		to make sure I join them.  Somebody wants 
		Whip Flannery out of the movie business 
		for good.  Well, guess what? I want out.  
		Plain and simple.

MAGUFFIN throws a check down on the desktop.

MAGUFFIN
		You can have your blood money back.  I 
		want nothing to do with you or your films 
		any longer.  I quit.

BAXTER grabs MAGUFFIN by the collar and pushes him against the wall.

BAXTER
		No problem.  We can release you.  A replace-
		ment will be easy to find.  It won’t set the 
		film back too badly.  It’s early in filming.  			We’ll just re-shoot your scenes with a new 
		actor posing as Flannery.  As for your con-
		tract, you‘ll need to discuss things with 
		the head of the studio.  My driver will es-
		cort you to his office.  Good day, Mr. Ma-
		guffin.

EXT: NIBBLE, INC. PRODUCTIONS. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN is led out of the Nibble, Inc. Productions office building to a waiting limousine by the two bodyguards, EARL and HARVE.  As MAGUFFIN climbs into the back of the car, he is knocked out by a blow from a cane to the back of his head.

INT: LIMO. DAY

DR. SPECTER wipes blood from the silver skull tip of his cane and pushes MAGUFFIN’S lifeless body onto the floor.  EARL and HARVE push his legs aside and take a seat in the limo across from DR. SPECTER.  The door slams closed behind them.

DR. SPECTER taps his cane on the glass partition and the DRIVER guns the engine, and the limo peels away from the curb. 

INT: CEDARS-SINAI. ELEVATOR. DAY

An elevator door slides open, and DR. SPECTER’S two thugs EARL and HARVE step out and walk down a hospital hallway.  They stop at the nursing station.  The NURSE on duty looks up at them.

NURSE
		Can I help you, Gentlemen?

EARL
		As a matter of fact, you can.

HARVE sticks a syringe in the NURSE’S neck and injects some poison into her bloodstream.  The NURSE collapses to the floor in seconds.

EARL and HARVE check down the different corridors to make sure no one has seen them.

EARL
		The coast is clear.  Dispose of our host-
		ess quickly and quietly.  I’ll take care 
		of Specter’s trophy.

HARVE walks around the nursing station and grabs the uncon-scious NURSE by her arms and starts dragging her away.  He opens the door of a nearby dumbwaiter and starts stuffing the body inside.

Meanwhile, EARL grabs the NURSE’S clipboard and examines a list of patient names until he finds the name he’s looking for - McKENZIE BANKS.  EARL continues on down the hallway to McKENZIE’S room.

INT: McKENZIE’S ROOM. DAY

Fortunately for EARL, McKENZIE is asleep in her hospital bed when he enters into her room.  He walks quietly over to her bedside and removes a syringe.  He proceeds to inject poison into her IV drip bag.

McKENZIE’S body twitches a little, and she moans a bit, but in a few short moments, she is out cold.

EARL quickly removes McKENZIE’S IV tubings.

INT: PARKING GARAGE. DAY

EARL and HARVE roll McKENZIE, in a wheelchair, to an un-marked van parked near the entrance doors of the hospital.  They load her into the back of the van and close the door.  They climb inside the van and drive away.

INT: DUNGEON. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN awakens to find himself trapped inside a dark damp dungeon beneath DR. SPECTER‘S house of horror.  His legs and wrists are shackled to the wall.  Water pours in from a hole in the ceiling and rains down on top of him.

A thick metal door opens to reveal two of SPECTER’S goons.  One of them is a hulking giant (IGOR).  The other is SPECT-ER’S NURSE, her face shrouded behind a surgical mask.

INT: TORTURE CHAMBER. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN is blindfolded and brought to a decaying room with instruments of torture and glass cylinders.  He is strapped into an electric chair to watch the scene unfold.  Hot steam bubbles up from fissures in the floor.  It’s your basic mad scientist’s rumpus room.

DR. SPECTER appears on a television monitor.  MAGUFFIN is all ears.  

DR. SPECTER
		Good evening, Mr. Maguffin.  Allow me to 
		introduce myself.  I am Dr. Specter.  I’m 
		sure you’ve heard of me from Gino Palladino.  
		I know you have.  Please allow me to intro-
		duce my freaks of nature.  I’m sure you’ve 
		met my two henchmen, Earl and Harve.
(Earl and Harve appear from the shadows)
		Through their work as bodyguards to the stars, 
		I am allowed access to any celebrity I choose 
		to kill or have made over.
(beat)
		Then, there’s my humble servant, Igor.  
(Igor reveals himself to Maguffin)
		He’s serves as my muscle.  Don’t be shocked 
		by his looks.  Igor’s an all-natural monster.
(beat)
		And, finally, my loyal nurse.  I hope you 
		enjoyed her services in bed, Mr. Maguffin.  
		She’ll be the last you’ll ever have.

DR. SPECTER’S NURSE removes her surgical mask to reveal herself to MAGUFFIN.  MAGUFFIN is shocked at what he sees.  The NURSE is none other than…

MAGUFFIN
		Candy?

CANDY
		Not so fast, Maguffin.  Beauty is only skin 
		deep.  My true beauty lies deeper.

CANDY places her hands behind her neck and starts to peel away a prosthetic mask to reveal a hideous creature beneath, a victim of excessive failed plastic surgeries.

DR. SPECTER
		Now, allow me to unveil the rest of the 
		show.

IGOR pulls a rope and a red velvet curtain rolls open to reveal the unconscious bodies of producer LEONARD BAXTER, film director GINO PALLADINO, and actor JUNO CALVECCHIO, contained within three glass cylinders in states of suspended animation.  

MAGUFFIN
		What kind of sick game is this?

DR. SPECTER
		It’s my sick game, Mr. Maguffin.  Enjoy it 
		while it lasts.

The glass cylinders quickly begin to fill with a murky white fluid, they they disappear inside a revolving wall.  A cloud of freezing smoke bellows out through numerous wall vents.  

The wall revolves back around to unveil three liquid nitro-gen-frozen cylindrical blocks of glycerin.  Inside the tombs are the bodies of BAXTER, PALLADINO, and CALVECCHIO.  

DR. SPECTER
		This is just a warning of what will happen 
		if you don’t follow orders, Mr. Maguffin.  

DR. SPECTER’S image disappears on the television screen and is replaced with video of McKENZIE BANKS being tortured by shock therapy.  MAGUFFIN gets really pissed.  

All of a sudden, EARL and HARVE whip out .45’s and fire shots into the frozen popsicles.  Blood pours out of PALLA-DINO and CALVECCHIO, but not from BAXTER.  

As MAGUFFIN watches the scene, CANDY injects him with a syringe in the neck.  He is rendered unconscious.  A tear runs down CANDY’S face.

INT: DR. SPECTER’S LABORATORY. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN lays strapped to a stainless steel table in DR. SPECTER’S laboratory.  Nurse CANDY straps him down, although not too tightly.  He is being prepped for surgery.

DR. SPECTER arrives at his laboratory via a caged elevator running through the center of the house.  SPECTER is dressed for surgery.  His goonish entourage follows close behind him.  

MAGUFFIN awakens to find DR. SPECTER prepping his instru-ments of torture.  Skin hooks, bone saws, rusty scalpels, the works.  DR. SPECTER hides behind a surgical mask.  

MAGUFFIN
		Stop hiding behind a mask, Specter.  Re-
		veal yourself.

DR. SPECTER
		As you wish, Mr. Maguffin.

DR. SPECTER abides and removes his surgical mask.  He is none other than film producer LEONARD BAXTER.

MAGUFFIN
		I knew there was something funny when Earl 
		fired shots into your three trophies down 
		in your torture chamber.  Blood was pouring 
		out of Palladino’s and Juno’s bodies, but 
		not from yours.  Let me guess, you made a 
		wax figure of yourself to try to fool me?

DR. SPECTER
		A little bit more elaborate than a wax fig-
		ure, but you guessed correctly, my friend.

MAGUFFIN
		Why are you doing this?

DR. SPECTER
		You’re implying I have a master plan be-
		hind all of this? As a matter of fact, I 
		do.  I’m trying to rid Hollywood of all 
		its spoiled actors.  It was I who ordered 
		Whip Flannery’s kidnapping and makeover 
		because I was sick and tired of Flannery’s 
		less than professional behavior on the set 
		and behind the scenes.  He was a spoiled 
		brat nobody could work with.  My plan was 
		going fine until you showed up as Flannery 
		and ruined things.

MAGUFFIN
		Why Palladino, Juno, and McKenzie? They 
		never did anything to you.  Did they?

DR. SPECTER
		I had to make sure the movie was never com-
		pleted.  I’m trying to destroy the studio 
		that destroyed me.

MAGUFFIN
		What do you mean the studio destroyed you?

DR. SPECTER
		I’m sure you’ve heard this story before.  
		Leonard Baxter doesn’t really exist.  This 
		is just a character, much like you pretend-
		ing to be Flannery.  This isn’t my real face.  			Just a simple make-up job to cover up hide-
		ous monster I really am.

MAGUFFIN
		Who are you?

DR. SPECTER removes his prosthetic BAXTER face to reveal his horribly burned and disfigured face.  MAGUFFIN looks on in horror.

MAGUFFIN
		A face only a mother could love.

DR. SPECTER
		My real name is Reginald Banks.  I was 
		once a popular actor back in the 70’s, 
		contracted under ClaraNova Studios.  I 
		think you know who my daughter is, Mr. 
		Maguffin.  You’ve only been fucking her 
		for the last six months.

MAGUFFIN
		McKenzie?

DR. SPECTER
		A tragedy what’s become of her, what with 
		the drugs and everything.  McKenzie wouldn’t 
		be doing any of that if I had chose to re-
		main with her mother.  However, it was some-
		thing I just couldn’t do.  My wife was 
		secretly fucking a studio exec behind my 
		back while I lay in a coma in the hospi-
		tal burn ward like a caged bird.  The stu-
		dio exec in particular was none other than 
		Gino Palladino.  It’s about time I took 
		care of him.

MAGUFFIN
		You’re mad.

DR. SPECTER
		While filming a war movie, a spoiled actor 
		chose not to do a dangerous scene, so I 
		chose to fill in.  An explosive went off 
		at the wrong moment and burned 70 percent 
		of my body.  My acting career was ruined.  
		I lingered in a hospital for months while 				recovering.  To escape my prison, I faked 
		my suicide.  After years of private recov-
		ery and alcohol abuse, I turned myself in-
		to Leonard Baxter and became a film pro-
		ducer at the studio, alongside Gino Palla-
		dino.  And, when I wasn’t working making 
		films, I secretly became the Specter to 
		rid Hollywood of its spoiled celebrities.  
		They were the people that destroyed me.  
		I kidnapped them, gave them each a complete 				makeover, and turned them into my trophies.  
		My most coveted trophy is Julia Roberts.  
		She is one of the most spoiled and annoying 				celebrities I’ve ever seen.  She’s a hard 
		one to come by.  But, no matter.  One day, 
		she will be mine.

MAGUFFIN
		What do you mean by a “makeover”?

DR. SPECTER
		First, I begin with a full frontal lobo-
		tomy.  Then I take away their flawless 
		beauty and turn them into something re-
		sembling the Elephant Man.  Once I get 
		done with them, no studio in Hollywood 
		will ever let them step one foot onto 
		their lot.  I am, in effect, returning 
		the favor.  They destroyed me, and now, 
		I’m destroying them.

MAGUFFIN
		What did you do with McKenzie?

DR. SPECTER
		She’s my daughter.  My blood.  I would 
		never harm her.  Like the others, she 
		has now become one of my trophies.

MAGUFFIN
		You sick son of a bitch.

DR. SPECTER
		We can’t all be perfect.  We all have our 
		little flaws.

MAGUFFIN
		It wasn’t the studio’s fault you became 
		the way you are.  It wasn’t your fellow 
		actors’ fault.  It was nobody’s fault.  
		You didn’t have to do the scene that re-
		sulted in the accident that disfigured 
		you.  Nobody told you you had to do any-
		thing.  You performed the scene out of 
		your own volition.  It’s unfortunate the 
		explosion had to go off at the wrong time.  
		You were in the wrong place at the wrong 
		time.  Shit happens.  Deal with it.

DR. SPECTER preps for surgery.  He pulls on his surgical mask, bouffant cap, latex gloves, and a gown.  He chooses not to anesthetize the patient.

MAGUFFIN manages to slip his hand inside his pocket and removes a key chain.  Unfortunately, DR. SPECTER discovers it and takes it away.  

DR. SPECTER
		You think you’re going to carve my eyes 
		out with a key chain and escape? I think 
		not.  Nobody ever escapes my house of hor-
		ror.

DR. SPECTER hands the key chain to CANDY.  He then straps MAGUFFIN’S head to the table.  He removes a marker and draws an incision line around MAGUFFIN’S face.  

DR. SPECTER
		I think I’ll start with a little face peel.

A typical dumb blond, CANDY starts playing with the electronic buttons on the key chain.

DR. SPECTER removes a rusty scalpel and prepares to dig into his work.  MAGUFFIN struggles to free himself.

MAGUFFIN notices CANDY playing with the key chain.  He looks up at DR. SPECTER.

DR. SPECTER
		Any last questions, Mr. Maguffin, before 
		I begin carving your face up? When I get 
		done with you, not even a mask will be 
		able to help you.  How about a last meal? 
		I recommend human flesh or brain pudding.

MAGUFFIN keeps staring at CANDY.

MAGUFFIN
		As a matter of fact, I’d love to eat a log 
		of shit.

DR. SPECTER
		And I thought I was disgusting.

MAGUFFIN
		A log of shit sounds pretty good, right 
		about now.  Care to join me for a nice, 
		two-foot turd-flavored tube steak, Dr. 
		Specter?

DR. SPECTER angrily stitches MAGUFFIN’S mouth shut.  MAGUF-FIN screams in pain.

DR. SPECTER removes his scalpel and starts cutting into the side of MAGUFFIN’S forehead.  Blood drips down the side of MAGUFFIN’S face.

MAGUFFIN tries to speak.  

MAGUFFIN
(garbled words)
		You asked for it.

All of a sudden, CANDY presses the trunk release button on the key chain, and MAGUFFIN’S body starts lurching up and down.  He screams in pain.  His hands manage to slip free from his constraints.  He pulls up his shirt and grabs at his chest.  His stomach begins to bulge outward.  

MAGUFFIN’S eyes roll into the back of his head.  DR. SPECTER looks on in horror.  

MAGUFFIN grabs the scalpel from DR. SPECTER’S hand and stabs it into his stomach.  Brown ooze and blood pour out.

DR. SPECTER
		What the fuck’s inside of you?

MAGUFFIN cuts his mouth open.

MAGUFFIN
		I made the mistake of eating a turd for 
		breakfast.  It’s a killer.

The Killer Turd prop bursts out of MAGUFFIN’S chest and lunges toward DR. SPECTER, sinking its razor-sharp teeth into the flesh of SPECTER’S neck.

As DR. SPECTER tries to wrestle away the Turd, MAGUFFIN frees himself from his restraints.  He grabs DR. SPECTER’S electric bone saw from the instrument table and uses it to fend off SPECTER’S GOONS.  

MAGUFFIN makes his way over to the elevator.  Before he enters, he switches off the lights, then he seals himself inside the elevator cage.  Before DR. SPECTER or his GOONS can reach him, the elevator disappears through the floor to the level below.

INT: MAIN FOYER. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN brings the elevator to a stop on the first floor.  He exits the cage then climbs up on top of the elevator.  Using the bone saw, he severs the cables holding the elevator in place.  The elevator drops through the open elevator shaft.  

Before the elevator crashes to the basement floor, MAGUFFIN makes a giant leap for the first floor landing.  Holding on with just the tips of his fingers, he manages to pull him-self up.

MAGUFFIN takes a look around at his surroundings.  Just an ordinary-looking manor hiding a ton of secrets.

MAGUFFIN stands in the main foyer of the house.  A staircase leads up to the second floor.  He starts climbing the stairs.  

All of a sudden, SPECTER’S GOONS appear at the top of the stairs.  

MAGUFFIN backs up and bumps into a candelabra.  The stair-case suddenly begins to hydraulically lift itself off its foundation.

The GOONS draw their guns on MAGUFFIN.  Just as they fire, MAGUFFIN jumps over the edge of the staircase and rolls underneath as the staircase closes up.  The GOONS run off in the direction they came from.

INT: HIDDEN CORRIDOR. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN finds himself in a dark hallway beneath the stairs.  Feeling along the walls, he stumbles upon a doorway.  He tries a doorknob and enters into a dark side room.  

INT: MEMORABILIA ROOM. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN feels along the wall and flips on a light switch.  The room is full of old movie memorabilia from REGINALD BANKS’ once-thriving film career back in the ‘60s and ‘70s.  

Among the collection is a large framed photograph of McKENZ-IE BANKS hanging on the wall amidst a shrine of memorabilia devoted to her film career.  

Also in the room is a plaster cast of DR. SPECTER’S face.  LEONARD BAXTER prosthetics lay nearby.  A black cloak, ceramic mask, and hat hang on a coat rack.

INT: BASEMENT. NIGHT

DR. SPECTER stands inside a boiler room and turns on the gas and sets the house on fire.  He then turns and kills his four GOONS with a bullet to their heads.  They slump over in a pile on the floor.

INT: MEMORABILIA ROOM. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN approaches a wall covered by a large red velvet curtain.  He pulls back the curtain to reveal a wall of two-way mirrors.  On the other side of the mirrors is a large candle-lit room lined on all four sides with red velvet curtains.  At the opposite end of the room is a large fireplace.  In front of the wall of mirrors is a large oak desk and a leather office chair.  MAGUFFIN feels around the edges of the mirrors until he finds a secret doorway.

INT: DR. SPECTER’S DEN. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN pushes his way into DR. SPECTER’S secret den.  He approaches the glass cylinder at the center of the room and reads the name plate - Julia Roberts.

MAGUFFIN takes a seat in DR. SPECTER’S leather chair and looks around the desk.  He uncovers a hidden row of electronic switches built within the right armrest of SPECTER’S chair.  

MAGUFFIN presses a button on the control panel and the red velvet curtains open to reveal the human trophies concealed within the walls.  MAGUFFIN is shocked at what he sees.  

He approaches the cell holding actor WHIP FLANNERY, or what’s left of him.  

MAGUFFIN
		Jesus Christ.

Most shocking to MAGUFFIN is the lifeless body of McKENZIE sealed within her glass tomb.  She floats inside her human aquarium in a state of suspended animation.  Her arms and legs are held in place by metal restraints.  IV tubings and an oxygen tube are connected to her body.  She wears a skin-tight black vinyl catsuit.  Aside from this, she appears to be okay.  She hasn’t yet had one of SPECTER’S so-called makeovers.

MAGUFFIN tries to break open McKENZIE’S glass cell.  No use.  It’s bulletproof glass.

MAGUFFIN runs over to DR. SPECTER’S desk and starts pressing every button on the chair’s control panel.  All of a sudden, the trophies sealed within the various glass cylinders re-awaken.  Their oxygen supply unfortunately has been switched off.  Their leg and wrist restraints unlatch and free their captives.  The human zombies struggle frantically to free themselves, including McKENZIE.  

MAGUFFIN flips more switches.  The water inside the cells begins to heat up and boil.  

MAGUFFIN flips one final switch.  Fortunately, it is the right switch.  The cylinders hydraulically slide open, spilling out geysers of water and flailing bodies, some dead, others barely alive.

As MAGUFFIN rushes over to McKENZIE, DR. SPECTER shows up unannounced from the shadows.

DR. SPECTER
		Looks like you get the girl after all, 
		Mr. Maguffin.  As for me, it looks like 
		my time is about up.  However, it doesn’t 
		matter because I still win.  Hollywood is 
		seven spoiled celebrities lighter, and the 
		studio that ruined my career and life is 
		about to find itself in bankruptcy court 
		for foolishly financing the construction 
		of a replica of the ship that won’t sink.

MAGUFFIN
		You’re going down, Specter.  You’re not 
		getting away with this.

DR. SPECTER
		Take care of my daughter, Maguffin.  She’s 
		my pride and joy.  McKenzie’s the daughter 
		I never knew as a father.  She was taken 
		away from me when my former life ended and 
		my new life of evil began.  Till death do 
		you part, Maguffin.  As for me, the Fat Lady 
		has sung her last.

A trapdoor opens in the floor, and DR. SPECTER falls through it, along with the bodies of WHIP FLANNERY and another zombified ACTOR.

INT: MAIN FOYER. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN helps McKENZIE to safety.  They make their way through the burning house and leave out the front door.

INT: ATTIC. NIGHT

The MONSTERS chase SPECTER into the attic.

EXT: CLOCK TOWER. NIGHT

DR. SPECTER clings to the clock face of the clock tower at the top of his mansion.  He loses his grip and falls to the ground.  He should be dead, but, unfortunately, he lands in an airbag hidden underneath the ground.  The mad doctor man-ages to escape, unfortunately.

EXT: RAILWAY. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE chase down a train at a nearby rail-road track and hop a ride to safety as DR. SPECTER‘S haunted mansion explodes in a giant fireball.

CLOSE-UP OF THE MORNING DAILY VARIETY AND MYRIAD OTHER NEWSPAPERS:

The story breaks in the Daily Variety and the newspapers, with such headlines as:  ‘Missing Celebrities Found Dead’ and ‘No-Name Actor Fills In For Late Actor Flannery In “Rebel” Remake’.

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN sits on the wooden staircase outside his old apartment reading the morning Daily Variety and tossing a ball to his dog.  He sips a cup of coffee.  All of a sudden, his cell phone starts ringing.  MAGUFFIN is quick to answer it.

MAGUFFIN
(to phone)
		Maguffin.

INT: CASTING COUCH. OFFICE. EARLY MORNING

The female CASTING DIRECTOR from the Casting Couch is on the other end of the line.  She stands in her office examining MAGUFFIN’S agency photo and resume.

CASTING DIRECTOR
(to phone)
		Is this Rich Maguffin, the actor?

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN
(to phone)
		Speaking.

INT: CASTING COUCH. OFFICE. EARLY MORNING

CASTING DIRECTOR
(to phone)
		Mr. Maguffin, this is Nancy from the Cast-
		ing Couch talent agency.  I saw your name 
		in this morning’s Daily Variety in connect-
		ion with the murder of Whip Flannery and 
		six other actors.

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN
(to phone)
		I just so happen to be reading this morn-
		ing’s Daily Variety as we speak.  Tacky, 
		isn’t it.  It singles me out as some sort 
		of hero.  If I was truly a hero, I would 
		have been able to save Flannery and the 
		others.  Too bad, however, they turned out 
		to be a bunch of bloodthirsty zombies.  I 
		wasn’t going to stick around and let them 
		eat me as well as the bad guy.

INT: CASTING COUCH. OFFICE. EARLY MORNING

CASTING DIRECTOR
(to phone)
		Whatever did happen to the mad doctor, Dr. 				Specter?

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN
(to phone)
		I’m afraid the doctor managed to escape his 				burning lair.  He’s still at large, I guess.
(beat)
		Why are you calling me about this story?

INT: CASTING COUCH. OFFICE. EARLY MORNING

CASTING DIRECTOR
(to phone)
		You fooled everybody for months into be-
		lieving you were actually Whip Flannery.  
		Your name is a hot commodity at this time, 
		Mr. Maguffin.  Your popularity is through 
		the roof.  ‘Rebel Without A Cause’ is sell-
		ing out theaters.  Every studio in Hollywood 
		wants you to appear in their films as Whip 				Flannery.
(beat)
		The reason I’m calling is, I remember you 				auditioning for a part in Jerry Bruckheimer’s 
		last film.  You didn’t get that role, if I 				remember correctly.

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN
(to phone)
		How can I forget that audition? If I re-
		member correctly, you said my looks were 
		a problem, and then you tossed my picture 
		and resume into the trash can.

INT: CASTING COUCH. OFFICE. EARLY MORNING

CASTING DIRECTOR
(to phone)
		Well, Mr. Bruckheimer got wind of your 
		story and wants you for the lead in his 
		new action picture, ‘Kill Switch‘.  Ben 
		Affleck will be playing second fiddle 
		to your character.  The movie is to be 
		directed by Michael Bay.

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN
(to phone)
		I’m now convinced this industry is deter-
		mined to turn me into a media whore.  Be-
		sides, Michael Bay wouldn’t know how to 
		direct himself out of ‘It’s A Small World 
		After All’.  Sorry, not interested.

INT: CASTING COUCH. OFFICE. EARLY MORNING

CASTING DIRECTOR
(to phone)
		Jerry’s willing to pay you $30 million 
		plus ten percent of the gross profits.

EXT: MAGUFFIN’S APARTMENT. EARLY MORNING

MAGUFFIN hangs up his phone and throws it in his garbage can.

INT: CASTING COUCH. OFFICE. EARLY MORNING

The CASTING DIRECTOR receives an earful of feedback noise from her cell phone.  She can’t believe what just happened.

CASTING DIRECTOR
(to phone)
		Mr. Maguffin?

EXT: GRUMMAN GOOSE. NIGHT

ClaraNova Studios’ Grumman Goose flies over the Pacific Ocean.  Just up ahead is the Titanic II.

INT: GRUMMAN GOOSE. NIGHT

DR. SPECTER sits in a seat at the back of the plane.  He smiles a twisted smile.

INT: FIRST-CLASS BALLROOM. NIGHT

DR. SPECTER pours a trail of gasoline all over the ship and sets it on fire.

INT: NEWS STUDIO. EARLY EVENING

The news studio of Los Angeles’ Eyewitness News.  News anchor DALLAS RAINES sits behind the news desk in the middle of a newscast.  He his handed a piece of paper by his PRODUCER.

DALLAS
(into TV camera)
		I’ve just been handed a report of a break-
		ing news story taking place about one hun-
		dred miles off the southern California 
		coast.  It appears a phantom luxury liner 
		has sunk in the Pacific after a fire broke 
		out aboard the ship.  Apparently, the $750 
		million ship, an exact replica of the ill-
		fated RMS Titanic, called the Titanic II, 
		is owned by Los Angeles film studio Clara-
		Nova Studios.  The ship was being used for 
		filming of the new Gino Palladino blockbust-
		er, ‘Titanic II’, slated for release world-
		wide sometime next year.  The film, star-
		ring Whip Flannery, McKenzie Banks, and 
		Juno Calvecchio had only just started pro-
		duction about a month ago.  There is no 
		word whether the film will be completed.  
		There is also no word on the number of cas-
		ualties involved in the sinking.  As for 
		the studio, ClaraNova is being forced to 
		file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy and close 
		its doors as a result of losing the three-
		quarters of a billion dollar ship.  This 
		news comes just days after the film’s di-
		rector, Gino Palladino, and stars, Whip 
		Flannery and Juno Calvecchio, were found 
		dead, along with ten other people, include-
		ing six missing celebrities, among the 
		burnt ruins of film producer Leonard Bax-
		ter’s mansion on the outskirts of Los An-
		geles.  Baxter is wanted by the FBI for 
		questioning.  More on this story as it 
		develops.

EXT: OCEAN. DAY

A Coast Guard ship and a rescue helicopter approach a field of floating debris and dead bodies from the wreckage of the sunken Titanic II.  Amidst the debris field are DR. SPECT-ER’S black ceramic mask and wide-brimmed hat.  However, DR. SPECTER’S body is nowhere to be found.

EXT: MOOSEBIRDS. DAY

SUBTITLES APPEAR AT BOTTOM OF SCREEN:

“Register Dogs”
First Day of Principal Photography
Moosebirds Bed-N-Breakfast & General Store
8 Miles North of Cook, MN

An independent film crew led by RICH MAGUFFIN and MAX WIN-STON prepare to film a scene for their movie “Register Dogs” at a general store called Moosebirds near the small town of Cook in northern Minnesota.  McKENZIE BANKS is the female lead.  She sits in her actor’s chair alongside MAGUFFIN in his director’s chair waiting for the next scene to begin.  Standing nearby are the film’s producers, GRIMLEY and NORTON MINNOW and MAX WINSTON.

MAGUFFIN raises a megaphone to his mouth.

MAGUFFIN
		Cameras are rolling.  Places everybody.

A small group of actors take their positions inside the set.

A film CLAPPER holds a camera slate in front of the camera and claps it.

CLAPPER
		Scene one, take one.

MAGUFFIN
		Action!

The scene plays out in slow motion.  The front door of the general store opens, and a group of four guys and one girl (McKENZIE) exit the store, dressed entirely in black busi-ness suits and dark sunglasses.  The LEADER stops at the top of a small flight of concrete steps.  He extinguishes a cig-arette on the ground with the heel of a neatly polished shoe.  The outline of a fish created from dark stones embed-ded in concrete lies underfoot.  The LEADER glances up at the camera and speaks his first and only line.

LEADER
		Let’s go to work.

The Register Dogs walk slowly away from the store and continue on down a blacktopped roadway.  

EXT: LAKE VERMILION. EARLY EVENING

MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE sit in a rowboat floating near the shore, watching the sunset.  MAGUFFIN smiles and looks at McKENZIE.  She smiles back at him.

MAGUFFIN
		McKenzie, there’s something I’ve been mean-
		ing to ask you.  I think now’s a better time 
		than any.

All of a sudden, the boat is attacked by the “Creature From the Black Lagoon”.  The boat flips over sending MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE falling into the drink.  MAGUFFIN and McKENZIE make a swim for a nearby boat dock and pull themselves up onto the deck.  A short while later, the Creature reappears be-fore them doing a backstroke.  The Creature stops and swims over to the dock and drags itself out of the water.  MAGUF-FIN starts laughing.

MAGUFFIN
(to McKenzie)
		The Creature From the Black Lagoon? Not 
		in this lake, I’m afraid.  Nice try, Max-
		well.

The Creature shrugs and removes its head.  The man behind the mask is none other than special effects guru, MAX WIN-STON.

WINSTON
		Evening, folks.  I hope you enjoyed your 
		little swim.  I believe, Rich, you were 
		about to ask your lady friend here some-
		thing very important.

MAGUFFIN turns to McKENZIE, bowing on his knees before her at the end of the dock.

MAGUFFIN
		McKenzie? I just have one question for you.  
		A very important one.

Before he can say another word, MAGUFFIN is pushed back into the lake.  WINSTON removes an arm from within his costume to reveal a ring box to McKENZIE.

WINSTON
		McKenzie, Rich wants to know if you’ll 
		marry his sorry ass?

McKENZIE takes the ring box from WINSTON and opens it.  In-side is a giant ten-carat diamond engagement ring.  McKENZIE removes the ring and tries it on her finger.  A perfect fit.

McKENZIE
		What can I say? I love him.

WINSTON
		So, you’ll marry him, then?

McKENZIE
		Yes.

WINSTON stands up on the dock and starts dancing a jig, a rather pathetic one at that.  He glances at MAGUFFIN in the lake trying to tread water.

WINSTON
		Did you hear that, Rich? She’ll said she’ll 
		marry you.

MAGUFFIN
		That’s all I wanted to hear.

INT: MAGUFFIN’S ROOM. NIGHT

MAGUFFIN sits in front of his laptop at his desk in a dark-ened room lit only by a single burning candle.  He starts to write a new screenplay of the story you‘ve just read:

Maguffin.
A Screenplay By Richard Maguffin
© 2003 Maximum Exposure Productions

FADE IN

INT: DINER. EARLY MORNING

A cup of smoldering black coffee sits on a table.  A guy’s hand comes into view, holding a bottle of sugar, and pro-ceeds to pour a long, continuous stream of sugar into the coffee.  The guy - RICH MAGUFFIN, late 20’s - puts down the bottle of sugar and stirs his coffee with a spoon.  He takes a sip.  His glasses fog over.  Another guy (MAX WINSTON, early 30‘s) sits across from him with a strange look on his face.

WINSTON
		Care for some coffee with your sugar, Rich? 
		What are you, a diabetic?


THE END


